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This thesis is a preliminary study of the phonology and grammar of the Lôkê language.

The first chapter gives a brief general introduction to the Yàkà people and their language. It also outlines the theoretical framework of the study.

Chapter 2 describes the phonological hierarchy, focusing primarily on the phoneme, syllable, phonological morph and phonological word units.

Chapters 3-7 describe the morpheme, word, phrase, clause and sentence units of the grammatical hierarchy respectively, presenting classes at each rank in terms of its elements of structure and showing the realization of these elements in structure.

Chapter 8 is a brief description of patterning above the sentence that provides a setting to illustrate the function of the sentence.

Lôkê has one of the most elaborate concord-class systems among the Cross River languages of Eastern Nigeria. It is here described at the word, phrase and clause ranks of the grammatical hierarchy at which it is relevant.

The thesis concludes with an appendix consisting of some sample texts that show preliminary orthography largely based on the preceding analysis of the phonology and grammar of Lôkê.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Yakés People and their Language

The Yakés\(^1\) people number approximately 100,000\(^2\), and live in five large compact towns east of the Cross River, about 100 kms north of Calabar along the Calabar-Ogoja major road, in the Ugep Local Government Area of the Cross River State of Nigeria.

The primary occupation of the Yakés people is yam cultivation, but they also produce large quantities of palm-oil, palm-wine, rice, cassava and many types of vegetables which constitute part of their daily diet.

A high degree of commercial activity exists also, but the range of items is rather limited to farm-produce mainly and such imported manufactured goods as clothing, especially loin-cloths, building materials and medicines. Transportation by road within the Yakés area and to and from other parts of the country is fairly easy and regular.

Many men and a few women speak some Efik, which is the trade language of the Cross River State, and often one or more other neighbouring languages, notably Igbo, Bahumunu and Mbembe. Many people speak, in addition,

---

2. Estimate from the cancelled 1973 census.
Pidgin, as well as English, which is taught in schools as the official language of administration in Nigeria.

Most children, boys and girls, now attend primary schools. Many boys and an increasing number of girls go on to the secondary school and even to the University.

Everywhere in the Yakọ area, there are signs of social development and modernization. All the towns are linked by tarred roads. Ugep alone has five large primary and three secondary schools.

Lọkọ is the language of the Yakọ people. Neighbouring languages include Mbembe to the north, Legbo and Asiga to the north-west, Bahumun to the west, Abayongo to the south-west, Agwagwune, Adim and Abini to the south, and Agoi to the east and north-east.

The most recent classification of Nigerian languages places Lọkọ in the Delta-Cross sub-branch of the Cross River language family. This is the language group earlier classified under the Cross River 3 section of the Benue-Congo sub-family of Niger-Congo by J.H. Greenberg, under the 'Middle Cross River Group' with Mbembe and Legbo by F.D.D. Winston, and under a sub-group of Cross River languages by Kay Williamson.

3. J.H. Greenberg (1963), op. cit. p.9
The five Lòkè-speaking towns are generally known by the names given them by the British administration at the beginning of the century and are so named, if at all, on geographical maps. But each town calls itself by a slightly different name, and usually refers to its language and its people by dialect names that distinguish them from the others—as the following table shows (towns ordered from south to north):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Name of Town</th>
<th>Mother Tongue</th>
<th>Name of Town</th>
<th>Mother Tongue</th>
<th>Name of Dialect</th>
<th>Name of People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idomi</td>
<td>ìlô:mì</td>
<td>Lôlô:mì</td>
<td>Yâlô:mì</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ugep</td>
<td>ìmè</td>
<td>Lômè:mè:</td>
<td>Yâmè:mè:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekuri</td>
<td>Èkôrì</td>
<td>Lôkôrì</td>
<td>Yâkôrì</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mkpani</td>
<td>ŋkpânì</td>
<td>Lôkpânì:</td>
<td>Yâkpânì:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nko</td>
<td>Ëkô</td>
<td>Lôkê:kô:</td>
<td>Yâkê:kô:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note that the lo-prefix refers to 'language', and the ya-prefix to the people).

These towns are separated from one another by only a few kilometres, the greatest distance between any two neighbouring towns being not more than eight kilometres, and usually half that distance. There is constant communication between the towns as well as continual interchange of visitors and permanent migrants. A very high degree of linguistic and cultural homogeneity has consequently been maintained between them, to the extent that the various Lòkè dialects are perfectly mutually intelligible. ²

1. Spelt Umôr by Daryll Forde (1964), op. cit.
2. It is perhaps interesting to note, in this connection, how the five towns were founded: Èkôrì and ŋkpânì being settled originally by local migrations, following dispensions, from ìmè; ìlô:mì by a section of the main group that founded ìmè, and Ëkô by another party a few years afterwards (cf. Daryll Forde (1964, p.6)).
In terms of population and size, Ugep is the largest of the five towns, approximately 30-40,000 people and covering an area of about 75 sq. kms. (Ekuri is the second largest town, followed by Idomi, Nko and Mkpani in that order). As the headquarters of the newly created Local Government administration, which includes all the Yalko towns, it is the leading town in the locality. Consequently, Lökë which carries most prestige. The dialect of Lökë which is described in this thesis is Lëmë, of which I am a native speaker.

1.2 The Present Study

This study is primarily a response to the Yalko people's growing awareness of their own language, and their desire to read and write properly in it. My aim is therefore to analyse the language in a scientific linguistic manner, in the hope of stimulating further discussion and appreciation of it.

The description is largely based on my own knowledge of the language, and most of the examples are either supplied by me or by other Lökë native speakers whose competence in the language is, in my opinion, not in doubt. Having learnt the language and imbibed the culture of the people from very early childhood at Ugep, where I also grew up, and having visited on numerous occasions all the five towns and lived briefly in two of them, Nko and Idomi, where I have close relatives, I believe that acting as my own informant in the analysis of the language has been

---

1. Some examples were also taken or adapted from the folk-tales transcribed and translated by F.D.D. Winston in 1956, some of which are given in the Appendix.

2. In this connection, those who were frequently consulted are mentioned in the 'Acknowledgement'.
a positive advantage and not a disadvantage. I believe, indeed, that further data will not materially affect the analysis presented here and that more detailed study of any item can be made without any major alteration to the overall description.

I also consulted and utilized, whenever possible, the various publications of, and research material gathered by, F.D.D. Winston and Elaine Berry. I felt, however, that there was a need to undertake this study and to go over, from a native speaker's point of view, some of the areas already covered by their work. I had very little to disagree with in Winston's published paper on the nominal class system, but conceived of in the context of a 'a field survey of Bantoid languages of Eastern Nigeria' 2, it was written in detachment from the total apparatus of the language. Similarly, Elaine Berry's experimental treatment of Loke grammar in the theoretical framework of transformational-generative grammar was well researched, but, while this model, with its strong emphasis on a general theory of language, may have the potential for a profound linguistic analysis of a well-known language, it is thought to be unsuitable for my purpose, which is to do a preliminary study of a little-known language within a descriptive framework that will throw into relief the features of the language over a wide area.

1.3 The Theoretical Framework

The theoretical basis of this analysis of Loke is derived prin-

1. Cf. the bibliography.
cipally from the 'Structure-Function' model outlined by J.T. Bendor-Samuel in 'A Structure-Function Description of Terena Phrases' 1. But there are additional influences from K.L. Pike's Tagmemic Theory 2 and the 'Scale and Category' model described by M.A.K. Halliday. 3

The basic theory is that some features of language are readily relatable to each other in terms of a Hierarchy, and that certain recurrent patterns are observable. The stretches of speech that carry these patterns are called Units, which are hierarchically related to each other in a series of Ranks. This relationship is normally one of 'constituency' or inclusion, in that larger units are made up of the next smaller ones. Within the hierarchy, there is at each rank only one unit, which gives its name to that rank.

The language is described in terms of two hierarchies: phonological and grammatical.

Within the phonological hierarchy, the following units are postulated:

- Phoneme
- Syllable
- Phonological Morph
- Phonological Word
- Phonological Phrase

1. For details of the article, Cf. the bibliography. The theses of Ron Stanford and Elaine Thomas who used this theory were also consulted.
2. As described in Tagmemic and Matrix Linguistics applied to Selected African Languages, op. cit.
3. In 'Categories of the Theory of Grammar', op. cit. The theses of Katy Barnwell (1969) and Ayo Bambose (1966) who applied this theory in their work were also consulted.
The status of these units is tentative, particularly with regard to the last four, hence it is on the first rather than on the last four units that the analysis concentrates.

The description begins with the smallest, or lowest level unit rather than with the largest, or highest level, as is customary. This approach seems to me to be more convenient in that it describes first the stretch of language about which there is general agreement and which can be handled more comprehensively than the more complex larger or higher units.

Within the grammatical hierarchy, the following units are also tentatively set up:

Morpheme
Word
Phrase
Clause
Sentence
Utterance
Discourse

These units are described in terms of their function and structure.

The primary function of a unit is as an element of the next larger unit.

Units are divided into classes, and if necessary subclasses, according to similarities of function in the rank next above.
The structure of a unit is described in terms of:

(a) its elements which are units of the rank below;
(b) its syntagmatic features which mark the relationship between units and/or distinguish one unit from another.

Classes are divided into types, and if necessary subtypes, according to similarities in structure.

A unit may have a secondary function as an element of a unit at a lower rank. The unit is then described as rankshifted, e.g. the Relative Clause.

As in the phonological hierarchy, the description begins with the lowest unit, so that one or more morphemes constitute a word, one or more words a phrase, one or more phrases a clause, one or more clauses a sentence, one or more sentences an utterance, and one or more utterances a discourse.

The two hierarchies are held to be independent of each other, the units of each being separately defined. However, at certain ranks, there is congruence between phonological and grammatical units when units from both hierarchies have identical or closely similar exponents, e.g. the phonological morph and the grammatical morpheme.

1.4 A Note on the Translation of Examples

For each example, a literal and a free translation are given. No literal translation is provided whenever it can be easily deduced from immediately preceding examples.

A hyphen between words in the literal translation denotes that the
words are the translation of one Lökë word.

The use of brackets in the free translation indicates that the word or phrase is required in the English translation, but is not present in the Lökë example.

Finally, Lökë verb-forms with ya- as prefix are translated either as 'you...' or 'they...' depending on whether the verbal prefix in the example is pronominal or non-pronominal respectively, i.e. whether it is, respectively, controlled by a preceding 2nd person, plural, pronoun or a nominal class 2 noun functioning as subject.
2.0 UNITS

The following units may be postulated in the phonological hierarchy of Lôkêê:

Phoneme
Syllable
Phonological morph (abbreviated P-morph)
Phonological word (abbreviated P-word)
Phonological Phrase (abbreviated P-Phrase)
Sentence
Utterance
Discourse

It seems convenient to start with the description of the phoneme unit, in that it is the smallest and most basic significant unit of sound in Lôkêê an understanding of which seems primordial, if we are to build upon it and work our way up to the higher phonological levels. This approach has the disadvantage of forcing us to make some references to units such as the syllable, the phonological morph and the phonological word before these have been defined. But it has the merit, which seems to us to outweigh by far this disadvantage, of enabling us to define each higher unit as consisting of units of the one defined immediately before.
2.1 **THE PHONEME UNIT**

There are two main categories of phonemes in Lòkèò:

(a) segmental phonemes

(b) suprasegmental phonemes.

2.11 **SEGMENTAL PHONEMES**

Segmental phonemes consist of

(i) consonants (symbolized in formulae as C)

(ii) vowels (symbolized in formulae as V)

(iii) the syllabic nasal (symbolized as ŋ)

2.11.1 **CONSONANT PHONEMES**

Lòkèò has seventeen consonant phonemes, as summarized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABIAL</th>
<th>ALVEOLAR</th>
<th>PALATO-ALVEOLAR</th>
<th>VELAR</th>
<th>LABIO-ALVEO-PALATAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLOSIVE Vl.</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>kp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vd.</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRICATIVE Vl.</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASAL</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATERAL</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIBRANT</td>
<td>(r)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMI-VOWEL</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lòkèò Consonant Phonemes.
(in parenthesis) is heard in the speech of younger speakers as a variant, sometimes of /l/, sometimes of /d/ and sometimes of /n/.

The consonants contrast as to voicing, point of articulation and manner of articulation, as shown in their description which follows under the headings:

(a) plosives
(b) fricatives
(c) sonorants

2.11.1 Plosives

There are nine phonemic plosives in Lokee which, except for the unreleased allophone of /t/ and of /b/ occurring syllable-finally, always realize the prenuclear syllable position word-initially and word-medially (for a detailed discussion of segmental phoneme distribution in the syllable and in the P-word, cf. e.g., section 2.5.1.1(b)). They enter into a four-way contrast as to voicing and/or point of articulation: /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /j/, /k/, /g/, /kp/ and /gb/.

/p/, [p], a voiceless bilabial plosive, as in /èpù/ 'hip'; /pàñá/ 'touch!'

/b/, [b], a voiced bilabial plosive, as in /èbù/ 'goat'; /bàñá/ 'place on!'

/b/ has two allophones: the released [b] and the unreleased [b]. The unreleased [b] occurs syllable finally in the one word
/jib/. The released [b] occurs elsewhere, i.e. syllable initially, /b'ênbâ/ 'children'/lëbâ/'kola'. The two allophones are, therefore, in complementary distribution.

In the speech of elderly people, [b] replaces [v] in loan words, e.g. [têlbëfisôn], English loan for [têlëviûn] 'television'.

/t/, [t], a voiceless alveolar plosive, as in /êtô/ 'house'; /tå:/ 'investigate!' 'dig up!'

/t/ has two allophones: the released [t] and the unreleased [t]. The unreleased [t] occurs word-finally where it is in free variation with /l/ in word-final position, e.g. [êtâl] or [êtât] 'kite'. The released [t] occurs elsewhere, i.e. word-initially and intervocically.

/d/, [d], a voiced alveolar plosive, as in /êdô/ 'then'; /kêdô:/ 'sleeping'; /då:/ 'lick'.

/d/ occurring intervocally in a disyllabic radical phonological morph structure may occasionally be pronounced as [t], particularly in the speech of younger people, e.g. [târâ] for [tâdâ] 'stretch!' (cf. discussion under vibrant, section 2.11133).

/j/, [dz], a voiced palato-alveolar grooved affricated plosive, as in /kêjô:/ 'leaking'; /jå:/ 'poke into!'

[dz] is produced by friction at the palato-alveolar place of
articulation on the slow release of the [d] occlusion, so that the friction making the [z] sound and the occlusion for the articulation of [d] are homorganic.

The affricate is interpreted as a single phoneme because [z] does not occur as an autonomous segment in Lokše.

It may be noted that /j/ is systematically replaced by a voiced alveolar fricative /z/ in the ̀lɔ̀:mĩ (Idomi) dialect.

/k/, [k], a voiceless velar plosive, as in /lèkã/ 'village community shelter'; /kãm/ 'help;'

/g/, [g], a voiced velar plosive, as in /lègã/ 'tooth', 'laughter'; /gãm/ 'deny (someone something)!

/g/ is in free variation with /y/ in word-initial position in a restricted number of phonological words and their derivatives, e.g.

/gènã/ or /yènã/ 'hang out!'
/gènã/ or /yènã/ 'consider!' 'think out!'
/gènæ/ or /yènæ/ 'complete (e.g. someone's name)!
/gèyyã/ or /yèyyã/ 'droop!' 'wither!'

But, in general, /g/ and /y/ constitute separate phonemes, in view of the following minimal pairs among many others:

/gàlí/ 'spin (a wheel)!’ ≠ /yàlí/ 'split'
/gum/ 'deny someone something' ≠ /yam/ 'press upon!'
/gay/ 'lift up' ≠ /gay(ŋpā)/ 'flog!'  
/kp/, [kp], a voiceless labio-velar plosive, as in /ŋpā:/ 'rubber'; /ŋpā/ 'belt'.

/gb/, [gb], a voiced labio-velar plosive, as in /ŋbā/ 'patron god'; /ŋbā/ 'hunger' (a word of foreign origin).

[kp] and [gb] have simultaneous double articulation at the velar and labial places of articulation. They are therefore treated as single phonemes.

2.1.1.2 Fricatives.

Lòkò has only two fricatives: /f/ and /s/, which occur only in the prenuclear syllable position word-initially and word-medially. Both are voiceless and contrast only as to point of articulation.

/f/, [f], a voiceless labio-dental fricative, as in /ʃoːlō/ 'it is rather near'; /ʃiː:/ 'kill!'; /ʃi/ 'foam!'

/s/, [s], a voiceless alveolar sibilant fricative, as in /sɔːlō/ 'he is rather clever'; /ʃiː:/ 'reject!'; /ʃi/ 'fill up (a pit)'

In the dialect of elderly speakers, [s] occurs as a variant of
and [tʃ] in loan words, e.g.

\[ \text{[telēbison]} \] for \[ \text{[televiʃən]} \] 'television'
\[ \text{[būsə]} \] for \[ \text{[bɒtʃə]} \] 'butcher'

2.1113 Sonorants

The sonorant consonants in Lôkê consist of three nasals, a lateral, a vibrant and two semivowels. Apart from the vibrant, which occurs only intervocally word-medially, and the velar nasal which does not realize the word-initial position, the other sonorants occur in prenuclear and postnuclear syllable positions word-initially, word-medially and word-finally.

2.11131 Nasals

There are three nasal consonants (sometimes symbolized N in formulae): /m/, /n/ and /ŋ/, which contrast only as to point of articulation: labial, alveolar and velar.

\[ /m/ , [m] , \text{a voiced bilabial nasal, as in } /mən/ \ '\text{give birth!}; } \\
\[ /n/ , [n] , \text{a voiced alveolar nasal, as in } /nən/ \ 'receive!' ; } \\
\[ /ŋ/ , [ŋ] , \text{a voiced velar nasal, as in } /n̥ən/ \ 'recognizing'.} \\

There is at least one instance where the alveolar nasal consonant occurs as an alternative form to the flap vibrant: while young people pronounce \[ [ɛrɔːpflən] \], a word borrowed from the English 'aeroplane', elderly people regularly pronounce it
[enōpīlēn].

[/ʊ/, [u]], a voiced velar nasal, as in /āqəlā/ 'salad leaf';

/kɔtʊŋ/ 'okra'; /kɔtʊŋ/ 'ear'.

Remark

When m, n or ŋ occurs as syllable-final consonant, i.e. as

Cf, and it is followed by a consonant, the nasal articulation is

homorganic with the following consonant. Thus,

P-words in isolation

/etəm/ → [kɔtʊŋkɑŋqɑ]
'life' 'useless life'

/ketəm/ → [lɛtɔndɛm]
'lizard' 'male lizard'

/ègeŋ/ → [ɔɡɛɾmɛn]
'waist' 'small waist'

/ɛtɛŋ/ → [lɛtɛmbʊ]
'meat' 'piece of smoked meat'

2.1132 The Lateral

There is only one lateral phoneme in Lökée:

/l/, [l], a voiced alveolar lateral as in /lətɪ/ 'handle'; /egele/

'small snail'; /ɛkplɛ/ 'chair'.

But, as earlier mentioned under /t/, /l/ in word-final position

is in free variation with the unexploded allophone of /t/. 
Note also that where \( r \) occurs in the original language form of a loan word, young speakers tend to retain it in their articulation of the loan word, while elderly people replace it with the lateral phoneme, e.g.

\[
[ \text{âkâlâ} ] \text{ or } [ \text{âkârâ} ] \text{ 'cassava cake'}
\]

(For a further discussion of this point cf. section 2.11133).

**Remark**

When /l/ occurs as syllable-final consonant i.e. as \( C_f \), and it is followed by another consonant, the /l/ is dropped in the phonetic realization of the sequence, the preceding vowel being apparently unpredictably lengthened or not lengthened in some words.

**Examples.**

\[
\begin{align*}
/\text{êdêldêl} / & \rightarrow [\text{êdê:dl}] \text{ 'a sheep'} \\
/\text{tôl} + \text{kê} / & \rightarrow [\text{tô:kê}] \text{ 'trace it first'} \\
/\text{mûl} + \text{kê} / & \rightarrow [\text{mûkê}] \text{ 'squeeze out first'} \\
/\text{tôl} + \text{môn} / & \rightarrow [\text{tô:môn}] \text{ 'trace us'} \\
/\text{mûl} + \text{môn} / & \rightarrow [\text{mû:môn}] \text{ 'squeeze us out'} \\
/\text{yâl} + \text{bê} / & \rightarrow [\text{yâ:bê}] \text{ 'give them a ride'} \\
/\text{tâl} + \text{môn} / & \rightarrow [\text{tâ:môn}] \text{ 'pull us'} \\
/\text{tâl} + \text{bê} / & \rightarrow [\text{tâ:bê}] \text{ 'pull them'}
\end{align*}
\]

2.11133 The Vibrant

The occurrence of the rolled or flapped \( r \) in Lökêe speech
is a relatively recent phenomenon. It is heard frequently in the speech of young or bilingual people who have had the opportunity of learning, in and outside the process of formal education, the two prestige languages of Efik and English with which the Yakoo people have had enduring contacts in the last half-century or so, languages which are used today as official or trade languages. While there is no place here for a diachronic study of this sound, it may perhaps be said that the emergence of [r] in Lokoo is probably due to the overwhelming influence of these two languages, and especially Efik, since there seems to be a direct correlation between competence in Efik and English and the habit of pronouncing the vibrant. Thus, while elderly people, who are by and large monolingual, replace the vibrant in loan words with the lateral or the alveolar nasal, bilingual and formally-educated young people retain it almost unconsciously. The following table illustrates the existence of the two dialectical forms of pronunciation of r in borrowed words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word form in the language of origin.</th>
<th>Loan Word as pronounced by elderly people</th>
<th>young people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>éwúrà (Efik)</td>
<td>[éwūlə] 'dress'</td>
<td>[éwūrà]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akara (Yoruba)</td>
<td>[ákələ] 'cassava cake'</td>
<td>[ákərə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bìpòkòrò (Efik)</td>
<td>[bìpōkòlò] 'table' [bìpòkòˈɾɔ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bread (English)</td>
<td>[bɪlɛ] 'bread'</td>
<td>[brɛ(ː)d]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is interesting to note that there is only one pronunciation of the loan word derived from the Efik word sókòrò 'orange':
[usɔ:kɔɗi] 'orange'. This may be an indication that this loan word is earlier than any of those listed in the table above.

Note also, as earlier indicated under /d/, that the voiced alveolar stop occurring intervocally may be 'weakened' into [ɾ] in a small number of words, especially in the dialect of Western-educated Yako speakers. The following words have, therefore, two alternative forms of pronunciation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>by elderly people</th>
<th>by young speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tâɗá] 'stretch!'</td>
<td>[tâɗá]</td>
<td>[tâɗá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gâɗá (ɛpɔl)] 'run fast!'</td>
<td>[gâɗá]</td>
<td>[gâɗá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[yâɗá] 'split!'</td>
<td>[yâɗá]</td>
<td>[yâɗá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[yɔɗá] 'straighten!'</td>
<td>[yɔɗá]</td>
<td>[yɔɗá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[wâɗá] 'loosen!'</td>
<td>[wâɗá]</td>
<td>[wâɗá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kûɗá] 'pour!'</td>
<td>[kûɗá]</td>
<td>[kûɗá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kɔɗɔ:] 'be careful!'</td>
<td>[kɔɗɔ:]</td>
<td>[kɔɗɔ:]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this respect, compare the alternation of [d] with [ɾ] in some Efik words and phrases, e.g.

aran 'oil' for adan
eritorp 'beginning' for editorp
mno fo 'they are there' for mno fo

It seems, therefore, correct to say, in conclusion, that, as at present, [ɾ] is a variant of /l/ or /n/ in certain loan words
derived from words which contain /r/ in their language of origin, and of /d/ in some Lökéa words in which /d/ occurs intervocalically in disyllabic radical phonological morph structures. In view of this restricted occurrence, [r] cannot be said to enjoy the full status of an autonomous phoneme within the phonology of Lökéa.

2.11134 The Semivowels

LOkëa has two semivowels (or open approximants.): /y/ and /w/.

/y/, [y] ([IPA [j]]) a voiced alveo-palatal semivowel, as in /yèn/ 'eyes'; /y̞i/ 'ants'; /lu:y̞i/ 'keep rubbing off'; /y̞:wâ/ 'we didn't drink (it)'.

/y/ is in free variation with /g/ in certain words, as already pointed out under /g/.

/w/, [w], a voiced labio-velar semivowel, as in /wèn/ 'child';
   /kè:wâ/ 'gluttony'; /wâ:wâ/ 'breathe'.

/w/ may occur as the second phoneme in the consonant clusters /kw/ and /gw/ (cf. section 2.11143).

/y/ and /w/ occur either syllable-initially or syllable-finally.
The examples given above illustrate their syllable-initial occurrence only. Their syllable-final occurrence is discussed below under long semivowel consonants (section 2.11142).
2.1114 Long Consonants

'Long consonants' here refers strictly to long nasal and semivowel consonants, in that only these may occur long in Lòkèè.

2.1114.1 Long Nasal Consonants

Nasal length is phonologically significant, as the following minimal and near-minimal pairs show (marking length):

[yī:mő] 'remind!' [yīm:o] 'whisper!'  
[ōyīnǐ] 'he told' [ōyīn:i] 'he is telling'  
[bā:ná] 'slash off!' [bānːá] 'go near!'  
[pēnā] 'moet!' [pēnːá] 'change!'  
[kēkāːnã] 'pangolin' [kēkāːnːã] 'nothing'

Long nasal consonants are invariably homogeneous, as the above examples illustrate. They may occur word-medially in disyllabic radical phonological morphs, at P-morph junctures in compound words, or at P-word junctures. When length focuses on a nasal consonant position, the long nasal consonant is interpreted as consisting of two nasal segments, the first of which functions as coda of the preceding syllable, and the second as onset of the following syllable, as the examples and their interpretation which follow illustrate (marking syllable break): (a) long nasal consonants occurring medially in disyllabic radical phonological morphs:

[kōmāːn:o] < /kōmāːnːɔː/ 'patience'  
[kōmāːnːã] < /kōmāːnːɔː/ 'smile'
[tin:ɔ] < /tìn.nə/ 'shift!'
[kònàn:ɔ] < /kònàn.nə/ 'helping to carry a load'
[kpɔŋ:ə] < /kpɔŋ.nj/ 'condole!'
[kèkən:ə] < /kèkən.nə/ 'nothing'
[lètɔm:ə] < /lètɔn.mə/ 'hole in the roof mat'

(b) long nasal consonants occurring at phonological morph junctures in compound words:

[lèkəm:ə] < /lèkəm.mə/ 'compound entrance'
[lètem:ə] < /lètem.mə/ 'animal's hole'
[kòtèn:mə] < /kòtèn.mənə/ 'meat soup'

(c) long nasal consonants occurring at P-word junctures:

[kám:ə] < /kám.mə/ 'stop there!'
[təm:ínə] < /təm.mínə/ 'sew here!'
[təm:ɔn] < /təm.mən/ 'give (it) to us'

Given the occurrence of the long nasal consonants across syllable boundaries, this interpretation seems to be the only one possible, since we do not have any syllable types such as CVN: or N:V (cf. occurring syllable structures in the section discussing syllables, i.e. 2.215).

Furthermore, when native speakers were asked to break up the P-words listed above into small bits, their pauses fell exactly where we have made the syllable breaks.

Long nasal consonants may also occur word-finally, but only
in ideophones, which are extra-systemic, e.g.

/gbèm:/ 'very dark'
/gbín:/ 'very tight'
/wáŋ:/ 'very white'

Nasal length in this position may be further extended for even greater emphasis.

2.11142 Long Semivowel Consonants

Long semivowel consonants are relatively rare, compared with long nasal consonants, the long labio-velar semivowel consonant being particularly so.

Indeed, there is only one recorded example of the long alveo-palatal semivowel consonant, and none of the long labio-velar semivowel consonant occurring word-medially in a disyllabic radical P-morph, e.g.

/gòy.yá/ or /yòy.yá/ 'droop', 'wither'.

Many examples exist, however, of the alveo-palatal semivowel occurring long at phonological morph junctures, e.g.

/dǎy.yé/ 'coax him'
/kóy.yé/ 'give him a bath'
/túy.yé/ 'frighten it off'
/gáy.yé/ 'lift it up'

But examples of the labio-velar semivowel occurring long at P-
morph junctures are considerably fewer, e.g.

/kɔw.wɔ/ 'go (by) yourself!'
/yɛw.wɔ/ 'sharpen (for) yourself!'

Like the long nasal consonants, the long semivowel consonants are always homogeneous, and are easily interpreted as consisting of two segments, since the first segment, as earlier demonstrated in respect of long nasals, occurs as the coda element realizing the final phase of the first syllable, while the second segment occurs as the initial consonant of the second syllable.

But, unlike the two segments of a long nasal, which always have similar phonetic properties, the two segments of a long semivowel have perceptibly different phonetic qualities. The syllable-final semivowel has a vowel-like quality, i.e. in this position /y/ sounds like [i] and /w/ like [u], while syllable-initial semivowels have a consonant-like quality, marked by the obstruction of the pulmonary air-stream at the alveo-palatal place of articulation for the realization of [y] and at the labial and velar points of articulation for the realization of [w].

This phonetic fact suggests that it is possible to interpret the vowel-sounding segments of long semivowels as vowels, and so to symbolize, for example,

---

1. Winston, (1962) p.69, indeed transcribed /y/ and /w/ in this position (i.e. in the sequences -Vi and -Vu) as i and u. This may be taken to mean that he heard them as vowels.
/kọ́y yé/ as /kọ́i yé/ 'give him a bath'
/dà́y yé/ as /dà́i yé/ 'coax him'
/kṓw wò/ as /kṓu wò/ 'go (by) yourself'
/yḗw wò/ as /yě́u wò/ 'sharpen (for) yourself'

But such an interpretation would be wrong, for the following reasons:

(a) The phonological system of Lokọ does not favour the occurrence of sequences of dissimilar vowels, as demonstrated by (i) the vowel elision process (cf. section 2.51) and (ii) the epenthetic consonant rule (2.52), examples of both of which are given here:

(i) 
/kọ́k̀̂̄ ̀mì/ → [kọ́k̀̂:mì]
cloth my 'my cloth'
/jì̀ ̀těn/ → [jì̀:těn]
eat meat 'eat meat'

(ii) /dọ:́/ + /ɛ/ → [dọ:́ɛ]
throw down him 'throw him down'
/dù́/ + /ɛ/ → [dù́ɛ]
beat him 'beat him'

(b) Syllable-final semivowels behave, in terms of syllabic patterning, in much the same way as unambiguous consonants occurring in a similar position. Thus,

(i) /w/ resembles /l/ in disappearing before a consonant: compare, for example, /kpar/ + /bɛ̃/ → [kparɛ̃] 'fold them'
/tar/ + /bɛ̃/ → [tarɛ̃] 'pull them'
(ii) /y/ resembles /m/, /n/ and /ŋ/ in not disappearing before a consonant: compare, for instance,

\[
\begin{align*}
/kàn/ + /bè/ & \rightarrow [kàn bè] \quad \text{'help them'} \\
/nàn/ + /nsòw/ & \rightarrow [nàn isòw] \quad \text{'take the soap'} \\
/kàŋ/ + /kùkpatù/ & \rightarrow [kàŋ kùkpatù] \quad \text{'fry mushrooms'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

with \( /kòy/ \) + /bè/ \( \rightarrow [kòi bè] \) \quad \text{'wash them'}

\( /kòy/ \) + /yè/ \( \rightarrow [kòi yè] \) \quad \text{'give him a bath'}

However, from now on, /y/ and /w/ occurring syllable-finally will be transcribed as i and u respectively. This is partly in recognition of the difference in phonetic qualities between semi-vowels occurring syllable-initially and syllable-finally. It is also partly in recognition of the desire of literate Lokèe speakers who consider that the -Vi and -Vu transcription is easier to read and more natural than -Vy and -Vw. It is instructive that many earlier attempts to transcribe the language systematically have always symbolized the -Vy and -Vw sequences as -Vi and -Vu. ¹ The feeling that -Vi and -Vu are more natural than -Vy and -Vw may not be unconnected with the fact that -Vi and -Vu sequences occur in Efik, the official medium of formal education when schools were first established in Kèkèé (in the area inhabited by the Yàkèè

¹ Cf., in particular, the Roman Catholic Catechism in Lòkèè (1959) and the papers published on Lòkèè by F.D.D. Winston (1962) and Elaine Berry (1974).
people).

2.1.1.4.3 Consonant Clusters

A 'consonant cluster' here refers to a sequence of two different consonants.

In Lokọe, the following consonant clusters occur:

/pl/ as in /képlə:/ 'fufu'; /kèplá/ 'soup plate'
/bl/ as in /léblə/ 'shed'; /èblá/ 'dog'
/kpl/ as in /èklə:ba/ 'kind of tubes'
/kl/ as in /kèklə:ka/ 'kind of plant bearing edible fruit'
/ml/ as in /kàmlə:/ 'inside'; /kèmlə/ 'nail'
/kw/ as in /kəkwə/ 'canoe'; /kwaːli/ 'scratch'
/gw/ as in /igwe/ 'proper name'; /əgwə:yə/ 'he is grunting'

These clusters occur rather infrequently, and /kw/ and /gw/ are especially rare. They are symbolized in formulae as C C.

Each sequence of two consonants is interpreted as a consonant cluster for economy of phonemes: to consider each of the clusters as a distinctive phoneme would have added, unnecessarily, five new consonant phonemes to our list. It may be added that the phones of these clusters are distinctly articulated in a consecutive manner.

2.1.2 Vowel Phonemes

There are eight vowel phonemes in Lokọe, which may be divided into front, central and back vowels, as shown in the following chart:
The symmetrical arrangement of the phonemes captures the fact that, in Lökæ, there is phonologically a three-way vowel height contrast at the front and back places of articulation, and a two-way height contrast at the central place of articulation, as well as a two-way front/backness contrast at the high tongue position, and a three-way front/backness contrast at the mid and low places of articulation – a fact which will become significant when we come to discuss vowel harmony at the phonological word level (cf. section 2.3115).

But it should be noted that, phonetically in careful style of utterance, the mid and low front and back vowels are half-close and half-open respectively, that the articulation of the mid central vowel [ə] is, as in English, somewhere between the half-close and half-open tongue positions, and that [a] has a lower tongue position than either [ɛ] or [ɔ], as the following diagram illustrates:

```
i  u
  e  o
  e  ɔ
  ɛ  a
```

Lökæ Vowel Phonemes.
It should be noted, further, that when these phones occur in a less than careful style of utterance, their quality is affected, more or less strongly, by adjacent consonants and nearby vowels.

With regard to vowel quality affected by adjacent consonants, this is particularly the case when a vowel is followed by a syllable-final nasal, and especially by the velar nasal. In this environment, the vowel becomes perceptibly nasalised, e.g.

\[ /k\ddot{\text{k}}\ddot{\text{k}}\ddot{\text{o}}/ \rightarrow [\ddot{k}\ddot{\text{k}}\ddot{\text{k}}\ddot{\text{o}}] \]
\[ /\ddot{\text{d}}\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{m}}/ \rightarrow [\ddot{\text{d}}\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{m}}] \]
\[ /\ddot{l}\ddot{\text{m}}\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{n}}/ \rightarrow [\ddot{l}\ddot{\text{m}}\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{n}}] \]

And with regard to vowel quality modified by neighbouring vowels, this happens quite perceptibly when the vowel [a] is followed either immediately by a different vowel (in vowel elision, section 2.44) or by a vowel preceded by a consonant, e.g.

\[ /\text{g}\ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{n}}\ddot{\text{o}}\ddot{\text{m}} \text{ k\ddot{\text{o}}\ddot{\text{b}}\ddot{\text{o}}: k\ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{l}}\ddot{\text{e}}:\text{k}\ddot{\text{p}}\ddot{\text{a}}}/ \rightarrow [\text{g}\ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{n}}\ddot{\text{o}}\ddot{\text{m}} \text{ k\ddot{\text{o}}\ddot{\text{b}}\ddot{\text{o}}: k\ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{l}}\ddot{\text{e}}:\text{k}\ddot{\text{p}}\ddot{\text{a}}}] \]
'put your hand in your pocket'

\[ /\text{l}\ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{k}}\ddot{\text{p}}\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{l}}\ddot{\text{a}} \text{ j\ddot{\text{e}} k\ddot{\text{e}: f\ddot{\text{e}}}}:/ \rightarrow [\text{l}\ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{k}}\ddot{\text{p}}\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{l}}\ddot{\text{a}} \text{ j\ddot{\text{e}} k\ddot{\text{e}: f\ddot{\text{e}}}}:] \]
'the nest of a warbler'

\[ /\text{t}\ddot{\text{\ddot{o}}i} \text{ k\ddot{\text{o}}\ddot{\text{b}}\ddot{\text{o}}: k\ddot{\text{\ddot{l}}\ddot{\text{u}}: j\ddot{\text{j}}}:/ \rightarrow [\text{t}\ddot{\text{\ddot{o}}i} \text{ k\ddot{\text{o}}\ddot{\text{b}}\ddot{\text{o}}: k\ddot{\text{\ddot{l}}\ddot{\text{u}}: j\ddot{\text{j}}}] \]
(lit. put hand to food) 'begin to eat'

---

1. Note that vowel nasalisation does not occur as a contrastive feature in Lökše.

2. It would appear that when the vowel determining the place of articulation of the preceding [a] is high, i.e. either [i] or [u], the modified tongue position for [a] becomes approximately [ε] or [ɔ] respectively. For another example, cf Winston (1962), p. 60 :/jɛ lîdɛn/ → [jɛ lîdɛn] 'big'.
The point being made is that although each vowel symbol refers to a specific point of articulation in a careful style of speech, it nevertheless represents a range of qualities determined by its environment in a style of utterance that is not particularly careful. And although our transcription is based on a careful style of speech, it is important to be aware of the occurrence in the language of the phenomenon described above.

2.1121 Front Vowel Phonemes

There are three front vowel phonemes, all characterized by lip-spreading, and contrasting as to high, mid and low tongue position:

/i/, [i], a high unrounded vowel, as in /ɪkɛ/ 'lawsuit'; /tɪ/: 'step on'; /mɪ:nɑ/ 'squeeze'.
/e/, [ɛ], a half-close unrounded vowel, as in /tɛː/ 'sing!';
/e/ [e], 'naming ceremony'.
/ɛ/, [ɛ], a half-open unrounded vowel, as in /mɛːnɑ/ 'bend!';
/ɛkɛː/ 'leopard'.

2.1122 Central Vowel Phonemes

The central vowel phonemes are two, characterized, like the front vowels, by lip-spreading. They are in a two-way contrast as to mid and low tongue position.

/ə/, [ə], a mid unrounded vowel, as in /təu/ 'dance!'; /pə:lɔ/ 'fly'.
/a/, [a], a low unrounded vowel, as in /dɒu/ 'laugh!'; /pə:lâ/ 'expand!'

2.1123 Back Vowel Phonemes

There are three contrasting back vowel phonemes, high, mid and low, characterized by lip-rounding:

/u/, [u], a high rounded vowel, as in /yʊ:/ 'fight!'; /kʊwɛ/ 'squat!'
/o/, [o], a half-close rounded vowel, as in /yʊ:/ 'weave!';
/kəwɛ/ 'show!'
/ɔ/, [ɔ], a half-open rounded vowel, as in /yʊ:/ 'forget!';
/kəwɛ/ 'peel!'

2.1124 Vowel Length

All vowels may occur short or long. The most important long vowels are ə, a, o and ɔ.

Vowel length, like consonantal length, is contrastive, as the following minimal pairs distinguished only by vowel length show:

[dɔ]  [dɔː]
'tidy up!' 'be satisfied!'

[ɓəŋɛ]  [ɓáŋɛ]
'coax him!' 'keep coaxing him!'

[wũ]  [wũː]
'pound!' 'be full!'
The interpretation of vowel length presents some problems. From the data given above, a long vowel may constitute either the 'nucleus' of a single syllable, i.e. (C) V:, or the nuclei of two separate syllables, i.e. (C)V.V.

However, the treatment of vowel length as a sequence of two identical vowels constituting two syllables would appear to be less consistent with the phonological system of Lökëë, since it would create vowel clusters, a phenomenon of which there is no unambiguous evidence (cf. section 2.11142(a)).

2.113 THE SYLLABIC NASAL

The syllabic nasal /N/ is a tone-carrying phoneme. It is this
feature that distinguishes it from the nasal consonant. It is also this feature that enables it to constitute, like the vowels, a separate syllable, which may be short or long with appropriate tone.

The syllabic nasal occurs mainly in two positions: word-initially and word-finally, and exceptionally word-medially.

2.1.131. In the word-initial position, it is homorganic with the following consonant, signifying either the plural morpheme in nouns, or the first person singular prefix morpheme in verbs. Thus,

(i) before a bilabial consonant, it has a labial nasal articulation, e.g.

[ŋ-pe] 'months'
[ŋ-bɔ̀] 'hands'

It also has an [m] articulation before the labio-dental fricative, /f/, e.g.

[ŋ-fɔ̀] 'feet'

(ii) before an alveolar consonant, it has an alveolar nasal articulation, e.g.

[ŋ-tɔ̀] 'houses'
[ŋ-dùm] 'deafness'
[ŋ-sáníyà] 'sardine tins'
[ŋ-nínɔ̀] 'fingers'
[ŋ-lài] 'I scattered'
It also has an [n] articulation before the palato-alveolar affricate, /j/, e.g.

\[\text{[n-j\-m]}\] 'yet'

(iii) before the alveo-palatal semivowel /y/, it has a palatal nasal articulation, [\text{\-n}]. However, this allophone will be represented by the alveolar nasal symbol n for economy of symbols, since [\text{\-n}] does not occur as a phoneme, e.g. \[\text{[n-y\-m]}\] 'spots'

\[\text{[n-y\-m]}\] 'antelope

(iv) before a velar consonant, it has a velar nasal articulation, e.g.

\[\text{[\-k\-m]}\] 'clothes'
\[\text{[\-k\-w\-m]}\] 'fire-place'
\[\text{[\-g\-m]}\] 'back'

(v) before a labio-velar consonant, including the labio-velar semivowel /w/, it has a labio-velar nasal articulation, [\text{\-m\-n}]. But this allophone will be represented by the velar nasal symbol \(\eta\) for economy of symbols, since \(\text{\-m\-n}\) does not occur as a phoneme, e.g.

\[\text{[\-k\-p\-\text{\(\eta\)-m}]}\] 'yam barn'
\[\text{[\-k\-p\-\text{\(\eta\)-n}]}\] 'bamboo bed'
\[\text{[\-gb\-\text{\(\eta\)-b\-m}]}\] 'prison', 'chain'
\[\text{[\-w\-n\-m\-n]}\] 'book'

Although the syllabic nasal, in this position, is homorganic with the following consonant, it is treated as a separate segment because, if all radical initial consonants may be preceded by it,
then clearly it would be uneconomical to posit a whole series of prenasalised consonant phonemes in addition to their non-prenasalised counterparts.

2.1132 In word-final position, the syllabic nasal, signifying the first person object pronoun singular morpheme, is similarly determined by the adjacent segmental phoneme, but in this case, by the preceding vowel or consonant.

Thus, the syllabic nasal invariably has a bilabial nasal articulation when it follows a verb-form ending in an open syllable, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{oto:li}] + /\bar{\eta}/ & \rightarrow [\text{oto:li}-\bar{\eta}] \\
\text{'he followed'} & \rightarrow \text{'he followed me'} \\
[\text{te:}] + /\bar{\eta}/ & \rightarrow [\text{te:}-\bar{\eta}] \\
\text{'leave alone'} & \rightarrow \text{'leave me alone'} \\
[\text{de:}] + /\bar{\eta}/ & \rightarrow [\text{de:}-\bar{\eta}] \\
\text{'buy'} & \rightarrow \text{'buy for me'} \\
[\text{ot\={a}:}] + /\bar{\eta}/ & \rightarrow [\text{ot\={a}:}-\bar{\eta}] \\
\text{'he threw'} & \rightarrow \text{'he threw at me'} \\
[\text{ot\={o}:}] + /\bar{\eta}/ & \rightarrow [\text{ot\={o}:}-\bar{\eta}] \\
\text{'he owed'} & \rightarrow \text{'he owed me'} \\
[\text{yo:}] + /\bar{\eta}/ & \rightarrow [\text{yo:}-\bar{\eta}] \\
\text{'forget'} & \rightarrow \text{'forget me'}
\end{align*}
\]

It takes the form of its bilabial, alveolar or velar allophone respectively, when it follows a verb-form ending in a closed syllable.
with the bilabial, alveolar or velar nasal consonant as coda segment, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
/kám/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [kän-m] \\
'pierce' & \quad \text{'pierce me'} \\
/tän/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [tän-m] \\
'sew' & \quad \text{'sew for me'} \\
/tóm/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [töm-m] \\
'send' & \quad \text{'send me'} \\
/nän/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [nän-n] \\
'receive' & \quad \text{'receive me'} \\
/tôn/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [tôn-n] \\
'share out' & \quad \text{'give me a share'} \\
/män/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [män-n] \\
'give to drink' & \quad \text{'give me to drink'} \\
/kën/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [kën-n] \\
'sift' & \quad \text{'sift for me'}
\end{align*}
\]

But when the syllabic nasal follows a verb-form ending in a CVi closed syllable, it takes a bilabial form, and there optionally occurs an epenthetic vowel, i, between the CVi verb-form and the syllabic nasal whenever the semivowel is distinctly articulated, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
/dái/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [däi-i-n] \text{ or } [däy-ı:-n] \\
'feed' & \quad \text{'feed me'} \\
/gái/ & + /N/ \rightarrow [gäi-ı-ı] \text{ or } [gäy-ı-ı] \\
'draw' & \quad \text{'draw me'}
\end{align*}
\]
/kôi/ + /N/ → [kôi:-ŋ] or [kôy-ːː-ŋ]
'wash' 'wash me'

And when the syllabic nasal follows a verb-form ending in a CVu closed syllable, the coda segment drops and the vowel nucleus of the syllable is lengthened. The syllabic nasal, now preceded by a vowel, takes the form of the bilabial allophone, e.g.

/dáu/ + /N/ → [dá:-ŋ]
'laugh' 'laughs at me'
/tôu/ + /N/ → [tô:-ŋ]
'rub down' 'rub me down'

The same process takes place when the verb-form preceding the syllabic nasal ends in a closed syllable with the lateral consonant as coda, except that the syllabic nasal now takes the form of the alveolar syllabic nasal allophone.

/yâl/ + /N/ → [yâ:-ŋ]
'ride' 'give me a ride'
/yêl/ + /N/ → [yê:-ŋ]
'call' 'call me'
/ôdâl/ + /N/ → [ôdâ:-ŋ]
'it is sweet' 'I like it'
/pîl/ + /N/ → [pî:-ŋ]
'break' 'give me a piece'

Note that when the syllabic nasal occurs between a verb-form and a P-word beginning with a consonant, the syllabic nasal becomes
homorganic with that word-initial consonant as to place of articulation, e.g.

\(/yːl-\text{-} \text{-}/ + /mɔtɔ/ \rightarrow [yː:-nːːtɔ]

'give me a ride!' 'car' 'give me a ride in a car!'

\(/kə:-\text{-}/ + /kəŋkəŋ/ \rightarrow [kə:-ŋ kəŋkəŋ]

'give me!' 'knife' 'give me a knife!'

\(/dāu-\text{-}/ + /ləgə/ \rightarrow [dā:-ŋ ləgə]

'laugh at me!' 'laughte' 'laugh at me!'

The syllabic nasal, as earlier indicated, may realize, exceptionally, a word-medial position. This occurs in three simple nouns, and their derivative forms.

The three simple nouns are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kəNdəm/ 'bottom', buttocks</td>
<td>/yəNdəm/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kəNjen/ 'banana', 'plantain'</td>
<td>/yəNjen/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kəNkəŋ/ 'knife', 'matchet'</td>
<td>/yəNkəŋ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Their derivative forms are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/dəNdərwən/ 'small bottom'</td>
<td>/yəNdərwən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dəNjenəwən/ 'small banana'</td>
<td>/yəNjenəwən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dəNkərwən/ 'small knife'</td>
<td>/yəNkərwən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dəNjenkpiliwəwən/ 'banana'</td>
<td>/yəNjenkpiliwəwən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/lŋNjəngbə/ 'twin plantain'</td>
<td>/lŋNjəngbə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/lŋNjəmbə/ 'bunch of bananas'</td>
<td>/lŋNjəmbə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/lŋNjərwə:/ 'banana leaf'</td>
<td>/lŋNjərwə:/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The occurrence of /N/ in this position has given rise to some interpretation problems, since it is difficult to perceive it as syllabic or non-syllabic just by listening to the articulation of the words.

We have, however, interpreted it as syllabic on grounds of economy of syllable patterns. For to treat /N/ in this position as a non-syllabic nasal would not only create a new CVC pre-radical syllable pattern that does not occur in any other noun in the language, but it would also mean that, when one comes to the diminutive forms of the three simple nouns, one will be obliged to create, not only yet another pre-radical syllable structure, i.e. VC-, but this syllable pattern will add yet another one to Lökõõ syllable patterns, and one which does not occur anywhere else in the system.

Having decided that /N/ in this position is syllabic, the question arises as to whether the pre-radical P-morph of these nouns is monosyllabic or disyllabic. This point is discussed appropriately under section 2.4211.

2.12 SUPRASEGMENTAL PHONEMES.

2.121 TONEMES

Lökõõ has two basic pitch phonemes or tonemes, which we may call high \([H]\) and low \([L]\) and write with acute ` and grave ` accents respectively. The following minimal pairs illustrate their phonemic contrast, and therefore their lexical function:
/ëtô/ 'house'    /ëtô/ 'hyena'
/ëtî/ 'stick'    /ëtî/ 'road'
/ëpū/ 'hip'      /ëpū/ 'monkey'
/yômê/ 'lie down' /yômê/ 'measure'
/ûkwà/ 'a ritual association' /ûkwà/ 'canoe'
/ôlôwâ/ 'water melon' /ôlôwâ/ 'frivolity'

In addition, the language has a mid tone, which will be represented by the symbol [M] in formulae. It has a very restricted distribution, in that it never occurs alone over a syllable, but combines with the high or low toneme to form bitonal combinations which will be described in section 2.122.1

In a long sequence of high and low tonemes occurring in a phrase intonation pattern known as 'downdrift' (described at the phrase level), a high toneme occurring towards the end of the phrase may, in fact, be realized at a lower pitch than a low toneme occurring at the beginning of the phrase. When this happens, the high toneme is distinguished from the low toneme by the fact that the high toneme is always higher in pitch than the immediately preceding low toneme.

2.122 BITONAL COMBINATIONS

Single tonemes occur over short syllables, and long syllables carry bitonal combinations. A sequence of two different tonemes occurring over a single long syllable is here described as a glide.

1. The occurrence of this mid tone is being further investigated.
In Lökọ, the following bitonal combinations of similar or different tonemes are found to occur:

(i) a bitonal combination of two high tonemes, which we shall call the 'long high tone', write with acute ^ over the syllable nuclear segment, and symbolize [H:] in formulae. It occurs in both prefatory and radical phonological morphs of P-words, e.g.

- wèn wọ Ọ:-tù^ 'the son of Otu'
- 1ò-ká: 'language'
- ì-tál 'type of palm-wine'
- ě-yáu 'spot'
- kọ-kàm 'fence'

(ii) a bitonal combination of two low tonemes, which we shall call the 'long low tone', write with grave ` over the syllable nuclear segment, and symbolize [L:] in formulae. Like the long high tone, it occurs in both pre-radical and radical P-morphs, e.g.

- kó lọ:-sè 'on the ground'
- Ọ:-mìnì ìyáu kèn 'Onini is inside'
- ě-yáu 'sacrifice'
- ì-tòm 'life'

(iii) a bitonal combination consisting of a high toneme followed by a low toneme in the same syllable, which we shall call the 'high-low glide', write with ~ over the syllable nuclear segment, and symbolize [HL] in formulae. Like the two preceding bitonal combinations, the high-low glide occurs in both prefatory and radical P-morphs, e.g.

---
1. The absence of slashes or square brackets implies the use of a preliminary practical orthography. This is being adopted particularly in the sample texts on pp. 335 ff.
(iv) a bitonal combination consisting of a low toneme followed by a high toneme in the same syllable, which we shall call the 'low-high glide', write with \( \sim \) over the syllable nuclear segment, and symbolize \([LH]\) in formulae. Like all the preceding bitonal combinations, it occurs in both pre-radical and radical P-morphs, e.g.

\[ \text{ødæsæ ø:-tēi ñyâ:sî} \quad \text{'It has not rained today'} \]
\[ \text{é-sā:mā} \quad \text{'corn'} \]
\[ \text{kò-kém} \quad \text{'ritual association'} \]
\[ \text{wōl} \quad \text{'body'} \]

(v) a bitonal combination consisting of a low toneme followed by a mid tone in the same syllable, which we shall call the 'low-mid glide', write with \( \sim \) over the syllable nuclear segment, and symbolize \([LM]\) in formulae. Unlike the preceding bitonal combinations, the low-mid glide is a grammatical tone, which occurs only in the pre-radical P-morph of verbs as a partial realization of the future negative verb-form, e.g.

\[ \text{kòblò: ø:-kōu.} \quad \text{'I shall not go to the farm'} \]
\[ \text{yā:bī lōwī ñyâ:tà:, à:kà bà lùjì ø:-kô:} \]

'If you don't fetch water, your mother won't give you food'

The low-mid glide is distinguished from the more frequently
occurring low-high glide in that the high toneme of the LH glide rises significantly higher than the mid-tone rise characterizing the low-mid glide. Compare, for example,

\[ k\text{ê m\text{o}t\text{ô} ãm\text{â} o:-k\text{êbî} 'he will not spoil the car'} \]
\[ \text{with } k\text{ê m\text{o}t\text{ô} ãm\text{â} o:-k\text{êbî} 'he has not spoilt the car'} \]

and \[ o:-j\text{êdâ} 'he will not slip' \]
\[ \text{with } o:-j\text{êdâ} 'he did not slip' \]

(vi) a bitonal combination consisting of a high toneme followed by a mid tone in the same syllable, which we shall call the high-mid glide, write \[ \overset{\text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{\texttimes}}}}{\text{\textsuperscript{\textdagger}}} \] over the syllable nuclear segment, and symbolize \[ [\text{HM}] \] in formulae. Unlike any of the preceding bitonal combinations, it occurs only at P-word junctures where the high tone of an elided vowel combines with a low-mid glide, e.g.

\[ /k\text{ê} + \overset{\text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{\texttimes}}}}{\text{\textsuperscript{\textdagger}}} -d\text{ô}/ \rightarrow [\overset{\text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{\texttimes}}}}{\text{\textsuperscript{\textdagger}}} -d\text{ô}] 'he will not lose(it)' \]
\[ /b\text{ê} + \overset{\text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{\texttimes}}}}{\text{\textsuperscript{\textdagger}}} -k\text{ê}/ \rightarrow [\overset{\text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{\texttimes}}}}{\text{\textsuperscript{\textdagger}}} -k\text{ê}] 'he won't see them' \]

The high-mid glide is distinguished from the high-low glide which may occur in this position, in that the low toneme of the HL glide falls significantly lower than the mid tone down-step characterizing the high-mid glide. Compare, for instance,

\[ /w\text{ê k\text{ô}:j\text{êm}} < /w\text{ê k\text{ê} + \overset{\text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{\texttimes}}}}{\text{\textsuperscript{\textdagger}}} -j\text{êm}} 'he won't forget (it)' \]
\[ \text{with } /w\text{ê k\text{ô}:j\text{êm}} < /w\text{ê k\text{ê} + \overset{\text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{\texttimes}}}}{\text{\textsuperscript{\textdagger}}} -j\text{êm}} 'he didn't forget (it)' \]
\[ \text{and } /y\text{ê:y\text{å}}: < /y\text{ê} + \overset{\text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{\texttimes}}}}{\text{\textsuperscript{\textdagger}}} -y\text{å}: 'he won't tear it(the cloth)' \]
\[ \text{with } /y\text{ê:y\text{å}}: < /y\text{ê} -y\text{åi} 'if we tear(it)' \]
The high-mid glide also differs from the long high tone which may also occur in this position, in that there is a perceptible slight down-step following the high tone of the HM tone which is absent in the H: tone. Compare, for example,

\[ [k\ddot{u}\,k\ddot{a}bi] \prec /k\ddot{u} + \ddot{u}:k\ddot{a}bi/ \quad 'he won't spoil(it)' \]

with \[ [k\ddot{u}:k\ddot{a}bi] \prec /k\ddot{u} + \ddot{u}:k\ddot{a}bi/ \quad 'he has not spoilt(it)' \]

and \[ [k\ddot{o}:k\ddot{a}u] \prec /k\ddot{o} + \ddot{o}:k\ddot{a}u/ \quad 'he won't go there' \]

with \[ [k\ddot{o}:k\ddot{a}i] \prec /k\ddot{o} + \ddot{o}:k\ddot{a}i/ \quad 'he did not go there' \]

The occurrence of all these bitonal combinations is further noted under section 2.5.1.

2.1221 Interpretation of Bitonal Combinations

Of the six bitonal combinations, only the first four, H:, L:, HL and LH, will be considered here, since these alone occur regularly, like the two basic tonemes, in both prefatory and radical P-morphs.

The following pairs of P-words have been recorded for contrast in tone and meaning:

- lipō: 'cups'  līpə: 'flowers'
- loka: 'language', 'word'  lōkə: 'face'
- kobō: 'hand', 'arm'  kōbō: 'moving out of husband's house'
- kēdēi: 'love'  kēdēi: 'buying'
- lētā: 'hernia'  lētā: 'stone'
The bitonal combinations appear to contrast with one another and with the single tonemes, suggesting that they are tone phonemes, and that the words constitute minimal or near-minimal pairs.

We have not, however, interpreted these bitonal combinations as tone phonemes because the minimal pairs they form appear to be ambiguous, in the sense that the contrast in meaning between each pair of words is not necessarily due to the contrast in bitonal combination. In fact, it is quite probable that the lexical and/or grammatical contrast between bitonal combinations stems from the basic contrast between high and low tonemes.

Furthermore, it would seem both unnecessary and undesirable to interpret each bitonal combination as a toneme, when each combination is composed of two basic single tonemes, and when such an interpretation would add five or six more to the present number of suprasegmental phonemes.

2.2 THE SYLLABLE UNIT

The consonants, vowels and tonemes described above function as constituents of the syllable.
2.21 Structure

In phonetic terms, the syllable may generally be defined as a stretch of speech sound characterized by a single peak of sonority carrying a tone unit and of one or two morae duration. The duration of the mora is not absolute, but it may be slightly shortened or extended in agitated or emphatic speech. Although it is relatively easy to identify a syllable, it is not so easy to define it objectively, as it is generally known (cf. for instance, Peter Ladefoged (1975) pp. 217-222 and David Abercrombie (1967), pp. 34-36). Our definition here is no more than a functional one.

2.211 A syllable of one mora duration, described as a short syllable, consists of a tone-carrying sonorant peak or syllabic nucleus corresponding with the central phase of the syllable, which may be either a short vocoid or a short syllabic nasal. When the nucleus is a vocoid, it is optionally bounded on one side by a prenuclear margin (or onset) corresponding with the releasing phase of the nucleus and consisting of a single contoid or cluster of two. The short syllable tone is either a high or a low toneme.

2.212 A syllable of two morae duration, described as a long syllable, consists of a tone-carrying sonorant peak or syllabic nucleus corresponding with the central phase of the syllable, which may be a short vocoid, a long vocoid or a long syllabic nasal. When the nucleus is a short vocoid, it is obligatorily bounded on either side by a margin, the releasing phase of the nucleus by a prenuclear margin consisting, as in the short syllable, of a single contoid or a sequence of two,
and the arresting phase of the nucleus (or coda) by a postnuclear margin consisting of a single contoid characterized by a sonority which is less prominent and less audible than that of the syllable nucleus. But when the nucleus is a lone vocoid, it is optionally bounded initially by a nuclear margin of one or two contoids.

2.213 The long syllable tone, as earlier described, may be a long high tone, a long low tone, or one of four glides: high-low [HL], low-high [LH], high-mid [HM] or low-mid [LM].

2.214 In Lokše, the phonemic syllable coincides with its phonetic counterpart. Each phonemic syllable has an obligatory vowel or syllabic nasal nucleus, which may be short or long and carrying an appropriate tone, while its margins, which may be obligatory or optional, are realized by consonants. The prenuclear margin may be simple or complex, i.e. consisting of one consonant or a cluster of two, but the postnuclear margin is always simple, invariably realized by a sonorant consonant or exceptionally by /b/ and symbolized $C_f$ in formulae. /l/ and /ŋ/ in $C_f$ position are lightly articulated.

2.215 Following this definition, distinctive structures of Lokše syllables may be formulated as follows:

(a) Short syllables, on the one hand, are characterized, in terms of their segmental phonemes, by three structures:

$$C_f(C)V$$

$$V$$

$$N$$

and, in terms of their suprasegmental phonemes, by either the high or the low toneme.

(b) Long syllables, on the other hand, are characterized, in terms of their segmental phonemes, by four structures:
and, in terms of their suprasegmental phonemes, by bitonal combinations of similar or diverse tonemes (cf. section 2.213).

In this patterning of segmental and suprasegmental phonemes, tone is spread over the whole syllable, i.e. not only over the sonorant peak, but also over the less sonorant coda segment, if present.

2.22 Phoneme Distribution

Syllable segmental and suprasegmental phonemes together do not have any meaning in themselves. They are significant only in the framework of the phonological morph and the P-word in which they function. A description of the distribution of these phonemes within the syllable will, therefore, by undertaken at these levels.

2.3 THE PHONOLOGICAL MORPH UNIT

2.31 The Phonological morph (P-morph) is the intermediate phonological unit that lies between the syllable and the phonological word. It coincides with the grammatical morpheme, and comprises sometimes one syllable and sometimes two or even more syllables. It functions as a constituent of the P-word, just as the syllable functions as a constituent of the phonological morph, and the phoneme as a constituent of the syllable.

2.32 Classes of Phonological Morphs

Three classes of phonological morphs may be distinguished according to their contrastive function in the P-word:
(a) the pre-radical (or prefatory) phonological morph, corresponding to the prefix morpheme of grammatical words.

Examples (pre-radical P-morph underlined):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lè-tú} & \quad \text{`head'} \\
\text{kò-bò:} & \quad \text{`hand'} \\
\text{ë-mà} & \quad \text{`mouth'} \\
\text{û-kpò} & \quad \text{`towel'} \\
\text{m-fè} & \quad \text{`feet'; `legs'} \\
\text{ñ-sá} & \quad \text{`game of draughts'}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the pre-radical P-morph always occurs word-initially.

(b) the radical phonological morph, corresponding to one or more ^\text{1} radical morphemes of grammatical words.

Examples (radical P-morph underlined):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lì-tò:mi} & \quad \text{`farm'} \\
\text{yè-jò} & \quad \text{`yams'} \\
\text{e-kò-blàmì} & \quad \text{`shirt'} \\
\text{lè-tàm-dàm} & \quad \text{`male lizard'}
\end{align*}
\]

The last two are examples of a P-morph corresponding to two radical morphemes (separated by a hyphen) occurring in a grammatical word.\textsuperscript{2}

(c) the post-radical (or suffix) phonological morph, corresponding

\textsuperscript{1} Complex words consisting of two radical morphemes are common. Complex words comprising more than three or four radical morphemes are rather rare (cf. sections 2.42122 and 3.31221).

\textsuperscript{2} For more details, cf. 2.42122.
to the suffix morpheme of grammatical words.

Examples (post radical P-morph underlined)

- Ôngíí-ô 'Omini' (after the second call).
- áwílê-ô 'Hello!' (lit. you did not go to the farm!)
- bên yángá Ôngíí-ô lêgá 'the children laughed at Omini'

Note that the post-radical morph always occurs word-finally. (For more details and examples, cf. section 2.42123).

2.4 THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD UNIT

Phonological words (P-words) consist of P-morphs, the radical P-morph being an obligatory constituent. Thus, pre-radical and post-radical morphs may only occur as elements in the structure of a P-word, while a radical P-morph may occur alone as the sole constituent of a P-word.

Examples of P-words consisting of the three classes of morphs (the morphs underlined and separated by a hyphen):

- ṣóló kë ṣ-yòg-ô 'I have seen Eyong'
- mà: ṣòdó ṣ-dóm-ô
  'That is her husband'

Examples of P-words consisting of the radical P-morph alone.

- wòl 'body', 'bodies'
- yòl 'snake', 'snakes'
- jùnmà 'nose', 'noses'
2.41 Classes of Phonological Words

Phonological words may be divided into two main classes: verbal and non-verbal.

Verbal P-words are congruent with verbs, which may be described as simple, main or auxiliary. Examples (underlined):

- **simple verb:** ëbàsè ọtè:ylì ājá:jí ìmìn
  
  'It is raining now'
- **main verb:** ëbàsè ọtùm ọtè:idè:sì
  
  'This is a very rainy year'
- **auxiliary:** ëbàsè ọtùm ọtè:idè:sì

Non-verbal P-words are congruent with grammatical nouns (on which we shall be concentrating within the scope of this brief phonology), numerals, pronouns, demonstratives, adjectives, possessives, interrogatives, relative markers, clitics and particles.

Examples:

- **nouns:** Ûbì 'proper name'
  
  lìdà 'folk-tale'
  
  ìtòm 'shrine'
  
  képóló 'sign'
2.42 Structure and Phoneme Distribution of Phonological Words:

This section covers nominal and verbal P-words. Both classes of P-words will be described in terms of their constituent P-morphs.
2.421 Nominal Phonological Words

2.4211 The Pre-radical Phonological Morph of Nominal P-Words:

(a) Structure

The pre-radical phonological morph of nominal P-words is congruent with the concord-class prefix of nouns. Almost always monosyllabic, it may be realized by a short or long syllable structure. A noun occurring in its isolate form may not be marked by a long-syllable-structured pre-radical P-morph. The short syllable structures are: CV-, V- and N-, each marked by a high or low toneme.

Examples (pre-radical P-morph underlined):

CV- /lè-k6/ 'war'
   /kù-blènì/ 'sleeping mat'
   /yà-ká:lánì/ 'non-Africans', 'whitemen'

V- /l-kpe/ 'lawsuit'
   /õ-plà/ 'market'
   /õ-nõ:tám/ 'old person'

N- /N-bó:/ 'hands'
   /N-dõbá/ 'mud'
   /N-káu/ 'kernels'

1. But disyllabic in këñ-dëm, këñ-jën, këñ-kõŋ and their derivatives, see below.
The long syllable structures are: CV: - V: - and N: -, each of which is appropriately marked by one of the following bitonal combinations: H:, L:, HL or LH.

Examples:

CV: /Ke: -kpi ọtā: Ntēn êbē: kèkpānǐ/ 'Tortoise is the cleverest animal of all'
   /kēfētō sē yō:-nī/ 'elephant's footprint'
   /ékō yō yā:nīn/ 'a woman's cloth'

V: /A:-kà ọfùnī kēn/ 'Your mother is coming'
   /E:-sēn mǐn kίŋ/ 'Where is Esen now?'

N: /N:-tām ọyēnī lūjī jīmīn/ 'This food belongs to Ntam'
   /kō N:-kūn/ 'on hills'

Three nouns, /kēnēn/ 'bottom', /kēnjēn/ 'banana' and /kēnēgā/ 'knife' and their derivative forms present some problem of interpretation as to whether or not they have pre-radical P-morphs consisting of two syllables (cf. 2.1132).

The difficulty here is that it is as undesirable to treat these nouns as containing disyllabic pre-radical P-morphs, as it is unsatisfactory to consider a syllabic nasal as constituting the initial phoneme of a noun stem, since both disyllabicity and the
syllabic nasal do not otherwise realize this position in the language.

Having examined both options carefully, we have decided in favour of analyzing the pre-radical P-morphs of these nouns as disyllabic, i.e. with the structure CV*N- or V*N-, where the dot marks the syllable break. There are two reasons.

The first is that the syllabic nasal does at least occur frequently in the pre-radical phonological morph of other nouns.

The second is that our solution at least respects the general rule by which all stem initial phonemes are consonantal.

Both syllables are marked regularly by a high and a low toneme respectively.

(b) Phoneme Distribution

(i) The C position may only be realized by a restricted set of consonants: /l/, /y/ and /k/.

(ii) The V position in the CV, V, CV: and V: syllable types may be realized by any vowel except the central mid vowel /ə/, the most common being /ɛ/, /e/, /ɔ/ and /o/ in that order.

The following table was compiled from three sources: a translation of Chapter I of St. Mark's Gospel, three Lökë folk-tales narrated by Mr. Ibör Eteng Obeten and transcribed by Mr. F.D.D.
Winston in 1956, and a lexicon of over 400 nouns. It gives a rough idea of the relative frequency of the seven vowels that occur in the prefatory phonological morph position, either alone or in combination with the occurring consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowels</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Occurrences</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vowel Frequency in the Nominal Prefatory P-Morph.

It may be noted that /l/ and /a/ do not co-occur in the pre-radical P-morph position, except in the proper name /Lâ-k6q/, which is probably of foreign origin.

The occurrence of a mid or low set vowel in this position is regulated by the rule of vowel harmony which states that no vowel from the mid set may, in principle, occur in the pre-radical P-morph of the same word in which a vowel from the low set occurs as first radical syllable nucleus, and vice versa.

In practice, the mid central vowel never occurs in the pre-radical P-morph, the low central vowel /a/ invariably occurring wherever /e/ might otherwise be expected.

The following table and examples are a summary representation of the rule of vowel harmony:
**Summary Representation of Vowel Harmony.**

Examples:

(a)  
/le-bən/ 'chin' /lə-tə/ 'song'  
/le-kə 'war' /kə-tən/ 'gift'  
/kə-gəl/ 'thorn' /kə-tən/ 'roof'  
/yə-tən/ 'prayers' /ə-dən/ 'fatness'  
/kə-kə:/ 'pig'

(b)  
/ə-sə/ 'tail', 'feather' /yə-nən/ 'people'  
/ə-yə/ 'filter' /ə-plə/ 'market'  
/ə-tə:/ 'stones' /lə-kə:də/ 'snail'

This rule enables us to simplify the symbolization of the mid and low front or back vowels occurring in the pre-radical P-morph position by the use of capital letters to symbolize mid or low front vowels and mid or low back vowels, thus:

E = e or ə  
O = o or ɔ
the selection of one symbol or the other being determined according to whether the vowel contained in the first radical syllable of that word belongs to the mid or low set.

It should be added that where the first vowel of the radical P-morph is /i/ or /u/, the selection of /e/, /o/ or /ɛ/, /ɔ/ as the pre-radical P-morph vowel cannot be predicted, but is constant for a given word. Thus, we have /lɛ-ji/ 'palm-nut', /yɔ-ji/ 'oil palm' (never ɛ,ɔ), but /a-kiʃ/ 'kind of snake' (never ɔ).

It should be noted also that the occurrence of the high vowel set in the pre-radical P-morph of nouns cannot be predicted,

/i-kipə/ 'lawsuit' /i-kipɔ/ 'towel'
/i-tan/ 'helmet' /i-kwa/ 'canoe'

(iii) ɲ occurring in the pre-radical P-morph position is always homorganic with the following consonant, as earlier mentioned (cf. 2.1131).

While the greatest majority of nominal P-words have a syllabic pre-radical P-morph of their own as described above, there are a few nouns which do not have one in isolation. Nouns with a zero-pre-radical P-morph may be identified in one of the following ways:

(i) **Monosyllabic Nouns:**

Monosyllabic nouns have the obligatory radical P-morph only. They include nouns such as:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/bɔŋ/</th>
<th>'thing'</th>
<th>/bloŋ/</th>
<th>'things'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/dɛl/</td>
<td>'year(s)'</td>
<td>/dɛl/</td>
<td>'night(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jɛn/</td>
<td>'name'</td>
<td>/yɛn/</td>
<td>'names'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jɛn/</td>
<td>'eye'</td>
<td>/yɛn/</td>
<td>'eyes'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wɛn/</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>/bɛn/</td>
<td>'children'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wɔl/</td>
<td>'body,'</td>
<td>/yɪl/</td>
<td>'hair'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tɔl/</td>
<td>'cold'</td>
<td>/yɔl/</td>
<td>'snake'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) **Nouns without /l/, /y/ or /k/ as initial Consonant**

Non-monosyllabic nouns beginning with a consonant other than one of the restricted set of consonants occurring in the pre-radical P-morph position have been identified as having no pre-radical P-morph of their own, because they automatically acquire a prefixal linking vowel /a/ when the grammatical context requires the presence of a pre-radical P-morph. The grammatical context in which the acquired prefix is required always imposes a long syllable structure on the pre-radical P-morph.

Examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/bənː/</th>
<th>'women'</th>
<th>ŋkɔ yẽ aː-bənː</th>
<th>'women's clothes'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/jʊmː/</td>
<td>'nose'</td>
<td>bɔŋ kɔ aː-jʊmː</td>
<td>'something on the nose'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tɔntɔŋ/</td>
<td>'pigeon'</td>
<td>ɛsɛ yẽ aː-tɔntɔŋ</td>
<td>'a pigeon's feather'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dɛːdɛː:sɔː/</td>
<td>'night'</td>
<td>kɔ aːː-dɛːdɛː:sɔː</td>
<td>'at night'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other nouns identified as zero-pre-radical P-morph are /bə:nɪ/ 'urine', /bʊmʊŋ/ 'anything'.
There are some ambiguous cases where it is difficult to say whether or not a noun has a pre-radical P-morph. /yànën/ 'woman' is a good example. The initial syllable /yà-/ has a structure very much like that of the pre-radical P-morph of many nouns, e.g. /yà-nën/ 'people', /yà-tãmì/ 'gimlets'. When the noun occurs in grammatical contexts requiring a pre-radical P-morph, it does not acquire the prefixal linking vowel /a/ which it would have done if it were zero-pre-radical P-morph. Thus, we have èko yà yà-nën 'a woman's cloth'. It may, therefore, be said that, phonologically, /yà-/ is the pre-radical P-morph of /yànën/. But the analysis is complicated by the fact that yà- is, grammatically, a plural pre-radical P-morph, as in /yà-nën/ and /yà-tãmì/. And since /yànën/ is a singular noun, it is difficult to see how it can function as a pre-radical P-morph. Furthermore, it has been observed that one of two or more forms of the same noun cannot have a pre-radical P-morph while the other form or one of the other forms has been identified as zero-prefix. And in this case, since /bànën/ is zero-prefix, yànën cannot have a pre-radical P-morph. The conclusion that may be drawn from this is that yànën presents a case where there is divergence between what is a grammatical prefix and a phonological pre-radical P-morph.

Other ambiguous cases are presented by nouns designating family relationships:

mì:-mùkà 'my mother'  bò mì:-mùkà 'our mothers'
à:-kà 'your mother'  bò à:-kà 'your mothers'
The form in which these nouns are presented here (with the 'pre-radical P-morph' underlined) represents our final analysis, which is based on the similarity of phonological behaviour of these nouns and proper names in similar grammatical contexts. But the prefixes listed here are, to say the least, peculiar. The syllabic nasal of /rǐːr-mʊkà/ is a plural prefix, e.g. /rǐ-fɔː/ 'legs' /rǐ-bɔː/ 'arms', and so is the /a-/ of /aː-kà/ and /aː-wʊ/, e.g. /aː-tʊ/ 'heads', /aː-kʊʊ/ 'knots', or the /yàːr-/ of /yàːr-kà/ and /yàːr-tɛ/, e.g. /yàː-kʊʊ:/ 'hawks', /yàː-dɛm/ 'men'. Furthermore, the prefixes have a possessive meaning, which ordinary nouns do not have. We may therefore conclude once more that there is here a dichotomy between what constitutes a phonological pre-radical P-morph and a grammatical prefix.

2.4212 Radical Phonological Morphs in Nominal P-Words

Radical P-morphs, like radical morphemes, with which they are congruent, may be simple or complex. They are simple when the nominal P-word contains one radical morpheme, and complex when the
nominal P-word contains more than one radical morpheme.

2.42121 The Simple Radical Phonological Morph

The simple radical P-morph is monosyllabic in the great majority of nominal P-words. But disyllabic radical P-morphs are not uncommon. Nominal P-words with three-syllable or four-syllable radical P-morphs also exist, but these number no more than a handful, and almost always contain some form of reduplication.

(a) The Monosyllabic Radical Phonological Morph Structure

The monosyllabic radical phonological morph of nominal P-words may be realized by the following structures:

(i) \( -C_1(C)V_1 \)
(ii) \( -C_1(C)V_1: \)
(iii) \( (-)C_1(C)V_1C_f \)

A pre-radical P-morph is obligatory for the realization of structures (i) and (ii), but optional for structure (iii). Short syllables are marked by either high or low tonemes; long syllables are marked by bitonal combinations.

Phoneme Distribution

The \( C_1 \) position (radical initial consonant) may be realized by any consonant, except the velar nasal \( ^1 \), and the \( C_1C \) position (radical initial consonant cluster) by the consonant clusters listed above in section 2.11143.

1. Note that it occurs freely as syllable-initial consonant in other radical structures, e.g. /d-ŋālā/ 'edible leaf', /lé-ddūnti/'knee.'
The $V_1$ position (radical nuclear vowel) is realized by any vowel, which may be short or long.

The $C_f$ position (syllable final consonant) may be realized by any sonorant, i.e. /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /l/, /y/ or /w/. Exceptionally, $C_f$ may be realized by the unexploded allophone of /t/ or of /b/ as in è-bả̀ 'axe' and jìb 'fifteen'.

Examples of nouns with a $-C_1V_1$ structured radical $P$-morph:

/lé-pó/  'joint'
/è-mà/  'mouth'
/yù-tój/  'houses'
/kò-kpó/  'secret agreement'

Examples of nouns with a $-C_1CV_1$ structured radical $P$-morph:

/è-plá/  'market'
/è-blá/  'dog'
/yà-mlè/  'oil'
/ù-kvà/  'cultural association'
/ì-gwà/  'proper name'

Examples of nouns with a $-C_1V_1$ structured radical $P$-morph:

/kè-pó:/  'plate'
/lè-tà:/  'stone'
/yù-kpó:/  'yam barn'
/è-kò:/  'friendship'
Examples of nouns with a $-C_1V_1$ structured radical $P$-morph:

/ke-plə:/ 'fufu'
/kè-blə:/ 'farming'
/le-mle:/ 'voice'
/ë-mle:/ 'the world of the dead'

Examples of nouns with a $-C_1V_1C_2$ structured radical $P$-morph:

/ë-gəm/ 'fish-hook' /lò-pən/ 'town', 'country'
/ë-bən/ 'mortar' /ë-təl/ 'rainy season'
/kè-pəi/ 'wound' /kè-kəu/ 'bone'
/le-mən/ 'flesh' /li-jən/ 'quarrel'

Many examples of $C_1V_1C_2$ structured nouns, i.e. without a pre-radical $P$-morph, have already been given above under monosyllabic nouns. But it may be noted that the distribution of $C_1$ is restricted to only seven consonants, i.e. /b/, /t/, /d/, /j/, /s/, /y/, and /w/. This is probably quite arbitrary and accidental.

Examples of nouns with a $-C_1V_1C_2$ structured radical $P$-morph:

/kè-blən/ 'dirt', 'blackness' /kù-blən/ 'slimy saliva'
/lò-plən/ 'horn' /kè-mlən/ 'finger-nail'
/lò-plən/ 'emergency exit' /kə-plən/ 'smell'

Note that the $C_2$ position in this structure is largely restricted to the velar nasal.

Note also that when the structure is not preceded by a pre-
radical P-morph, the $C_1C$ position is considerably less extensive; it is, in fact, limited to the cluster /bl/ occurring in only one recorded noun, /blōy/ 'things'.

(b) The Disyllabic Radical Phonological Morph Structure

The disyllabic radical P-morph of simple nominal P-words may be realized by the following syllable patterns, which are, more often than not, preceded by a pre-radical P-morph:

1. $-C_1(C)V_1(C_f)\cdot C_2V_2(C_f)$
2. $-C_1(C)V_1\cdot C_2V_2(C_f)$

Each structure is marked by an appropriate short or long tone pattern.

Phoneme Distribution

The phoneme distribution in the initial or nuclear syllable of all these structures is similar to that of the monosyllabic radical P-morph, except that the velar nasal now occurs in the $C_1$ position in the structure $C_1V_1C_2V_2$.

The $C_2$ position is realized by the six sonorant phonemes of the nasal, lateral and semivowel set, although /b/ has been recorded here in the noun /b-döa/ 'mud!'. The $V_2$ position is generally restricted to the vowels /i/, /ə/ and /u/, although /e/, /ɛ/, /u/, /o/ and /ɔ/ have occasionally been recorded in the slot.

1. The only other non-verbal word realized by this structure is /blën/ 'different', 'wrongly'. 
Examples of nouns with the radical structure $-C_1V_1\cdot C_2V_2$

/lè-jàmè/ 'matriclan' /kò-fìyà/ 'brain'
/á-Ìílì/ 'space' /á-nàlì/ 'edible leaf'
/kà-tànì/ 'okra' /ò-kòwà/ 'omen'
/kè-sàwà/ 'rattle' /yì-kèlfì/ 'bile'
/jè-wènè/ 'book' /jù-kèwà/ 'fire-place'

This is the commonest of the various radical disyllabic structures occurring in nouns.

Examples of nouns with the radical structure $-C_1CV_1\cdot C_2V_2$

/è-blàmà/ 'black indigo' /kù-blùnì/ 'mat'
/ù-bàìyà/ 'tale-bearing' /ò-plèlè/ 'mud shelf'
/jù-kwèlè/ 'blacksmithing' /jù-kwèlè/ 'blacksmith'

Examples of nouns with the radical structure $-C_1V_1\cdot C_2V_2$

/ù-ìpèlà/ 'grass' /è-tà:nà/ 'ant'
/è-sà:mà/ 'corn' /kò-yò:mà/ 'test'
/è-sè:nà/ 'egg' /kò-dù:wà/ 'hiding'

Examples of nouns with the radical structure $-C_1CV_1\cdot C_2V_2$

/kà-plò:là/ 'hissing' /kò-plù:yì/ 'support'
/kè-blà:nà/ 'promiscuity' /kè-kwà:1ì/ 'scratching'

Nouns of this radical structure are mostly derived from verbs.

Examples of nouns with the radical structure $C_1V_1 \cdot C_2V_2 C_2'$
/lɔ-tɪtàn/ 'rib' /kè-tɪtàn/ 'raffia bamboo splinter'
/e-sísən/ 'housefly' /e-sísən/ 'smoke'
/yə-nənən/ 'work' /lɪ-təbən/ 'saliva'
/lə-kətəm/ 'foolishness' /lə-nənən/ 'finger'

Note that the distribution of C_2 here also includes /t/ and /s/, while V_2 includes /u/, /o/ and /ɔ/. Note also that C_f is realized almost exclusively by the velar nasal. The alveo-palatal semivowel has, exceptionally, been recorded here in the one noun /lə-ləbəi/ 'swollen scar'.

Examples of nouns with the radical structure C_1 V_1 C_2 V_2 C_f.

/e-kə:lən/ 'white man' /yə-kə:lən/ 'white men'

Nouns of this radical structure are rare.

Examples of nouns with the radical structure C_1 V_1 C_f C_2 V_2

/kə-kənənə/ 'government' /kè-təmə/ 'willow'
/lə-kənə/ 'hate' /kə-yənə/ 'blessing'
/kə-kənə/ 'nothing' /kə-bənə/ 'burial'

Only nasals may realize the C_f and C_2 positions.

Examples of nouns with the radical structure C_1 C V_1 C_f C_2 V_2

kə-bənənə 'shifting' kə-bənənə 'embracing'

Nouns with this structure are derived from verbs.

Examples of Nouns with the radical structure - C_1 V_1 C_f C_2 V_2 C_f
A number of zero-pre-radical P-morph nouns also have this structure:

/tōntōn/ 'pigeon' /bāmbōn/ 'anything'

(c) The Three- and Four- Syllable Radical Phonological Morphs.

The three-syllable and four-syllable radical phonological morphs of simple nominal P-words are almost all realized by the same basic structure of extended CV syllables involving some form of reduplication, as the following examples show.

Examples of nouns with the radical Structure C₁₁C₁₂V₂.

/ā-kōkōnā/ 'anger', 'hatred'
/ē-kōpōłō/ 'wooden stool'
/le-dūdūnī/ 'knee'
/kē-kōkōwā/ 'shoulder'
/ē-kōpōkpōnā/ 'star'
/kē-kīlikā/ 'kind of plant'
/ē-kīlībā/ 'kind of cocoyam'
/ē-būdūmā/ 'kind of edible leaf'
/ē-kōkōnī/ 'bee'

A modification of this structure is recorded in the one noun ɔ-kālālān 'white man'.

/ū-bānboŋ/ 'kind of insect' /ē-kāŋkāŋ/ 'sword'
/ū-ŋāŋkāŋpāŋ/ 'fan' /ē-kāŋyāŋ/ 'bell'
/kā-dōdōn/ 'shadow' /ŋ-yāŋyāŋ/ 'horse'
/ē-dōlōl/ 'sheep' /ŋ-dōlōl/ 'sheep'
Examples of nouns with the radical structure $C_1V_1C_1V_1C_1V_2$

[/yí-kìlíkìlí/] 'weaver bird'
[/s-tùlùbàbà/] 'kind of masquerade'

2.42122 The Complex Radical Phonological Morph

The structures of complex radical phonological morphs and their phoneme distribution are determined by the structures and phoneme distribution of the constituent radical P-morphs. The minimum number of syllables in a complex radical P-morph is two, but radical P-morphs of three or more syllables are not rare.

Examples.

-CV-CV, e.g. /lò-tì-dì/ \(\triangleleft\) /kè-tì/ + /lò-dì/  
'fruit'    'tree'  'round'

-CV-CV-CV, e.g. /tò-fà-tì/ \(\triangleleft\) /tò-tì/ + /fà/ + /tì/  
'street'    'house'  'groove'  'road'

-CVC-CVC, e.g. /dòn-dêm/ \(\triangleleft\) /kè-dêm/ + /dùm/  
'male lizard'  'lizard'  'male'

-CVC-CVC - CV e.g. /bònìbòn-kpà/ \(\triangleleft\) /bònìbòn/ + /kpà/  
'bowels'    'dregs'    'bag'

-CV: CVC - CV, e.g. /kà:làn-tò/ \(\triangleleft\) /kà:làn/ + /tò/  
'brick house'  'whiteman'  'house'

-CV CV CVC CV-CV e.g. /jèlìkàndà-sè/ \(\triangleleft\) /jèlìkàndà/ + /sè/  
'ostrich feather'  'ostrich'  'feather'

Segmental and suprasegmental phoneme changes sometimes take place at the P-morph junctures in complex P-words. These changes are summarized and illustrated below:
(a) **Segmental Phoneme Changes**

When a P-morph ends in a CVC$_f$ syllable structure, the syllable-final C$_f$ becomes homorganic with the initial consonant of the following P-morph, if the C$_f$ is a nasal, e.g.

\[
\text{/yĩ-nɔn/} + \text{/ɔ-ɔn/} \rightarrow \text{[ɔ-nɔn-ɔn]}
\]

'bird'  'female'  'hen'

\[
\text{/kẽ-tẽm/} + \text{/ɔ-dẽm/} \rightarrow \text{[ɔ-tẽn-dẽm]}
\]

'lizard'  'male'  'male lizard'

\[
\text{/ẽ-tẽn/} + \text{/kẽ-kẽu/} \rightarrow \text{[kẽ-tẽn-kẽu]}
\]

animal  'bone'  'animal bone'

C$_f$ is retained, if it is the alveo-palatal semivowel, e.g.

\[
\text{/lẽ-bôi/} + \text{/ẽ-ti/} \rightarrow \text{[ẽ-bôi-ti]}
\]

'house-building'  'stick'  'stick used in house building'

C$_f$ is dropped, if it is the labio-velar semivowel, e.g.

\[
\text{/yõ-gãu/} + \text{/ẽ-ti/} \rightarrow \text{[ẽ-gã-ti]}
\]

'mushroom'  'stick'  'a single mushroom'

C$_f$ is dropped, if it is the lateral consonant. At the same time, the vowel nucleus preceding /l/ is lengthened when marked by either a low toneme or a rising glide, but usually remains short when marked by a high toneme, e.g.

\[
\text{/ẽ-kpõ/} + \text{/kõ-ẽ/} \rightarrow \text{[kõ-kpõ-ẽ]}\]

'chair'  'leg'  'leg of a chair'
As may have been evident from the examples given above, the tone pattern of a complex radical P-morph is generally the combined tone patterns of the constituent simple radical P-morphs, but not always so. The tone sequence of a complex radical P-morph may differ from that of the component radical P-morphs when one of the simple radical P-morphs contains a syllable marked by a tone glide, in which case the following rules apply:

(i) when a LH glide occurs in a non-final radical P-morph, it becomes low tone when immediately followed by a high tone, i.e. the expected rise of the glide does not take place, e.g.

/lo-wa:/ + /ki-bɔ:/ → [kɛ-wa:-bɔ:]

'leaf' 'arm' 'leafy branch'
but /lɔ-wɑː/ + /lɛ-kpɑ/ —> [lɛ-wɑː-kpɑ]
   'bag'           'bag of leaves'

(ii) when a LH glide occurs in the final radical P-morph, the rising glide becomes low tone when it is immediately preceded by a high tone, e.g.

/ɔ-ðɛm/ + /wɛn/ —> [ɔ-dɛn-wɛn]
   'man'     'child'    'boy'
/yɛ-jɔ/ + /lɔ-wɑː/ —> [lɔ-jɔ-wɑː]
   'yam'     'leaf'     'yam leaf'
but /ɛ-kɔ/ + /lɔ-wɑː/ —> [lɔ-kɔ-wɑː]
   'cloth' 'leaf'       'bed-sheet'

(iii) when a HL glide occurring over the final syllable of a non-final radical P-morph is immediately followed by a high-tone syllable, the high tone becomes low, e.g.

/ɛ-kɔi/ + /kɛ-plɑ/ —> [kɛ-kɔi-plɑ]
   'Ekoi Festival' 'bowl'     'Ekoi Festival bowl'
but /ɛ-kɔi/ + /lɛ-wɑ/ —> [lɛ-kɔi-wɑ]
   'day'            'Ekoi Festival day'

(iv) when a HL glide marking the final syllable of a radical P-morph is immediately followed by a radical P-morph consisting of two or more syllables bearing high tone, the sequence of high tones immediately following the HL glide becomes low only optionally. Thus, it is correct to say
either \[ yō-kō-blâmː-nənəq \] < / ɕō-kō-blâmː/ + /yō-nənəq/ 
or \[ yō-kō-blâmː-nənəq \] 'shirt' 'work'

'work on a shirt'

The first alternative is, however, the more common.

Other tones, including the HL glide occurring finally over the final radical P-morph, do not appear to be affected by their environment.

2.42123 The Post-radical Phonological Morph of Nominal P-Words

The post-radical P-morph of nominal P-words is congruent with the monosyllabic noun suffixes -ō, -ē and -á, -á sometimes becomes -yá when preceded by a front vowel and -wá when preceded by a central or back vowel.

The P-morphs -ō and -ē occur with personal names in vocative relation, e.g. Õbi-ō, Ėtâ-ē. -ō is used when a person is being called for the second and third time. The Ė P-morph suggests that the caller is becoming impatient.

It may be noted that no vowel elision occurs between the final vowel of the radical P-morph and these post-radical P-morphs.

Furthermore, quite often, both P-morphs extend phonetically over more than one mora duration, depending on the emotional state of the caller.
The P-morph -á also occurs affixed to personal names, but only when it is functioning as verbal complement, e.g.

/È:pù Ódá bí Kèkpí-á lý́jí/
'Monkey fed Tortoise'

-á also occurs suffixed to any noun except personal names to express the idea of 'capable of', 'suitable for', or of possession, e.g.

[mfe e:pál-á] 'legs for running(fast)'
[lówì kè:wa-wá] 'potable water'
[blóó è:toñwènè-yá] 'school uniform'

Finally, -á occurring suffixed to the family-unit nouns: òdém 'husband', yànèn 'wife' and wèn 'child', translates 'his' or 'her', depending on whether the possessor is male or female respectively, e.g.

òdém-á 'her husband'
yànèn-á 'his wife'
wèn-á 'his/her child'

Note that the insertion of the consonants /y/ and /w/ before the suffixed -á is an alternative pronunciation to the one applying the rule of word juncture vowel elision (cf. 2.51). Thus, the example given above and translated as 'Monkey fed Tortoise' may be produced phonetically, as

either  [È:pù Ódá bí Kèkpí-yá lý́jí]
or  [È:pù Ódá bí Kèkpá: lý́jí]
The second version is more common than the first. And therefore, one is more likely to say \[\text{blōŋ ɛːtɔɬwɛnə}\] than the pronunciation given above.

Note also that -ā, like -ō and -ē, has a tendency to be articulated longer than one mora.

2.42124 General Remarks on Nominal P-word Syllable and Tone Patterns.

Nominal P-words may consist of one or more syllables. The disyllabic structure is very common, while nouns of more than five syllables are very rare. Out of a list of 200 common nouns compiled at random, 3.5% were monosyllabic, 65% disyllabic, 23% trisyllabic and 8.5% (2% of which are non-complex) of four or more syllables.

When a nominal P-word is monosyllabic, it always has the structure CVC and the tone pattern is either L: or LH, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
yəl & \quad \text{'snake'} \\
wəl & \quad \text{'body'} \\
dəl & \quad \text{'night'} \\
dəl & \quad \text{'year'} \\
jən & \quad \text{'eye'} \\
jən & \quad \text{'name'}
\end{align*}
\]

Disyllabic nominal P-words occur in their isolate form with or without a pre-radical P-morph. Those that have a pre-radical P-morph are by far more common.

The commonest tone pattern of disyllabic nominal P-words that do not possess a pre-radical P-morph of their own in the isolate form is LH·L, e.g.
The pre-radical P-morph of disyllabic nominal P-words usually has a short syllable structure, marked predominantly by low tone, e.g.

jǔn mài 'nose'  jāː ni 'ant'

bǔː si 'cat'  bāː nǐ 'urine'

All trisyllabic nouns have a pre-radical P-morph, 85-90% of which are marked by low tone. Trisyllabic nouns are fairly common, but a large proportion of them are complex: a list of the first 100 trisyllabic nouns picked at random included 36 complex nouns.

Trisyllabic nouns are marked by a great variety of tone patterns. The 100 trisyllabic nouns assembled produced 35 different tone patterns of varying numerical membership. The most common patterns were:

(i)  L-L·L with 13 nouns, e.g. lēː-jāːmē 'matriclan', ēː-bāː lā 'ravine'
(ii) L-L·H with 10 nouns, e.g. ē- tūː wē 'buffalo', ēː-wōː ná 'tornado'
(iii) L-H·L with 9 nouns, e.g. őː-fōː lī 'slave', kōː-fíː yā 'brain'
(iv) L-H·H with 8 nouns, yōː-nèː nēŋ 'work', ēː-blāː dāl 'tick'

1. The exceptions are discussed in section 2.4211 in connection with the nouns kēː h-dōm, kēː h-jēn and kēː ū-kōŋ.
(v) L - H·H with 6 nouns, e.g. lè-kpá·lā 'crowd' yò-jí·jí 'food'
(vi) H-H·H with 6 nouns, e.g. 6-yí.né 'story' kê-ji·lā 'barren woman'

Seven other tone patterns had each three nouns, 6 had two nouns each, and the others, 16, had one noun each.

Tonal glides do not mark simple nominal P-words of four or five syllables, but they may occur over the final syllable of complex nouns of four or more syllables, e.g.

ë-kó·kó.ní 'bee' kê-kó.kó.wà 'shoulder'
lé-dú·dú.ní 'knee' kê-kí.li.kà 'name of plant'

lè-wè.nè-tà: 'slate' lò-tá.bì-wà: 'tobacco leaf'
ë-kó-blà.mì: 'shirt' lè-kà.lì.kì.lì-kpá.là 'weaver bird's nest'

2.422 Verbal Phonological Words

Verbal phonological words consist of a pre-radical and a radical phonological morph. The presence of the radical P-morph is obligatory.

2.4221 The Pre-radical Phonological Morph of Verbal P-Words:

The pre-radical P-morph of a verbal P-word is congruent with the person prefix of the verb.

(a) Structure

Always monosyllabic, it is realized by the following syllable structures:
Short syllables: CV-, V- or \( \tilde{N} \)- marked by H or L toneme.

Long syllables: CV:-, V:- or \( \tilde{N}\):- marked by L:, H:, LH, HL or LM bitonal combination.

Note that a short syllable marked by a high toneme may be phonetically lengthened for emphasis. Thus, /yá-nənə/ 'they cooked' may be pronounced \([yá:-nənə]\) to mean 'they cooked really hard, for a long time.'

(b) Phoneme Distribution

In the CV- or CV:- syllable structures, the C position may be realized by the same set of consonants as occur there in the pre-radical P-morph of nominal P-words, i.e. /k/, /l/ and /y/.

The V position in these two structures, as well as in the V- and V:- patterns, may be realized by any vowel, except /o/, which also does not occur in this position in nominal P-words, and /u/ the absence in this position of which is specific to verbal P-words. It should be further noted that /i/, which occurs as a pre-radical P-morph in nominal P-words, does not realize the V- or V:- syllable position in verbal P-words. Finally, /i/ and /a/ do not occur, respectively, with /k/ and /l/ in the CV- and CV:- prefatory syllable types.

With regard to the \( \tilde{N} \)- or \( \tilde{N} \):- syllable structures, they may be realized by any of the five allophones of the syllabic nasal, and
each choice is determined by the point of articulation of the following consonant.

Examples.

CV-, V-, and N- [H or L] syllable structures:
/kèblò: kè-tùm kè-nì:nè:/ 'Farming is a hard job'
/yànnèn yà-wù:yì mín/ 'People live here'
/lìmàn jìmà: lí-kòkì/ 'The money is lost'

/ò-pùwè kè lèmèlè: lèmèlè/ 'He has taken my advice'
/jùmà: jà-yàu kà kà:nà:nà/ 'The woman is cooking'
/à-kù:yì bõtõy?/ 'Where are you going?'
/èbú ímà: è-jì: lìwà:/ 'The goat is eating leaves'

/ù-pèn kè lèmà:/ 'I have closed the door'
/ù-dìbè è:kè/ 'I have caught you'

CV:-, V:- or N:-, marked by an appropriate bitonal combination:
/lèmèlè: lèmèlè yà:-pú/ 'They did not hear my voice'
/òkè kè ônnèn wè ò:-wù:yì/ 'He has seen the person he wanted'
/lèkò yù:-yù/ 'They did not go to war'
/òbàsè ò:-të:/ 'It will not rain'
/òwòi bõn nà ñblàù/ 'If I need something, I shall ask'

Verbal P-words may occur without a pre-radical P-morph in certain grammatical contexts, e.g. when a verb occurs in the imperative mood:
Other examples are:

ōbì yè:li phônica? 'What is he reading?'

ōff yà: mà:, mmí ṣóké è kẹ'

'If he had come, I would have seen him'.

stå yó â:mnà kà: étàm ẹyī;

'The house we saw was very beautiful'

2.4222 The Radical Phonological Morph of Verbal P-words:

The radical phonological morph of verbal P-words is congruent with the stem of grammatical verbs. It corresponds with what may be described as the central segment of the verb, i.e. it excludes, on the one side, the pre-radical P-morph, and, on the other, the post-radical P-morph.

Structure and Phoneme Distribution

The syllable structures and phoneme distribution occurring in verbal radical P-morphs may be symbolized as follows:

Monosyllabic Structures:

(i) \(-C₁ (C) V₁ [H]\), e.g. yàtùm yà-tó lóbì 'You cry too much'

(ii) \(-C₁(C)V₁\) \(\{H:, L:, HL, \text{or LH}\}\), e.g. yà-tó: lóbì 'They cried'

\(-C₁(C)V₁C_f\)

yà-tóí bòní 'They danced'
Disyllabic Structures:

(i) \(-C_1(C)V_1 \cdot C_2 V_2\{H: [H] \} \cdot \{L: [L]\}\) e.g. yá-ná́ ná́ kē lújí 'They have cooked'

(ii) \(-C_1(C)V_1 \cdot C_2 V_2 C_f\{H: [H] \} \cdot \{L: [L]\}\) e.g. yá-kó́ wài lòwí 'They are fetching water'

(iii) \(-C_1(C)V_1 \cdot C_2 V_2\{H: [H] \} \cdot \{L: [L]\}\) e.g. yá-pó:ˈná́ lóbláblá 'They answered a question'

(iv) \(-C_1(C)V_1 \cdot C_2 V_2 C_f\{H: [H] \} \cdot \{L: [L]\}\) e.g. yá-pó:ˈnáí lóbláblá 'They are answering a question'

(v) \(-C_1(C)V_1 \cdot N \cdot N V_2\{H: [H] \} \cdot \{L: [L]\}\) e.g. yá-wàm-má likól 'They cut the bush'

(vi) \(-C_1(C)V_1 \cdot N \cdot N V_2 C_f\{H: [H] \} \cdot \{L: [L]\}\) e.g. yá-wàm-mái 'They are shouting'

Trisyllabic Structure:

\(-C_1(C)V_1 \cdot C_1(C)V_1 \cdot C_2 V_2 C_f\{H: [H-H] \} \cdot \{H: [H-L]\} \cdot \{L: [L]\}\) e.g. yá-kó́ wài bēn-bēn

'They are washing the children'

These structures and their phoneme distribution are, on the whole, similar to those described in nominal P-words. But the following differences exist between them:

(a) The velar nasal never occurs in the \(C_1\) radical initial consonant position in verbal P-words.

(b) Tonal glides occur only in monosyllabic structures here.

(c) The \(C_f\) position in disyllabic and trisyllabic structures may only be realized by the alveo-palatal semivowel /y/, transcribed as \(i\).

(d) The \(C_2\) position in disyllabic structures consists, not only
of the six sonorants occurring in nominal radical P-morphs, but also of the phonemes /b/, /d/ and /k/, e.g. yá-dëbë bë 'They went out'; yá-tëdë bë ñëpëtëlë
'They used a ladder'; yá-dëkë bë 'They turned back'.

Note that trisyllabic structures are always (partially) reduplicated, e.g. yá-tëtëlëi 'They are wandering about'.

2.5 THE PHONOLOGICAL PHRASE.

The phonological words described above function in the phonological phrase, which may be taken to correspond, grammatically, with structures such as the nominal or verbal phrase and the clause. Its length varies considerably, being determined by factors such as the style of speech and the emotional state of the speaker.

Phonetically, a phonological phrase may be defined as a stretch of speech characterized by the occurrence of a single intonation contour, and whose boundaries are marked by a slight pause.

The commonest intonation pattern in Lëkë is downdrift, which characterizes declarative statements. (Other intonation patterns, which also occur in Lëkë, e.g. question, emphasis, exclamation and vocative, will not be described here). It is a phonetic process in which each phonemic high tone occurring after a low tone is automatically realized at a lower pitch than the preceding one, while the pitch of each successive phonemic low tone is lowered in a parallel manner, with or without the intervention of a phonemic high tone,
resulting in the phonemic low tone being realized as extra low in phrase, clause or sentence final position.

The following sentence illustrates this process:

/kətɪ kɛdɔ-kɛdɔ yɔ:woi/ → [--- --- ___ ___]

'We don't want another seat'

In pronouncing the sentence, one cannot but notice

(i) that each phonemic high tone is lower than the preceding one after a low tone;

(ii) that both high tones and low tones at the beginning of the sentence are higher than they are at the end. 1

The phonological phrase is bounded on either side by a slight pause, which is more or less marked depending on the individual.

It is also characterized by internal juncture patterns across phonological word boundaries. These are manifested through the processes of vowel elision, consonant insertion and consonant assimilation.

2.51 Vowel Elision

When the juncture of any two P-words occurring within a phonological phrase is such that, in the isolate form, the first P-word ends, and the second begins, with a vowel, then the first vowel is

dropped and the second retained, lengthened and made to carry either
its own tone as well as that of the elided vowel, if neither of
them is a glide, or the occurring glide alone, thus

(i) \( H + H \rightarrow H: \)
(ii) \( L + L \rightarrow L: \)
(iii) \( H + L \rightarrow HL \)
(iv) \( L + H \rightarrow LH \)
(v) \( HL + H \rightarrow HL \)
(vi) \( LH + H \rightarrow LH \)
(vii) \( HL + L \rightarrow HL \)
(viii) \( LH + L \rightarrow LH \)
(ix) \( H + HL \rightarrow HL \)
(x) \( L + HL \rightarrow HL \)
(xi) \( L + IH \rightarrow LH \)
(xii) \( L + LM \rightarrow LM \)

In other words, combinations of like tones remain at the same
phonemic pitch (\( H: \) or \( L: \)). Combinations of different tonemes
are realized as glides. And the sequence of a high or low toneme
followed by a glide or vice versa is realized as the occurring
glide.

Examples.

(i) \( /\text{o\d\d} \text{ e\k\d} \text{ e\p\d}-\text{e\p\d}/ \rightarrow [\text{o\d\d}:\text{e\k\d}:\text{e\p\d}:\text{e\p\d}] \) 'it is a new loin-cloth'
(ii) \( /\text{et\u\u} \text{ u\k\w\a\-\a}/ \rightarrow [\text{et\u\u}:\text{kw\w\a}] \) 'Ukwa association's house'
(iii) \( /\text{ot\u\u} \text{ u\k\p\d}/ \rightarrow [\text{ot\u\u}:\text{kp\d}] \) 'he used a towel'
(iv) \( /\text{t\e\h} \text{ s\a}\text{m\d\h}\text{m\d}/ \rightarrow [\text{t\e\h}:\text{s\a}\text{m\d}:\text{m\d}] \) 'leave that corn alone'
(v) \( /\text{ot\u\u} \text{ e\t\d}/ \rightarrow [\text{ot\u\u}:\text{ti}] \) 'he used a stick'
(vi) /tē: ētē/ → [tēːtē] 'sing songs'
(vii) /etf ēyē: dā:/ → [etfːyēːdā] 'if the stick reaches there'
(viii) /skā ēyē:/ → [skā: yēː] 'if the cloth runs'
(ix) /skā ēmē: yē:/ → [skāːmēːyēː] 'the cloth has not run'
(x) /skā ēmē: yē:/ → [skāːmēːyēː] 'the cloth will not run'

There are two other regular word-juncture tone combinations which do not follow the general rules given above in specific grammatical contexts which it would seem convenient to describe here.

(a) The first regards the sequence of a low toneme followed by a high one, i.e. L + H. Following the general rule (iv) enunciated above, L + H → LH. But at the word juncture between the future clitic nē and the singular positive Neutral Type I verb-forms of inherent high-tone verbs, the L + H sequence becomes L:, e.g.

/nē ētō lōbē/ → [nēːtō lōbē] 'he will cry'
/nē ēsē: kētī/ → [nēːsēː kētī] 'he will fell the inē'
/ēwī nō ēmē/ → [ēwī nōːmēː] 'the sun will shine'

(b) The second combination regards the sequence of a high toneme followed by either a low toneme or a rising glide.

According to the general principles given in (iii) and (ix) above, both H + L and H + HL → HL. However, when the phrase in which the word juncture occurs is genitival and features a relator, both combinations become H:, e.g.

/wēn wō ētīnā/ → [wēn wōːtīnā] 'the son of Otīnā'
And when the word-final high toneme marking an elided vowel is followed by the low-mid glide [LM] realizing the pre-radical P-morph of a negative Non-Actual verb-form (singular) or by the low-high glide [LH] realizing the pre-radical P-morph of a negative Aorist verb-form (singular), the resulting tone combinations are, respectively, [HL] and [H:], i.e. H + LM $\rightarrow$ HM instead of LM and H + LH $\rightarrow$ H: instead of LH in these two grammatical contexts.

Examples of H + LM $\rightarrow$ HM:

/ké ɾ:kebî/ $\rightarrow$ [kê:kebî] 'he will not spoil(it)'
/ʔpê ɾ:kê/ $\rightarrow$ [ʔpê:kê] 'he will not see the moon'

Examples of H + LH $\rightarrow$ H:

/ké ɾ:kebî/ $\rightarrow$ [kê:kebî] 'he did not spoil(it)'
/ké ɾ:pâkî/ $\rightarrow$ [kê:pâkî] 'he did not break(it)'

2.52 Epenthetic Consonant Rule

The rule states that when a verb-form ending in a vowel is followed by the second or third person object pronoun singular referring to a human or spiritual being or to a personalized animal in folk tales or religious stories, a consonant is optionally inserted between the verb-form and the immediately following singular pronoun, so that the /V/ pronoun form becomes /CV/. The /C/ position
of the new /CV/ syllable is realized by /y/ when the final vowel of the verb-form is a front vowel, and by /w/ when the verb-form ends in a central or back vowel.

Examples. 1

/ˈse:ni ɔ ma: dɛŋ-ditʃ/ → [ˈse:ni yɔ ma: dɛŋ-ditʃ]

(or [ˈse:ni ɔ: ma: dɛŋ-ditʃ]) 'don't hurry'

/yə: ɔ ɪŋkɔl/ → [yə: wɔ ɪŋkɔl] 'make yourself a pad'

/ˈbe: ɛ ma:/ → [ˈbe: yɛ ma:] 'stand him there'

/kə ɔ ɣəmlɛ/ → [kə ɔ yəmlɛ] (or [kə: yəmlɛ])

give him something to eat with oil'

There are certain contexts in which the application of this rule is obligatory, and there are others in which the rule is not applied at all. For instance, we may say [kpe: ɔ ɪŋjɔ] 'sell food to him' for /kpe: ɛ lʊjɔ/ but not [kpe: 1ʊjɔ] which might have been expected as an alternative version and which here has no meaning. We may also say [kpe: bɔŋ] 'teach him (something)' for /kpe: ɛ bɔŋ/, and if we said the alternative version [kpe: ɔ bɔŋ], it would no longer mean 'teach him something' but 'teach it something', the ɔ now having a non-human referent. There seems to be no general rule systematizing the application of the epenthetic consonant rule, and the contexts in which it applies have to be learnt. This area deserves more study.

Note that the third person pronoun singular having a non-human

1. Cf. other examples under section 2.11142 (a) (ii).
referent is always realized by the structure /CV/, and therefore it is not relevant to discuss it under this section.

2.53 Consonant Assimilation

Consonant assimilation occurs at a word juncture in which the first word ending in a consonant is followed by another beginning with a consonant. The segmental and suprasegmental phoneme changes which take place at the juncture have already been adequately described and illustrated in sections 2.11131, 2.11132, 2.11141, 2.11142, 2.42122(a).

2.6 THE PHONOLOGICAL SENTENCE

Phonological phrases function in the phonological sentence, which is characterized by the occurrence of a complete intonation contour over the constituent phrase or phrases. In other words, when the intonation contour of a phrase or phrases neither continues from an immediately preceding phrase nor runs into an immediately following phrase, then that phrase or group of phrases constitutes a sentence. The beginning of a new sentence is generally signalled by a considerable rise in the pitch level to contrast with the end-of-sentence low pitch level. Phonological sentences correspond with grammatical sentences, and the phonological factors described here may be used as decisive criteria where a phonological sentence boundary is ambiguous.

Examples (the phrase is marked off by a comma, and the sentence by a fullstop):
"If it continues to rain like this, I shall not go to farm'.

'During the festival, there is always too much food to eat'.

2.7 THE UTTERANCE AND THE DISCOURSE.

Phonological sentences function in an utterance, and utterances function in a discourse.

The utterance comprises the speech action of one individual bounded by the speech action of another individual.

The discourse comprises the total speech interaction of two or more individuals on a given occasion.

The utterance and the discourse function in an extra-linguistic context, and their phonological significance is rather restricted. They are therefore outside the scope of this description. However, it should be noted that the context of an utterance or a discourse has a decisive influence on the structure of sentences that may function in them. For instance, a 'conversation' discourse often begins and ends with a greeting sentence, whereas a 'narration' discourse begins and ends with the formal sentences kpàk pā: sēnini: and èt ūk pā kōi, respectively.
CHAPTER THREE
THE MORPHEME AND WORD UNITS (PART I)

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The term 'word' is used here to refer to those classes of items functioning directly as forms which are comparatively stable internally, but comparatively freely combinable within the structure of the phrase, clause, sentence or utterance. Graphologically, words are marked by a space on either side.

Examples

lètú 'head' yèjó 'jams' èkón 'fire'
yèl 'read!' nàmà 'sit!' kpé 'learn!'

kègànà jàŋ kò lò:wí kè:bé:yí
'An ant-hill never stands in water'

The term 'morpheme' is used here to refer to the minimal grammatical unit that may function either as a single-morpheme word or within the structure of a word. Examples of single-morpheme words:

wò, bá, yá, sá, fá, kó 'relators'

nà 'future particle' kpé 'perfective particle'

Examples of multi-morpheme words (morphemes separated by a hyphen):

3.1 THE MORPHEME UNIT

There are three classes of morphemes: prefix, stem (or base) and suffix.

The prefix is congruent with the phonological pre-radical morph. It occurs as the initial element in the structure of a word that contains it. Examples (prefix underlined) are:

- n'en 'person'  yâ-nën 'people'
- n'pu 'monkey'  m-pu 'monkeys'
- kâ-kô: 'pig'  lî-kô: 'pigs'

The stem is congruent with the phonological radical morph. It occurs as the obligatory and comparatively stable part of a word. While some words occur congruent with their stem morpheme, others occur comprising a stem morpheme and an initial prefix morpheme. Examples of words consisting of stem morphemes alone:

- kpâ'kpâ 'peanuts'  bôny 'thing'
- têu 'dance'  yô:ma 'measure'
- jâng 'never'  mën 'here'
Examples of words consisting of a stem morpheme preceded by a prefix morpheme (stem morpheme underlined):

ö-bakpa 'Hausa'  yà-bakpa 'Hausas'
ö-tën 'animal'  à-tën 'animals'
yà-dö:wài 'they are sleeping'  yà:-dö:wài 'they are not sleeping'

The suffix is congruent with the phonological post-radical morph. It occurs as the final element in the structure of nouns that contain it. Examples (suffix underlined) are:

O-mìnì-ö 'Omini' (in the vocative)
ë:-pål-ô 'for running' 'capable of running fast'

By definition, words do not occur in their basic and isolate form with a suffix.

3.2 THE WORD UNIT

All words in Lökọ may be divided into two major classes: verbals and non-verbals.

Verbals will be described in chapter 4, while non-verbals will be described in the remainder of this chapter.

3.3 NON-VERBALS

Non-verbals may be divided into open-class and closed-class words. Nouns belong to the open class of words, while closed-class
words consist of numerals, adjectives, possessives, pronouns, demonstratives, adverbs, relators and grammatical particles.
Both classes of words will now be described in detail.

3.31 NOUNS

All nouns in Lokọ may be divided into two major classes: "proper" nouns and "common" nouns.

'Proper' nouns consist of personal names, e.g. Öm names, 'Omini', Ökọi 'Okoi'; titles, e.g. Öböl 'Chief', wọu 'my father', wọu 'your father', yákà 'his mother'; and names of personalized animals in folk-tales, e.g. Kèkpi 'Tortoise', Èpù 'Monkey' Èfél 'Rabbit'.

'Common' nouns consist of such nouns as dàm 'man', yànnà 'woman', ètì 'road', ètò 'house', kèbò 'arm', yèn 'eyes', jūmà 'nose'.

3.311 PROPER NOUNS

3.3111 Structure

All proper nouns have:
either (a) the structure + Prefix + Stem + Suffix, e.g.

Ú-bì 'Ubi'  Åyēi 'Ayei'
Ö-kàmà-d 'Okama'  È-yóó-d 'Eyong'

1. Öböl, spelt with a capital letter, is a proper noun; Öböl, with a small letter, is a common noun meaning 'a chief'.
or (b) the structure + Stem + Suffix, e.g.

Kāpō:nā 'Kapō:na'  Kēbē: 'Kebee'
Jē:sām-ā 'Jē:saam'  Wō:fāi 'Wō:fāi'

In other words, some proper nouns have prefixes of their own, while others do not.

3.3112 Contextual Features

When a proper noun occurs as a nominal phrase subject (S_NP) in the structure of a clause, its prefix, if there is one, lengthens:

- short low prefix tones are converted into long low tones, and
- short high prefix tones into low-high glides, e.g.

\[ \text{Gミニ} \rightarrow \text{0-ミニō: ke mā:} \]

isolate form 'Omini has come'.

\[ \text{U-bī} \rightarrow \text{U:-bī ōfūnī kēn} \]

isolate form 'Ubi is coming'.

\[ \text{U-wōu} \rightarrow \text{U:-wōu ōdēi yū} \]

'my father'  'My father is calling you'

\[ \text{Ke-kpi} \rightarrow \text{Ke:-kpi ōtūm ōyēni ke:kpi:nī} \]

'Tortoise'  'Tortoise is very cunning'

Proper nouns that do not have prefixes of their own acquire, in this grammatical context, the prefix a-, which is then lengthened, e.g.

\[ \text{Kāpō:nā} \rightarrow \text{a:-Kāpō:nā ōwāi lōwī} \]

isolate form 'Kapō:na is drinking water'.

\[ \text{Jījō:sī} \rightarrow \text{a:-Jījō:sī ōdē wēn wē 0:basē} \]

'Jesus'  'Jesus is the son of God'
3.3113 Singular and Plural Forms of Proper Nouns

Plural forms of proper nouns differ structurally from their singular forms in that plural proper nouns are preceded by the re­lactor bó. Thus Omini becomes bò Omini 'those called Omini', 'Omini and his friends'; òwò becomes bò òwò 'my fathers', 'my elders', 'those worthy to be my father'. Note that the following proper name has a lengthened prefix.

As we shall see, ¹ singular proper names govern the 'set of concord elements' ² controlled by nominal class ³ 1 common nouns, and plural proper names govern the set of concord elements controlled by nominal class 2 common nouns.

Examples

\[ \text{Ubàna another who he-lives here} \]

'Another Úbaña who lives here...'

\[ \text{bò Úbaña yà-dò-yà-dò bò yà-wù:yì mìn...} \]

'Other Úbañas who live here...'

\[ \text{m:mùkà ìdà 6-tëi kò m:kpò: ìdè:sì} \]

'my-mother other she-farms on yam-barn this-year'

'My other mother she-farms on yam-barn this year'

\[ \text{bò m:mùkà bìdè:yà-tëi kò m:kpò: ìdè:sì} \]

'My other mothers have their farms near the yam-barn this year'

---

2. For a definition of 'concord', cf. under section 3.313.
3. For a definition of the term 'nominal class', cf. also section 3.313.
Following this distinction of singular and plural forms of proper nouns, it should be noted that only singular proper nouns may acquire the suffix -â when they occur as nominal phrase complement in the structure of verbal phrases. Plural nouns never take the suffix -â.

Examples

yōkē kē ̷e ̷wâo-â
'We have seen our father'

yōkē kē bē ̷wâo
'We have seen our fathers'

yâwâ:yî ̷Qmînî-â
'They are looking for Qmini'

yâwâ:yî bē ̷Qmînî
'They are looking for Qmini and his friends'

Singular proper nouns which have no prefix of their own acquire the â- prefix when they become plural e.g.

Kâpâ:nâ  →  bê ̷â:-Kâpâ:nâ  'Kapôna and her friends'.

3.312 COMMON NOUNS

Common nouns may be divided into simple and compound nouns.

A simple noun has a stem consisting of a single morpheme, e.g. è-ßen 'mortar', kē-tî 'tree'; and a compound noun has a stem composed
of two or more morphemes, e.g. kó-dém-bó: 'right hand', lè-nèn-klá:ká 'nest', lè-pàm-bé 'milk', lè-kó-blám-f: -klá 'shirt pocket'.

3.3.121 Simple Nouns

(a) Structure

Simple nouns have either the structure + Stem, e.g. wën 'child', blën 'things', yâl 'snake'; or the structure +Prefix + Stem + Suffix, e.g. è-bälä 'ravine', È-bàsè 'rain', kî-bàm 'bamboo-door', è:-tô-â 'for the house', È:-mò tô-â 'for a car', 'for a lorry', È:-wò:1-â 'for the body'.

It should be noted that all simple nouns occurring with a suffix must have a prefix, whether or not they possess one in their basic and isolate form. For instance, wël 'body' has no prefix of its own, but when it occurs with a suffix, it acquires the prefix È:-. Thus, we have

yâmâle È:-wò:1-â 'oil suitable for the body'
ètèn È:-kô:1-â 'wild animal' (lit. 'forest animal')

The morphophonemic changes that take place in the shape of the noun to which a suffix is attached have already been described under section 2.4.2.3.

(b) Simple Noun Stems

The stem of a simple noun may be either a noun-stem or a verb-stem, 
(i) Noun-Stem Simple Nouns

Noun-stem simple nouns are nouns with a single non-verbal stem which may or may not be preceded by a prefix, e.g. ṙ-ṭam 'cow', yi-nān 'bird', lē-kō 'war', jēn 'name', jā:ni ṛant', dēl 'night'.

(ii) Verb-Stem Simple Nouns

Verb-stem simple nouns are nominalized single verb-stems realized in two ways:

By the selection of the verb-nominalization prefix yo-, followed by a reduplicated monosyllabic verb-stem. The table below provides examples: the imperative form of the verb shows the non-reduplicated monosyllabic verb-stem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperative/Meaning</th>
<th>Nominalized verb-stem/ Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kpē 'learn'</td>
<td>yō-ko̱kō̱ 'learning', 'teaching'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dē: 'buy'</td>
<td>yō-dēdē: 'buying', 'the things bought'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kōi 'wash'</td>
<td>yō-kōkōi 'washing', 'things washed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tōu 'dance'</td>
<td>yō-tōtōu 'dancing', 'a dance'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nēy 'do'</td>
<td>yō-nēnēy 'work'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tē: 'sing'</td>
<td>yō-tētē: 'singing', 'a song'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kpē: 'sell'</td>
<td>yō-ko̱kō̱ 'selling', 'things sold'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yō: 'weave'</td>
<td>yō-yōyō: 'weaving', 'woven things'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dō: 'mix'</td>
<td>yō-dōdō: 'mixing', 'blending'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that the tone sequence of the reduplicated verb-stem is either H·H (:) or H·L: depending on whether the verb-stem is inherently high tone or low tone respectively (cf. chapter 4, section 4.1121).

By the selection of the verb-stem nominalizing prefix kO- or kE-, followed by a verb-stem nominalizing tone sequence for high-tone verbs and a low and high tone sequence for low-tone verbs.

The following table provides examples, with the imperative being given as the base of the verbal noun:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>KP- Prefix</th>
<th>Ko-Prefix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wander</td>
<td>KP-abeth</td>
<td>Ko-abeth</td>
<td>wonder</td>
<td>(ko) eat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>KP-abra</td>
<td>Ko-abra</td>
<td>search</td>
<td>(ko) fresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>KP-etre</td>
<td>Ko-etre</td>
<td>surprise</td>
<td>(ko) fix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chop</td>
<td>KP-pett</td>
<td>Ko-pett</td>
<td>chop</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe</td>
<td>KP-etre</td>
<td>Ko-etre</td>
<td>describe</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertain</td>
<td>KP-tett</td>
<td>Ko-tett</td>
<td>entertain</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call</td>
<td>KP-deh</td>
<td>Ko-deh</td>
<td>call</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set</td>
<td>KP-kape</td>
<td>Ko-kape</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiver</td>
<td>KP-tkapp</td>
<td>Ko-tkapp</td>
<td>shiver</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>KP-reyu</td>
<td>Ko-reyu</td>
<td>measure</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push</td>
<td>KP-etre</td>
<td>Ko-etre</td>
<td>push</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell</td>
<td>KP-tett</td>
<td>Ko-tett</td>
<td>tell</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance</td>
<td>KP-etre</td>
<td>Ko-etre</td>
<td>dance</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash</td>
<td>KP-koti</td>
<td>Ko-koti</td>
<td>wash</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand</td>
<td>KP-bepit</td>
<td>Ko-bepit</td>
<td>stand</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy</td>
<td>KP-deh</td>
<td>Ko-deh</td>
<td>buy</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn</td>
<td>KP-kape</td>
<td>Ko-kape</td>
<td>learn</td>
<td>(ko) lean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These verbal nouns usually have the semantic connotation 'the act of...' or 'the process of...'. If the meaning is generally somewhat abstract, the kOt- prefix usually suggests a habitual or repeated action or an on-going activity, while the kEk- prefix denotes generally a completed action or a process that had been carried out only once.

This semantic distinction is however blurred when the prefixes are affixed to continuative imperative verb-stems, e.g.

kOt-bëbbëndë and kEk-bëbbëndë 'standing for a long time'
kEk-n6:n1 and kEk-n6:n1 'repeated cooking'
kOt-nammi and kEk-nammi 'prolonged or repeated sitting'
kEk-yammi and kEk-yammi 'prolonged or repeated lying down'

3.3122 Compound Nouns

Compound nouns occur very frequently in Lôkôô.

(a) Structure

Compound nouns, like simple nouns, have the structure + stem or + Prefix + Stem + Suffix, but the stem is characterized by the presence of two or more smaller stems derived from nouns constituting it. Examples of + Stem – structured compound nouns:

/yöö-wöl/ [yöö:wöl] 'snake's body'
/tam-wöl/ [tamwöl] 'physique like an old person's'
/jen-mummi/ [jenmumu] 'eye-ball'
/jen-kpəŋ/ [jenkpəŋ] 'eye-lid'
Examples of + Prefix + Stem + Suffix - structured compound nouns:

/lo:-bë-wë/ [lobewë] 'breast milk'
/lë-bë:-kë:l/ [lëbë:kë:l] 'wrist'
/lë-bë:-jëu/ [lëbë:jëu] 'royal necklace'
/lë:-bë:-kë:l-ä/ [lëbë:kë:lä] 'of a wrist'
/lë:-bë:-jëu-ä/ [lëbë:jëuä] 'of a royal necklace'

(b) The Occurrence of a Compound Noun Prefix

The occurrence of a compound noun prefix is determined by a number of factors. A compound noun occurs without a prefix,

(i) when the constituent nouns have no prefix in their simple form, e.g.

yël + wö1 — /yël-wö1/ [yë:wö1]
'snake' 'body' 'snake's body'

bu:si + yën — /bu:si-yën/ [bu:siyën]
'cat' 'eyes' 'eyes like a cat's'

Complex nouns of this structure are rather uncommon, and Lëkë native speakers would rather say wö1 jë:ä:-yël than yël-wö1. ¹

(ii) when the first constituent noun occurs with zero-prefix in its simple form, e.g.

yël + ë-të — /yël-të/ [yë:tf]
'hair' 'stick' 'a single hair'

jën + kë-kpë — /jën-kpë/ [jë:kpë]
'eye' 'cover' 'eye-lid'

¹. This is confirmed by my wife, as well as by Messrs Michael Oden and Arikpo Iyam, who are all native speakers of Lëkë.
wõl + kè-dài → /wõl-dài/ [wõ:dái]

'body' 'beating' 'wasted effort'

But a compound noun occurs with a prefix,

(i) when the constituent nouns all have a prefix in their isolate form, e.g.

è-básè + kè-kpán → /kè-básè-kpán/ [kèbásékpań]

'rain' 'cover' 'sky'

è-tì + lè-mà → /lè-tì-mà/ [lètìmà]

'road' 'hole' 'door', 'door-way'

è-ká:làŋ + è-tò → /è-ká:làŋ-tò/ [èká:làntò]

'white man' 'house' 'house like a white man's'

(ii) when the first constituent noun occurs with a prefix in its isolate form, e.g.

è-wì + jèn → /lè-wì-jèn/ [lèwìjèn]

'sunshine' 'eye' 'sun'

lè-wì + yõl → /lè-wì-yõl/ [lèwìyõl]

'water' 'snake' 'river-snake'

è-dám + wõl → /lè-dám-wõl/ [lèdámwõl]

'man' 'body' 'physique like a man's'

(c) The Tone of a Compound Noun Prefix

The tone of a compound noun prefix is low, when all the component nouns have prefixes marked by low tone, e.g.
But the tone of a compound noun prefix is high, when at least one of the component nouns has a prefix marked by high tone, e.g. 

\[
\text{é-fém} + \text{lè-gà} \rightarrow /\text{lé-fém-gà}/ \quad [\text{lé-fém̂gà}]
\]

'crocodile' 'tooth' 'crocodile's tooth'

\[
\text{ú-kwà} + \text{ní-bêm} \rightarrow /\text{ní-kwà-bêm}/ \quad [\text{níkwàbêm}]
\]

'canoe' 'sides' 'sides of a canoe'

\[
\text{ë-nò:-tàm} + \text{ë-kò} \rightarrow /\text{ë-nò:tsàm-kò}/ \quad [\text{ënò:tsànkò}]
\]

'old person' 'cloth' 'old cloth'

(d) The Shape of a Compound Noun Prefix

The shape of a compound noun prefix is determined by the shape of the prefix of the final constituent noun of the compound, i.e. if a compound noun occurs with a prefix, the prefix will have a CV-, V- or N- structure depending on whether the final component noun of the compound has a CV-, V- or N- structure respectively, the tongue-height for articulating the O- and E- vowels being determined by vowel harmony, and the articulation of the syllabic nasal being conditioned by the following consonant, e.g.

\[
\text{é-fém} + \text{kò-kpàñ} \rightarrow /\text{kò-fém-kpàñ}/ \quad [\text{kòfémk vidéo}]
\]

'crocodile' 'skin' 'crocodile's hide'

\[
\text{yà-tù} + \text{lè-kòlà} \rightarrow /\text{lè-tù-kòlà}/ \quad [\text{lètùkòlà}]
\]

'wine' 'calabash' 'calabash of wine'
This analysis would appear to have very significant implications for nouns currently described as without prefixes. For it seems to suggest, for instance, that the existing zero-prefix nouns, such as wōl 'body', once had prefixes which now resurface whenever these nouns realize the final constituent position in a compound noun occurring with a prefix. This appears to be at least a logical conclusion to come to when it is observed that the same prefix reappears whenever the corresponding 'prefix-less' noun occurs as the final constituent of a compound noun. The following examples illustrate the point:

For wōl, li- always reappears as prefix of the compound noun, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lé-kpómò} + \ wōl & \rightarrow /\text{lé-kpómò-wōl}/ \ [\text{lékpómòwōl}] \\
\text{'bottle'} + \ 'body' & \rightarrow \ 'body of a bottle' \\
\text{kè-bé:} + \ wōl & \rightarrow /\text{kè-bé:-wōl}/ \ [\text{kèbé:wōl}] \\
\text{'corpse'} + \ 'body' & \rightarrow \ 'corpse-like body'
\end{align*}
\]
For *wēn*, 0- always reappears as prefix of the compound noun, e.g.

- ẽ-tēn + wēn → /ẽ-tēn-wēn/ [ẽtēnwēn]
  - 'animal' 'child' 'small animal'
- kē-tī + wēn → /kē-tī-wēn/ [kētwēn]
  - 'tree' 'child' 'small tree'
- ū-kwā + wēn → /ū-kwā-wēn/ [ūkwāwēn]
  - 'canoe' 'child' 'small canoe'

Note that the noun *wēn* is frequently used as a diminutizing affix.

For *dēl*, 10- always reappears as prefix of the compound noun, e.g.

- ẽ-bærē + dēl → /ẽ-bærē-dēl/ [ẽbærēdēl]
  - 'rain' 'year' 'rainy year'
- yō-gō:gō: + dēl → /yō-gō:gō:-dēl/ [yōgō:gō:dēl]
  - 'trouble' 'year' 'bad year', 'year of troubles'
- ū-sā:mā + dēl → /ū-sā:mā-dēl/ [ūsā:mādēl]
  - 'corn' 'year' 'corn-year'

For *jēn*, 1J- always reappears as prefix of the compound noun, e.g.

- ẽ-bū + jēn → /ẽ-bū-jēn/ [ẽbūjēn]
  - 'goat' 'eye' 'goat's eye', 'eye like a goat's'
- yō-kōkō + jēn → /yō-kōkō-jēn/ [yōkōkōjēn]
  - 'watching' 'eye' 'envy'
\[\text{yí-tènè} + \text{jen} \rightarrow /\text{lè-tènè-jèn/} \quad [\text{lètènèjèn}]\]

'antelope'  'eye'   'antelope's eye'

For \text{ydl}, \text{O-} always reappears as prefix of the compound noun, e.g.

\[\text{yò-jí} + \text{yòl} \rightarrow /\text{ò-jí-yòl/} \quad [\text{òjíyòl}]\]

'palm-tree' 'snake'  'palm-tree snake'

\[\text{lò-wí} + \text{yòl} \rightarrow /\text{ò-wí-yòl/} \quad [\text{òwíyòl}]\]

'water'  'snake'  'river-snake'

We may take the theory one step further and assign tones to these derived prefixes: low tone for the prefixes of \text{wòl}, \text{wèn}, \text{dèl} and \text{jèn}, and high tone for the prefix of \text{yòl}, since the tone of a compound noun prefix is high only when at least one of the constituent words has a high-tone prefix (cf. section 3.3122(c)).

But an interesting and crucial question is whether the derived prefixes belong to the same nominal classes as the zero-prefix nouns themselves, for, if they did, it would be incontrovertible evidence that the prefix-less nouns did not only once have prefixes, but that their missing prefixes were those that have been derived. Our examples show that \text{li-}, \text{O-}, \text{lo-} and \text{le-} are the appropriate prefixes for the nominal classes to which \text{wòl}, \text{wèn}, \text{dèl} and \text{jèn} belong, namely 11, 1, 10 and 3 respectively (cf. section 3.314). But there is a divergence between the nominal class of \text{yòl}, which is 7, and the class 1 suggested by the derived \text{O-} prefix. A possible explanation for this divergence is that \text{yòl} may have ceased to belong to nominal class 1 once it had lost its \text{O-} prefix, and that it subsequently attached itself to nominal class 7 rather
than any other class because many nouns denoting animals belong to that class (cf. section 3.3162.)

3.31221 *Layered Compound Nouns*

Compound nouns consisting of three noun-stems usually have a layered structure, i.e. they include a noun-stem component which is itself a compound stem, e.g.

\[ \text{è-tò-fá-tì} \quad \text{'main road'} \]

comes from \( \text{kè-tò-fàl} \) 'belly of house'

and \( \text{è-tì} \) 'road'

\[ \text{kè-nì-kpá-fè} \quad \text{'shoe'} \]

comes from \( \text{è-nì-kpá} \) 'elephant's hide'

and \( \text{kè-fè} \) 'foot'

As the diagrams show, it is the prefix of the final constituent noun-stem that determines the prefix of the layered compound noun.

3.31222 *Compound Nouns with a Nominalized Verb-Stem*

The examples of compound nouns so far given are those of noun-stems.

The following examples are compound nouns consisting of a noun-stem followed by a verb-stem:
When examples of compound nouns consisting of two noun-stems are compared with compound nouns consisting of a noun-stem and a verb-stem, it is observed that both types of compound nouns are formed in the same way.

But it is also noted that the grammatical relationship characterizing the constituent stems of compound nouns without a verb-stem is different from that featuring in compound nouns with a verb-stem.

In compound nouns without a verb-stem, the non-final noun-stem functions in qualifying relation to the final noun-stem. For instance, in lè-wì-tù 'spring source' (literally 'water head') derived from lò-wì 'water' and lè-tù 'head', the meaning of the non-final noun-stem, semantically, qualifies the meaning of the final noun-stem.

But, in compound nouns containing a verb-stem, the non-final noun-stem functions as complement of the final verb-stem, with the implication that only transitive verbs may occur as verb-stem constituents in compound nouns. Thus, in the compound noun, kè-bè-tò: 'weeping', 'crying', derived from lò-bè 'death' and kè-tò: 'crying',
the noun lōbē is functioning as complement of the verbal noun kētō.

3.313 Nouns and the Operation of the Concord System

Common nouns have a large variety of prefixes, which may be described as 'concord' prefixes.

By 'concord' is meant that any noun is capable of 'controlling' other words, such as adjectives, demonstratives, relators and verbs, within an appropriate grammatical structure, by selecting for each controlled word a particular one out of a number of 'concord elements'.

The total concord elements that any particular noun may select are called a concord set. For instance, the set of concord elements controlled by the noun kē-tī 'tree' consists of KE- for adjectives, possessives and verbs, sīmā for the demonstrative class of words, and sō for the relator class of words, e.g.

kē-tī sīmā: kē-dō-kē-dō sō ə:wō:yt kē-tō kē

'the other tree which you want has fallen down'

Each distinct set of concord elements so controlled implies a distinct 'concord class.' Since there are fourteen such distinct sets, there are fourteen distinct concord classes.

There are, however, more than fourteen different noun prefixes;
in some cases, nouns having several different prefixes all control
the same set of concord elements. Such nouns are regarded as be­
longing to subclasses under the same main class. For instance,
class 1 nouns are divided into four subclasses: the first subclass
consists of common nouns with the prefix O- ; the second subclass
consists of common nouns with the prefix u- ; the third subclass
consists of all singular proper nouns with widely varying prefixes;
and the fourth subclass consists of zero-prefix nouns.

3.314 Table of Nominal Classes

The following table lists the total number of nominal classes
in Lôtë. In doing this, we have followed the order in which Winston
(1962, p.56) arranged these classes, although his class reference
letters are abandoned in favour of numerals in order to represent
our further division of nominal classes into subclasses more con­
veniently. The subclass with the largest membership of nouns bears
the numeral denoting the class as a whole. Subclasses with smaller
memberships are indicated by a letter subscript following the num­
eral. Subclasses displaying prefix divergences are marked by the
letter subscripts a or b, and those with zero-prefix are represented
by x. a subclasses have a high vowel prefix. 1b and 2b include
only proper nouns in their singular and plural forms respectively.

The 'nominal classes' column on the left-hand side of the
table is followed by a column designated 'nominal prefixes', i.e.
prefixes which occur in nouns. The last four columns on the right­
hand side of the table are typical examples of the concord elements
governed by each nominal class. The nominal prefixes are sometimes referred to as 'independent prefixes', since their occurrence is not controlled. But the prefixes of adjectives, possessives and verbs, which are controlled by nouns, are referred to as 'dependent prefixes'.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Class Prefix</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Demonstrative</th>
<th>Relative Pronoun</th>
<th>Possessive Pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>that, the we</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those, these, these, these</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>these, the</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>possess</td>
<td>these, the</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the other</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>these, the</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those, these, these, these</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>these, the</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>these, this, that</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those, these, these, these</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>those, the</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>those, this, that</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those, these, these, these</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>those, the</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>zero, this, that</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those, these, these, these</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>zero, the</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I. Y'sen, Vesterday, and Y'-al today belong to this class. The absence of a central high vowel is indicated.

| Class: this, etc. | Class: toe, tomorrow | Class: zero
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kew, kids, kee</td>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>Ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td>etc.</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This or these</td>
<td>Yo</td>
<td>Yo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These, these, these</td>
<td>Yo</td>
<td>Yo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y'-pa, thun'</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y'-pi, thun'</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y'-pi, thun'</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y'-pi, thun'</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y'-pi, thun'</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y'-pi, thun'</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
<td>Y'-bo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verbal</th>
<th>possess</th>
<th>demonstrative</th>
<th>relative</th>
<th>pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concord Examples

References
### 3.315 Singular and Plural Pairings of Common Nouns

The nominal classes of common nouns may be paired, in terms of their collocation with -ànà 'one' and -pò: 'two', into singular and plural sets, as listed in the representative table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>SING/PLU</th>
<th>EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAIRINGS</td>
<td>NOMINAL</td>
<td>SINGULAR FORMS OF 'ONE'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>O-/ya-</td>
<td>3-nèn wànà 'one person'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a/2</td>
<td>u-/ya-</td>
<td>ú-kpò wànà 'one towel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1x/6x</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>bòŋ wànà 'one thing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/11</td>
<td>ya-/li-</td>
<td>ỳà-tù bànnà 'one calabash'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1E-/a-</td>
<td>lè-tù jànnà 'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>a-/a-</td>
<td>á-kpèn yànnà 'one clump of standing raffia'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>kE-/yE-</td>
<td>kè-tì sànnà 'one tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a/6a</td>
<td>ki-/yi-</td>
<td>kì-kúl sànnà 'one box'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>ye-/ye-</td>
<td>yè-jò bànnà 'one piece of yam'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>E-/N</td>
<td>è-tò yànnà 'one house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a/8</td>
<td>i-/N</td>
<td>ì-kpè yànnà 'one lawsuit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>N/N</td>
<td>ì-gàm yànnà 'one back'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/8</td>
<td>ko-/N</td>
<td>kò-bò: kànnà 'one hand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a/8</td>
<td>ku-/N</td>
<td>kù-bêm kànnà 'one cheek'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/11</td>
<td>ko-/li-</td>
<td>kò-tùn kànnà 'one gift'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a/11</td>
<td>ku-/li-</td>
<td>kù-bêm kànnà 'one lie'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>lo-/li-</td>
<td>lò-wà jànnà 'one basin of water'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>li-/a-</td>
<td>lì-tè jànnà 'songs of the same type'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>li-tòŋ jànnà 'the same type of ash'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>li-tòŋ:mì jànnà 'one farm'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CLASS SING/PLU EXAMPLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAIRINGS NOMINAL</th>
<th>SINGULAR FORMS OF 'ONE' PLURAL FORMS OF 'TWO'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREFIXES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/8 yi-/N-</td>
<td>yì-pöl fäná 'one calf' m-pöl m-pō: 'two calves of leg'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/13 yi-/yO-</td>
<td>yì-nän fäná 'one bird' yō-nän yō-pō: 'two birds'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/4 yO-/N-</td>
<td>yō-jī bäná 'one palm-tree' m-kpíl m-pō: 'two palm-trees'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/13 yO-/yO-</td>
<td>yō-gāu bäná 'one mushroom' yō-gāu yō-pō: 'two mushrooms'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14/11 ka-/li-</td>
<td>kā-kō: käná 'one pig' lī-kō: lī-pō: 'two pigs'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3.51 A number of nouns, such as yānēn 'woman', bànēn 'women' wēn 'child', bēn 'children', jēn 'name', yēn 'names', jēn 'eye', jē:ṇi 'ant', yā:ṇi 'ants', bōŋ 'thing', blōŋ 'things', bā:nē 'urine', yōl 'snake(s)', yil 'hair', jūmā 'nose', wōl 'body', 'bodies', have been classified simply as zero-prefix. Their position is not as simple or as clear-cut as that, cf. Winston's study (1962, pp. 53-60). It is an area where further research is required, to ascertain in particular, whether the prefix-like consonants occurring in the initial position of these nouns are genuine nominal prefixes, deformations of earlier CV-type prefixes, etc, in short, their grammatical status.

#### 3.3.52 The classification of nouns and their pairings exclude loan words, such as mōtō 'car', lorry', bōl 'ball', football', āfū 'half-penny', pēnē 'penny', all of which belong to class 1 in the singular and to class 2 in the plural. This is because their forms do not fit properly into the phonological system and especially into the singular and plural patterning characteristic of indigenous nouns in Lōkō. To take one example, ā-fū 'half-penny', appears to have
a Class 4 noun prefix, and since the noun governs Class 1 concord elements, it presents an anomalous situation in which we have a noun with a Class 4 prefix controlling Class 1 concord elements. Furthermore, if ãfù was included in the table, we would now have had a secondary subclass with a prefix which, exceptionally, is not marked by a high vowel. A better analysis seems to be that the initial vowel of ãfù is not a prefix at all. It may be noted that its form does not change when it collocates with a class 2 plural numeral: i.e. ãfù wànd 'one half-penny' and ãfù yà-pō: 'two half-pennies'. The position of nouns such as this is too uncertain for them to form the basis of any systematic analysis.

3.316 Nominal Classes and their Semantic Correspondences

Only tentative generalizations can, at this stage of the research, be made about the membership of each nominal class.

3.3161 The first is that concord classes 1 and 2 do include a large number of nouns with personal, human connotation, e.g.

   ò-fɪl   'Efik person'   yà-fɪl 'Efik people'
   ò-bɪl 'chief'   yà-bɪl 'chiefs'

In folk-tales, animal characters are personalized and occur with concord elements as for classes 1 and 2 with the person prefix O- in matching verbal forms, even when their names do not have the O- nominal prefix, e.g.
3.3162 There are many words denoting animals which belong to the classes 7 and 8, e.g.

- tēn 'animal'
- tēn 'animals'
- ebu 'goat'
- mēbu 'goats'
- ebum 'hare'
- mēbum 'hares'
- eblā 'dog'
- mēblā 'dogs'
- epäm 'cow'
- mēpäm 'cows'
- epu 'monkey'
- mēpu 'monkeys'
- efém 'crocodile'
- mēfém 'crocodiles'
- ekūl 'hedge-hog'
- mēkūl 'hedge-hogs'
- ekpē 'leopard'
- mēkpē 'leopards'
- yol 'snake'
- yol 'snakes'

3.3163 Some nouns denoting limbs belong to set 9/8, e.g.

- kēbō: 'arm'
- mēbō: 'arms'
- kōfē 'leg'
- mēfē 'legs'
- kōtāl 'thigh'
- mētāl 'thighs'
- mēpōl 'calves of leg' (class 8).

3.3164 Many nouns belonging to classes 5 and 9 are nominalized verb-radicals denoting 'the act of ...' or 'the process of...' (cf. 3.3121 (b), sub-section (ii)), e.g.
kè-jì: 'eating'
kè-kōi 'grinding'
kè-tēmè 'pushing'
kè-kpè:yì 'selling'

kè-pōi 'burning'
kè-nōn 'cooking'
kè-dēi 'buying'
kè-yìká 'putting a load down'

It may be noted that these nominalized verb-stems do not have a plural form.

3.3165 There are a number of nouns occurring with concord elements as for Class 10 and having the noun prefix 10- which denote 'the language of...', 'the speech manner of...'. The only condition is that the noun-stem must have a personal or human connotation. The nominal stems of personal proper names do not figure in this group. Examples.

O-mè:mè: 'Ugep person'
O-kóri 'Ekuri person'
O-kó:ké: 'Nko person'
O-1ō:mi 'Idomi person'
O-kpāŋkɔnì: ' Mkpani person'
O-fólì 'slave'
O-ból 'chief'

lè-mè:mè: 'Ugep dialect'
lè-kóri 'Ekuri dialect'
lè-kó:ké: 'Nko dialect'
lè-1ō:mi 'Idomi dialect'
lè-kpāŋkɔnì: ' Mkpani dialect'
lè-fólì 'a slave's manner of speech'
lè-ból 'the manner of speech of a chief'

3.3166 Nouns which select Class 2 concord elements and have a singular meaning are generally nouns denoting liquids, e.g.

yà-tù 'palm-wine'
yà-yà 'blood'
yà-mè 'palm-oil'
yà-mè: 'latex'

Apart from yà-mè:, these nouns select Class 11 concord elements when
they have a plural meaning. No plural form has been recorded for yáms:, but if one did exist, it would be líms:, like the nouns in the group.

3.3.167 Some nouns which select Class 4 concord elements and have a singular meaning only are generally nouns denoting 'uncountable' objects, e.g.

à-bén 'stool'  à-kókóndé 'anger'
à-dén 'fatness'  à-núŋ 'smallness'
à-kíli 'small-pox'

3.3.17 Nominal Tone Patterns

Noun tone patterns in Lüké are assigned to the total word rather than to the prefix and stem morphemes separately. The various nominal tone patterns that occur have already been described in the phonology (cf. section 2.42124). But it seems relevant to add here that tone patterns of nouns in isolation frequently change, sometimes involving the length of the prefix vowel, in accordance with their grammatical relationships. For example, the tone pattern of ɛ-tó 'house' in isolation is L-H. But this tone sequence becomes:

(a) L:-H, when the noun occurs as head of a locational phrase, thus,
    kó ɛ:-tó 'in the house'
(b) H:-L, when the noun occurs as head of a genitival phrase, thus,
    wó ɛ:-tó 'of the house'
The tone of the noun in isolation is taken as its basic tone pattern throughout the grammatical description.

3.32 CLOSED-CLASS WORDS
3.321 NUMERALS

The first member of the closed-class word unit that we shall consider is the numeral.

There are three subclasses of numerals in Lôkôô:
(a) cardinal numerals
(b) distributive numerals
(c) ordinal numerals

3.3211 Cardinal Numerals

The following cardinal numerals may be considered as the numeral 'bases' of Lôkôô:
1. wänä (concordant numeral replaceable by the alternatives bänä, jänä, yänä, sänä, känä and fänä, subject to the rules of concord, cf. table 3.32113).
2. yä-pô: (concordant prefix yä- replaceable by the alternative prefixes à-, yë-, ñ-, lì- or yô-, subject to the rules of concord. When yä- is shown with a long vowel, viz yä:, then each alternative prefix also occurs with a long vowel).
3. yä-télé
4. yä-nañä:
5. yä-tën
6. yä-tën-à-wänä (i.e. 5 + 1)
7. yâ-tën yà:-pô: (i.e. 5 + 2)
8. yâ-tën yà:-télé (i.e. 5 + 3)
9. yâ-tën yà:-nâ: (i.e. 5 + 4)
10. jô (invariable)
11. jô:-â-wânâ
12. jô: yà:-pô:
13. jô: yà:-télé
14. jô: yà:-nâ:
15. jîb (invariable)
16. jîb-â-wânâ
17. jîb yà:-pô:
18. jîb yà:-télé
19. jîb yà:-nâ:
20. lè-yàu (or lè-gàu)
21. lè-yàu òpôlì wânâ
22. lè-yàu òpôlì yà-pô:
   etc.
40. â:-pô: (or â-gàu â:pô:)
41. â:-pô: òpôlì wânâ
60. â:-télé
80. â:-nâ:
100. â:-tën
120. â:-tën-â-jânâ
140. â:-tën â:-pô:
160. â:-tën â:-télé
180. â:-tën â:-nâ:
200. â:-jô:
The occurring tone patterns are as marked above.

3.32111 **Simple and Composite Numerals**

The first four numerals, 1-4, are simple, in that they consist of one simple word. Simple are also numerals which may be described as 'numeral bases', i.e. numerals which figure multiples of 5 between 5 and 20 inclusive, and multiples of 20 between 20 and 100, as well as 200, 300 and 400.

All other numerals are described as composite or complex, i.e. they consist of a sequence of two or more numerals, the numerals being
either juxtaposed without a linking word or linked by the juncture vowel -ά- or the word ὅσαί (which means 'plus') or both.

Numerals following either -ά- or ὅσαί do not occur with a long prefatory syllable. Whenever a numeral is followed by the numerals 2 - 4 without a linking word, the concordant prefix for 2 - 4 is long.

3.32112 Concordant and Non-Concordant Numerals

All numerals are either concordant or non-concordant in form.

Non-concordant numerals are either variable or invariable.

Invariable non-concordant numerals are those numerals that have no recognisable prefix or prefix-like forms, i.e. ἸΩ: '10' and ἶβ '15'.

Variable non-concordant numerals are those numerals that have a recognisable prefix, but which manifest no sign of concord with their head noun; instead, they govern their own agreements and enter into a singular-plural pairing like other nouns in Class 4. These numerals are ἴδ-γάυ '20' and ἴδ-δύ '400', plural: ἰδ-γάυ and ἰδ-δύ respectively.

Examples.

γὰ-νῆν ἴδ-γάυ '20 people', γὰ-νῆν ἴδ-δύ '400 people', γὰ-νῆν ἰδ-γάυ ἰδ-πό: '40 people', γὰ-νῆν ἰδ-δύ ἰδ-πό: '800 people'. They may therefore be said to behave like nominals, although they are numerals.
Concordant numerals are of two categories. One category consists of multiples of 20 and 400, which are concordant only in a limited way. They display concord with the numerals à-gâu and à-dû, which may or may not figure in the numeration, and not with their head noun which must be present. We may therefore say:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{yà-nèn (à-gâu) à-pò: '40 people' (people 20 x 2)} \\
\text{n-to (à-dû) à-télè '1200 people' (houses 400 x 3)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

More often than not, à-gâu and à-dû are omitted. Note that the numerals following à-gâu always begin with a long /a/, marked by a low-high glide.

The other type of concordant numeral is the one that occurs with a 'dependent' prefix or prefix-like sequence displaying the concord mark of the class of its head noun. Numerals of this category have already been identified in the preceding list of numerals, and their alternative forms are enclosed in brackets.

Examples (dependendent prefixes and prefix-like sequences underlined).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ò-nèn wànà 'one person'} \\
\text{kò-fè kànà 'one leg'} \\
\text{kè-jèn sàànà 'one yam'} \\
\text{yà-nèn yà-pò: 'two people'} \\
\text{n-fè ñ-pò: 'two legs'} \\
\text{yì-nòn fàànà 'one bird'} \\
\text{yò-nòn yò-pò: 'two birds'} \\
\text{yè-iò yè-pò: 'two yams'} \\
\text{lì-tè:mì jànà 'one farm'} \\
\end{align*}
\]
3.32113 The following table illustrates how the concordant numeral modifies its prefix or prefix-like sequence in response to nouns of different classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Class</th>
<th>Numeral Examples</th>
<th>Numeral Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>wànà</td>
<td>yà-põ:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ò-dóm wànà</td>
<td>yà-nèn yà-põ:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bànà</td>
<td>'one man'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yà-yì bànà</td>
<td>'two people'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lè-tú jànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one family'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>à-kpàn yànà</td>
<td>'two bags'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yà-põ:</td>
<td>'two traps'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yà-ndn yà-põ:</td>
<td>'two bags'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kà-tè sànà</td>
<td>'one trap'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>yànà</td>
<td>'one head'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the seven forms of the numeral 1 has an emphatic and a non-emphatic form, thus:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NonEmphatic Form</th>
<th>Emphatic Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wana</td>
<td>wō: wānā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kānā</td>
<td>kō: kānā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sānā</td>
<td>sō: sānā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jānā</td>
<td>jō: jānā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fānā</td>
<td>fō: fānā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yānā</td>
<td>yō: yānā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bānā</td>
<td>bō: bānā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The emphatic form has the meaning of 'one only', 'just one' or 'the same one', e.g.

- mūn-ŋ kën ọtụ-pọ-wën wō:wānā
  'please, give me just one cup of wine'
- yānën bīnā,yādə yānën bō:bānā
  'Those people come from the same family'

3.32114 Apart from the numeral 1, which, as we have just said, has seven concordant forms, and the composite numerals denoting 6, 11 and 16 or with the structure:

numeral base + ọpēlị + composite numeral 6, 11 or 16, all other concordant numerals, simple or composite, have each six forms, each form selecting an appropriate prefix or prefix-like sequence in concordant agreement with the head noun. Examples.

(a) Simple Concordant Numerals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral Class</th>
<th>Numeral Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yə-nēn yə-pō: 'two people'</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ū-kpō ū-pō: 'two knots'</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yē-jēn yē-pō: 'two yams'</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(b) Composite Concordant Numerals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral Class</th>
<th>Composite Numerals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yà-sèn jō: yà:-téle 'thirteen visitors'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ã-pō jō: ã:-téle 'thirteen joints'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>yè-nàà jō; yè:-téle 'thirteen seats'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ã-tò jō: ã:-téle 'thirteen houses'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ì-kàà jō: ì:-téle 'thirteen associations'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>yè-nàà jō: yè:-téle 'thirteen birds'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.32115 Composite numerals denoting 6, 11 or 16 or numerals with the structure:

numeral base + òpàlì + composite numeral denoting 6, 11 or 16 have also six forms, but with this difference from those described in 3.32114, that only the first of the two numerals constituting the composite numeral is obligatorily concordant with the head noun, while the second, which is always translatable by 'one', has the option of being concordant with the singular or plural class of the head noun, as illustrated in the table showing the concordance of the numerals 1 and 2 under section 3.32113 above. Thus, we have (nominal concord class enclosed in brackets):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>wànà (1) six matchets'ets'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bànà (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>jànà (3) 'six bags'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>yànà (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The numerals 2 - 5 have the structure:

dependent prefix + numeral stem

The selection of the prefix is determined by the concord-class of the head noun, as exemplified in 3.32114(a) above.

The highest simple numeral is lédú '400'. Numerals denoting multiples of lédú are frequently used. The second numeral in any multiple of lédú, as in all composite numerals, is always in concord with the first, e.g.

á-dú á-télé 1,200 (=400 x 3)
yà-nèn yà-tón yà:-télé '8 people'

The phrase ádú ké á:dú is equivalent to the English 'thousands upon thousands', 'uncountable'.

A cardinal numeral may function as head of a nominal phrase, e.g.

ódèlì yàbén móe-mòe 'He took only five'.

It may also function in modifying relation within a nominal phrase, e.g.
He took only five oranges'

3.3212 Distributive Numerals

Distributive numerals are formed by the reduplication of cardinal numerals, e.g.

wɔ:-wɔ: (concordant numeral) 'one each'
yə-pɔ:-yə-nɔ: (concordant prefix) 'two each'
yə-təlɛ-yə-təlɛ (concordant prefix) 'three each'

Distributive numerals reduplicating concordant cardinal numerals agree with their head noun as described above.

Distributive numerals function as a constituent of the clause in adjunct relation, e.g.

ọtɔnì bɛ yɛjɔ yɛpɔ:-yɛpɔ:
'He gave them two yams each'

3.3213 Ordinal Numerals

Ordinal numerals are formed by attaching the suffix -à to cardinal numerals and lengthening the prefix. If the cardinal numeral does not have a prefix of its own, it acquires the prefix ə-, which is then lengthened.

Examples.

yànnɛn yà:-tɔn-ə 'fifth person'

ọdɔm yà:pɔ:-ə 'second man'

The ordinal numeral 1st is formed by constructing a compound...
noun with the word ké-kéló-éti, e.g. 3-nën + ké-kéló-éti, →
ké-nën-kéló-éti '1st person'.

3.3214 Brief General Comment on the Counting System of Lökée.

The Lökée numeration system, as it stands today, is manifestly unsatisfactory. The additive process employs four different methods; the juxtaposition of numerals, e.g. yatôn yà:pô: '7'; the juncture vowel -û-, e.g. jō:-û:wà:nà 'll'; òpàlì, e.g. à:tén òpàlì wà:nà '101'; and a combination of the juncture vowel and òpàlì, e.g. à:tén-û:jànà òpàlì jìb '135'. Some simplification can be achieved by adopting only one method of addition, e.g. òpàlì or the juxtaposition method.

Furthermore, the highest numeral base, lédù '400', is too low for our modern commercial and scientific needs. Clearly, simpler expressions denoting huge numbers like the million and the billion will have to be devised sooner or later.

3.322 ADJECTIVES

Adjectives in Lökée may be divided into two subclasses: simple and complex adjectives.

Simple adjectives are one-word adjectives of a partially or fully reduplicated structure, e.g.

3-dô-3-dô    'another'
5-pô-5-pô    'new'
dê-bô:-ê-bô: 'all'
Complex adjectives, on the other hand, consist of two words, a concordant relator and an adjective-like word. e.g.

- wó ो-देन 'big'
- wó ो-दाली 'tasty'
- wó ो-यी 'beautiful'

Both types of adjectives may be distinguished from nouns, in that they function as attributive elements in nominal phrases.

With the exception of ोबो-ोबो and सो-सो, which are invariable, all other adjectives possess prefixes or sequences of prefixes, which are in concord with their head noun, e.g.,

- े-टो े-दो-े-दो 'another house'
- े-पे े-पे-े-पे 'a new moon'
- यान रेन बां-बान:याद 'every group of people'
- को-नाना के को-दाली 'tasty soup'
- े-पम यो े-देन 'big cow'

Complex adjectives may also be self-standing, when they function as head of a nominal phrase, e.g.

- wó ओडेन ओ:वो:यी 'I want the big one'

The form of the complex adjective is determined by the class of its noun referent: in this example, class I.

There are very few adjectives in लोको. This is probably be-
cause a similar role is regularly performed either by a qualifying noun in a compound noun construct (cf. section 3.31222) or by a relative clause (cf. section 5.114)

3.323 POSSESSIVES

There are two types of possessives: simple and complex.

Simple possessives consist of one word, and function in qualifying relation within a nominal phrase, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>gió 'my'</td>
<td>yá-môn 'our'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>gió 'your'</td>
<td>yá-bà 'your'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>gió 'his/her'</td>
<td>yá-bé 'their'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial underlined sequences are prefixes which must be in concordant agreement with the noun qualified, e.g.

- gió-tô  gió 'my house'
- lí-tô:mu lí-wú 'your farm'
- yê-tôlékpa yë-bé 'their domestic animals'

Complex possessives consist of two words functioning as a self-standing unit and head of a nominal phrase. As in the case of the self-standing adjective, the unit is composed of a concordant relator followed by an attributive possessive, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>wó  gió 'mine'</td>
<td>bó yá-môn 'ours'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. A possessive is described as singular or plural depending upon the singularity or plurality of its prefix.
### Singular Plural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>1st Person</th>
<th>3rd Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd Person</td>
<td>şi-wu 'yours'</td>
<td>bė yá-bë 'yours'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Person</td>
<td>şi-wë 'his/hers'</td>
<td>bė yá-bë 'theirs'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The form of the self-standing possessive, like that of the complex adjective, is specified by the class of the noun to which it refers back. Thus, in the sentence,

\[ yó ſ-mí ſ-túmn ſ-dål \]  
'mine is very tasty'

the noun to which the possessive refers back must belong to nominal Class 7, in this particular case, ſ-túmn 'meat'.

#### 3.324 PRONOUNS

Pronouns may be primarily classified as either bound or self-standing.

Bound pronouns are verbal or 'pronominal' prefixes, which are always attached to verbal bases, e.g.

- ſ-kóí bóŋ 'he is watching something'
- yá-kóí bóŋ 'they are watching something'

Self-standing pronouns, on the other hand, are not so attached. They may occur as distinct words in different positions within a sentence, e.g.

- ókë bë kë 'He has seen them'
- bë kë ó:kë 'He has not seen them'

Self-standing pronouns are also analysed as separate words because they are parallel to the noun in the following respects:
(i) The same phonological word junctures occur between these pro-
nouns and the VP as between nouns and the VP, e.g. vowel elision at
word junctures.

(ii) More importantly, unlike bound pronouns, self-standing pronouns
may be followed by a relative clause in the same way as nouns are
qualified by relative clauses.

Examples.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{bnen} & \text{ wo } \text{debeñõ} \text{ mìn } \text{ótûm } \text{Otö bôŋ} \\
\text{ñwe} & \text{ wo } \text{debeñõ} \text{ mìn } \text{ótûm } \text{Otö bôŋ} \\
\text{The man standing here is a very good dancer'}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sí: } & \text{c wò } \text{obí lîmàn } \text{ô:yenï} \\
\text{sí: } & \text{ñmèn } \text{ wò } \text{obí lûmàn } \text{ô:yenï} \\
\text{'Despise the man who has no money'}
\end{align*}
\]

The self-standing pronoun differs from the noun, however, in
that it does not enter into complex noun constructions as do nouns,
e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kè-nèn-bîông } & \text{ 'dark-skinned person'} \\
\text{but } & \text{âmí wò } \text{ômê:lo} \quad \text{ 'I, who am dark-skinned'}
\end{align*}
\]

Self-standing pronouns may be either personal, or non-personal.
They are personal when they refer back to human beings, spiritual
beings, e.g. Òbâsè \ 'God', and personalized animals in folk-tales.

Self-standing pronouns may occur either as subject or object
pronouns. The following table is a paradigm of personal pronouns,
occurring as subject or object:
The following table is a paradigm of non-personal pronouns occurring as subject or object, arranged in the order in which the nominal classes have been given, with examples of nouns to which the pronouns may refer back:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Class</th>
<th>Example of Noun(s)</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ðbèlè 'pot'</td>
<td>ỳwè 'it'</td>
<td>è 'it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yàtù 'wine'; ðbèlè'pots'</td>
<td>ỳbè 'it','they'</td>
<td>bè 'it','them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ðtù 'head'</td>
<td>ñjò 'it'</td>
<td>jà 'it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ñàµñ 'smallness'; ðtù'heads'</td>
<td>ỳyè 'it','they'</td>
<td>yè 'it','them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>këtì 'tree'</td>
<td>ñsè 'it'</td>
<td>sè 'it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ñèjò 'piece of yam'; ñètì 'trees'</td>
<td>ỳbè 'it','they'</td>
<td>bè 'it','them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ètì 'stick'</td>
<td>ỳyè 'it'</td>
<td>yè 'it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ñgèm 'back'; ñtí 'sticks'</td>
<td>ỳyè 'it','they'</td>
<td>yè 'it','them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>kòtòn 'gift'</td>
<td>ñkè 'it'</td>
<td>ké 'it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>lòwì 'water'</td>
<td>ñjò 'it'</td>
<td>jà 'it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>wòl 'body'; lìtòn'gifts'</td>
<td>ñjè 'it','they'</td>
<td>jà 'it','them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>yìnlèn 'bird'</td>
<td>ñfè 'it'</td>
<td>fè 'it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>yòjì 'palm-tree'; yònlì 'elephants'</td>
<td>ỳbè 'it','they'</td>
<td>bè 'it','them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>kàkò: 'pig'</td>
<td>ñkè 'it'</td>
<td>ké 'it'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, the tones that occur are those marked above. They may be conditioned by a preceding tone sequence.

3.3241 Subject Pronouns

Pronouns occur as subject when they function as head of a subject nominal phrase, either alone or qualified by a relative clause.

Note that the occurrence of the 1st and 2nd person plural pronouns in certain subordinate clauses has the effect of deleting the bound pronoun of the verbal word or predicator, e.g.

yânâ'n yûkël dê â:môñ yû-wôlî bôl
'People are watching us play football'

mâ: òdô òtôbâ wê â:bâ yû-tô:wê yânë:yî kôjâ:
'That is the matchet you use for hunting'

This construction normally occurs in subordinate clauses without the future particle nê and with structures like those given in the above examples.

The structure of the non-personal 3rd person subject pronoun consists of a concordant relator prefixed by a homorganic syllabic nasal.

The occurrence of a self-standing pronoun as head of the Snp in a nuclear clause usually implies emphasis, e.g.

âmì nê ëkòu, ëwù ò:dê
'I shall go myself, not you'

âmì nê ëbì ëkâm 5 â:dê ë:wù ë:kâmî โ่ kê ëyâ:sî
'I myself shall help you(one day) just as you've helped me today'
Object Pronouns

Object pronouns function as head of an object nominal phrase, either standing alone or qualified by a relative clause.

The syllabic nasal form of the 1st person pronoun and the V-form of the 2nd and 3rd person pronouns only occur following a verb-form. These forms may be described as weak, since they are often absorbed phonetically by the verb-forms they follow.

mën occurs only before the verb in negative clauses.

All other pronoun forms may occur before or after the verb.

Examples.

ókẽ: mõ kẽ 'He has seen me'
ńkẽ ô kẽ 'I have seen you'
äkẽ e kẽ-ô? 'Have you seen him?'

mën ô:kẽ: 'He did not see me'
wõ ô:kẽ: 'I did not see you'
wé ô:kẽ: 'I did not see him/her'

ńkõ wõ kẽ 'I have shown(it) to you'
ńkẽ bě kẽ 'I have seen them'
bé ô:kẽ: 'I have not seen them'

The non-personal 3rd person pronoun is concordant with the class of the noun to which it refers back, this concordance being manifested by the initial consonant of the relator.

Demonstratives may be classified as either self-standing
or attributive.

Self-standing demonstratives are those that function as head of a nominal phrase, while attributive demonstratives are those that function in qualifying relation within the nominal phrase.

Whether a demonstrative is functioning as head of a nominal phrase or as an attributive within it, its initial consonant is governed by the noun to which it refers back. In other words, a demonstrative must point to the noun with which it is in concordant agreement, and this noun is obligatorily present in the phrase in which the demonstrative occurs as an attributive, and obligatorily absent in the phrase of which the demonstrative is head.

3.3251 The following are the full paradigms of three common demonstratives, īmā, īdā, and īkā, arranged in the order of the 14 nominal concord classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Class</th>
<th>Initial Consonant as</th>
<th>1. 'this one'</th>
<th>2. 'the other one'</th>
<th>3. 'that other one'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 w-</td>
<td>īmā: īmīn īmīnā:</td>
<td>īdā: īdī(n)</td>
<td>īdīnā: īkā: īkīn</td>
<td>īkīnā:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 b-</td>
<td>bīmā: bīmīn bīmīnā:</td>
<td>bīdā: bīdī(n)</td>
<td>bīdīnā: bīkā:</td>
<td>bīkīn bīkīnā:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 j-</td>
<td>jīmā: jīmīn jīmīnā:</td>
<td>jīdā: jīdī(n)</td>
<td>jīdīnā: jīkā:</td>
<td>jīkīn jīkīnā:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 y-</td>
<td>īmā: īmīn īmīnā:</td>
<td>īdā: īdī(n)</td>
<td>īdīnā: īkā: īkīn</td>
<td>īkīnā:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 S-</td>
<td>sīmā: sīmīn sīmīnā:</td>
<td>sīdā: sīdī(n)</td>
<td>sīdīnā: sīkā:</td>
<td>sīkīn sīkīnā:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 b-</td>
<td>bīmā: bīmīn bīmīnā:</td>
<td>bīdā: bīdī(n)</td>
<td>bīdīnā: bīkā:</td>
<td>bīkīn bīkīnā:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 y-</td>
<td>īmā: īmīn īmīnā:</td>
<td>īdā: īdī(n)</td>
<td>īdīnā: īkā: īkīn</td>
<td>īkīnā:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column</td>
<td>Initial Concord Consonants</td>
<td>Examples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>y-</td>
<td>Ñmâ: Ñmîn Ñmînâ: fîdâ: fîdî(n) fîdînâ: fîkâ: fîkîn fîkînâ:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>k-</td>
<td>kîmâ: kîmîn kîmînâ: kîdâ: kîdî(n) kîdînâ: kîkâ: kîkîn kîkînâ:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jîmâ: jîmîn jîmînâ: jîdâ: jîdî(n) jîdînâ: jîkâ: jîkîn jîkînâ:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jîmâ: jîmîn jîmînâ: jîkâ: jîkî(n) jîkînâ: jîkâ: jîkîn jîkînâ:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>f-</td>
<td>fîmâ: fîmîn fîmînâ: fîdâ: fîdî(n) fîdînâ: fîkâ: fîkîn fîkînâ:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>b-</td>
<td>bîmâ: bîmîn bîmînâ: bîdâ: bîdî(n) bîdînâ: bîkâ: bîkîn bîkînâ:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>k-</td>
<td>kîmâ: kîmîn kîmînâ: kîdâ: kîdî(n) kîdînâ: kîkâ: kîkîn kîkînâ:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3252 The initial concord consonants w- and y- do not occur in demonstratives.

3.3253 The columns 1, 2 and 3 represent the three degrees of deixis in Lokô. Each degree has 3 forms which are naturally interchangeable without any discrimination in meaning or context of situation. Thus, Ñmâ, Ñmîn and Ñmînâ are identical in meaning and can replace each other freely in any given context. In the same way, fîdâ, fîdî, fîdîn and fîdînâ are in free variation and belong to the same six forms altogether, only one of which is selected in each case by the rules of concord in agreement with the class of the given noun. For instance, the six forms of Ñmâ: are Ñmâ: for nouns of classes, 1, 4 and 7 and 8; bîmâ: for nouns of classes, 2, 6 and 13; jîmâ: for nouns of classes 3, 10 and 11; sînâ: for nouns of class 5; kîmâ: for nouns of classes 9 and 14; and fîmâ: for nouns in class 12.

The column 1 demonstrative, i.e. Ñmâ, Ñmîn or Ñmînâ, points to objects relatively near the speaker or the hearer. It may be roughly translated as 'this one/these ones'.
The column 2 demonstrative, i.e. ídà, ídî(n) or ídìnà, points to objects which are relatively far away from the speaker or the hearer. It may therefore be translated as 'that one/those ones.'

The column 3 demonstrative, i.e. íkà, íkin or íkìnà, points to objects which are relatively far away from the speaker or the hearer not only in space but also in time. In other words, the forms of ídà and íkà are distinguished from those of ímà: from the point of view of space, and íkà is distinguished from ídà: from the point of view of time, íkà: always pointing to objects with a past reference.

Examples.

fYè: kè ìwènè ímà: yè á: tò: mà:
'I have read the book which you are holding'

fYè: kè ìwènè ídà: yè ìyàu dë lò: së dà:
'I have read that book lying on the floor over there'

fYè: kè ìwènè íkà: yè ì:nì këì ì kà:
'I have read that book which you had given me before'

'I am tired of that (old) one, I want this one and the other'

Note that the use of any demonstrative implies that there are at least two entities, and possibly three, under consideration, of which one or two are not being referred to.

There are three other stronger, but less frequently used, demonstratives which may also function either as head of a noun phrase or as an attributive element within a nominal phrase. These are:
ímà:nì 'that one over there'
ídà:nì 'that other one'
íkà:nì 'that other one far away'

Each of these has a more emphatic form:

ímã:nì: 'that very one over there'
ídâ:nì: 'the other one over there'
íkânì: 'that other one far away'

3.326 ADVERBS

The closed word class of adverbs consists of two subclasses: ordinary adverbs and ideophones.

The subclass of ordinary adverbs is rather small, since adverbial concepts are regularly expressed in Lôkêè by a further verb, e.g. 'soon' is translatable by ɔ:ɡë:nà 'it will not be long'.

3.3261 Ordinary Adverbs

Ordinary adverbs fall into three main categories:

(a) Adverbs of place.
(b) Adverbs of time.
(c) Adverbs of manner.

3.32611 Adverbs of Place

There are two types of adverbs of place: demonstrative locative adverbs and non-demonstrative locative adverbs.

The difference between them is that demonstrative locative adverbs
are deictic in function, while the non-demonstrative locative adverbs are not.

Examples of the demonstrative locative adverbs are:

kā: 'there', 'over there'

mā: 'here', 'over here'

dīn 

mīn 

'over here, not there'

dā: 'over there, not here'

kīnā: 'over here'

mīnā: 'here'

The following non-demonstrative locative adverbs are common:

kānē:nī 'outside', 'on top'

kāmle: 'inside'

liłō: 'somewhere'

dīndō-dīndō 'everywhere', 'anywhere'

bōŋ-bōŋ 'nowhere'

kōpōl-ōpōl 'far away'

ēlē:lu 'nearby'

kōpā: 'by the side'

Locative adverbs usually precede the verb in negative clauses, and follow it in positive clauses, e.g.

dā: ṃ:dō 'He is not there'

ōyāu dā: 'He is there'

lūjī lōwū lōyāu kō ḍkōkōrō kānē:nī

'Your food is on the table'
bǒŋ-bǒŋ may only be used in a negative clause,
e.g. bǒŋ-bǒŋ ǎ:kù:yi
'You are not going anywhere'

déndé-déndé, on the other hand, occurs in both positive and
negative clauses, e.g.
yàwàmmà ké dëndë-dëndë 'They have cleared all the bush'
dëndé-dëndé yà:kòi 'They didn't go anywhere'

3.32612 Adverbs of Time

The following temporal adverbs are commonly used:

ìsèn 'yesterday', 'during yesterday'
ìyà:si 'today', 'by today'
kò:wò 'tomorrow', 'by tomorrow'
kèpòm 'in the morning'
kèplàkòn 'in the afternoon'
kèdë:wò 'in the evening'
dèl 'at night'
dë:dë:sà 'at night'
ṣèlakòn-dò:wò \{ 'by late afternoon', 'by early evening'
ṣèlakòn-dò:wò ñòtùngà-ñòtùngà 'at dawn', 'by dawn'

Each one of these adverbs is a noun in its own right,
and they become temporal adverbs only when they are so used in the
clause in which they occur, e.g.
'Tomorrow has already come'

'Tomorrow, I am going to farm'

Because temporal adverbs have the form of nouns, they may be qualified by a relative clause or an adjectival phrase or word, e.g.

I came yesterday that you were not in, i.e. 'I came yesterday when you were not in'

That yesterday, we played football until we were tired i.e. 'What a day yesterday was! we played football until we were tired'

3.326 Adverbs of Manner

Lokëe has very few adverbs of manner, manner adverbial concepts being regularly expressed by ideophones. The most common adverbs of manner are:

épál 'quickly'

dännë 'properly', 'really'
koppè: 'by the side', 'side-ways'

Each of these adverbs may be reduplicated, either fully or partially, to intensify their meaning, e.g.

épál-ë:pál 'very quickly'
dènènènè 'properly indeed'
kópàː-kópàː 'sideways'

The reduplicated forms are more commonly used than the non-reduplicated forms.

A few nouns may be reduplicated to form adverbs of manner, e.g.

ètì 'road' → ètì-ètì 'straight', 'without stopping or delaying along the road'
káwòŋ 'the top' → káwòŋ-káwòŋ 'through the air'
e.g. yòsèn' mòn káwòŋ-káwòŋ yòkòù Lagos
    we walked us by top we went Lagos
    i.e.' We went to Lagos by air'

3.3262 Ideophones

Ideophones are noises expressing the manner of the verb action or state. They differ from ordinary adverbs in that their phonological structure lies outside the dominant phonological system, being characterized by reduplication and accentuated pitch contrasts, consonantal clusters, and very long nasalized vowels.

Ideophones occur very frequently in conversation, and particularly in story-telling, when narrators use them to make their story more vivid and more dramatic.

A reduplicated ideophone usually implies an intensification of its non-reduplicated lexical load. Thus, dèŋ means 'slowly', dèŋ-dèŋ 'very slowly' and dèŋ-dèŋ-dèŋ 'very very slowly'.
Examples

'Examples

A fat woman fell on the ground with a thud'

'We were here when the fire flared up suddenly'

'Suddenly, a snake fell down from a height with a bang. It died immediately without a struggle.

'I was looking when the old man gave the child a hard knock on the head'

'He caught the bird with one hand in the air'

'He caught the bird with two hands pressing it to the ground'

Tones marking adverbs in isolation, like nominal tone patterns in the isolate form, sometimes change according to the context in which they occur. This change affects mostly the high-low glide which becomes a long low glide when the glide is preceded by a verb in the Aorist Aspect, e.g.

\[ \text{dā:} \rightarrow \text{dā: in the sentence:} \]

'yōyā: dā: ëdōwā kē

'When we got there he was asleep'

3.327 RELATORS

The closed word class of relators may be divided into two sub-
classes:
(a) relators introducing adverbial phrases, and
(b) relators functioning as 'genitival' phrase introducers or relative clause introducers.

3.3271 The adverbial relator subclass consists of locative and temporal adverbial phrase introducers.

3.32711 The locative relators are two in number: dé and ké. dé introduces 'locations' which are relatively near the speaker or hearer, and ké introduces relatively distant 'locations', e.g.

à:kà ñyàu dé li:té:mì
'Your mother is in the farm' (i.e. which is not far from here).

à:kà ñyàu ké li:té:mì
'Your mother is in the farm' (i.e. which is far away).

3.32712 The temporal relators also consist of two members: mé and ké. mé introduces a temporal point of reference that is relatively near the time of speech, and ké introduces a temporal point of reference that is relatively distant from the time of speech, e.g.

nè yòkòu këbì: mé kò:ké:
'We shall go to farm on kòbò market day' (i.e. in a few days' time).

nè yòkòu këbì: ké kò:ké
'We shall go to farm on kòkë market day' (i.e. in many days' time).

ké occurs more often as a locative relator than as a temporal relator.

Both locative and temporal relators are followed by a noun whose initial syllable must be marked by either a long low tone or a low-
high glide. The tone is long low when the noun in its isolate form has a syllable initial low tone, and it is low-high when the syllable initial tone of the noun in isolation is high, thus:
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lēkō → ūwēnē ūmē ūfu kō lē:kō 'The books are on the floor'

ēkōn → ētē ēwē ēbē:yī kō ē:kpōn 'His house stands on a hill'

3.3272 The genitival phrase or relative clause introducer sub-class consists of seven relators which agree with their antecedent(s) or head noun(s) in concord-class. The following table illustrates the total membership of this sub-class and the nominal class or classes governing each one of them:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genitival Phrase/ Relative Clause Introducer</th>
<th>Governing Nominal Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wē</td>
<td>1, e.g. ðdēm wē... 'the man who...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bē</td>
<td>2, 6 and 13, e.g. yākkō: bē... 'the hawks which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yētēm bē... 'the lizards which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yōjī bē... 'the palm-tree which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jē</td>
<td>3, 10 and 11, e.g. lēkōm jē... 'the compound which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lōtī-dā jē... 'the fruit which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>limān jē... 'the money which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yē</td>
<td>4, 7 and 8, e.g. ātū yē... 'the heads which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ētēn yē... 'the meat which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hītī yē... 'the paths which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sē</td>
<td>5, e.g. kōkōl sē... 'the noise which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kō</td>
<td>9 and 14, e.g. kōtōn kō... 'the gift which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kōkō: kō... 'the pig which...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fē</td>
<td>12, e.g. yīnōn fē... 'the bird which...'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.32721 **Relators introducing genitival phrases**

The following are examples of genitival phrases introduced by relators:

- ëtō yd 5:böl 'the chief's house'
- Ṽekōm jö 5:böl 'the chief's compound'
- bātōn bō 5:böl 'the chief's wives'

It should be noted that, unlike the tone sequence in the adverbial phrase, the genitival phrase relator is always followed by a noun with a long high-tone initial syllable whatever the syllable initial tone of the noun in its isolate form.

3.32722 **Relators introducing relative clauses**

The following are examples of sentences in which relators introduce relative clauses:

- ònēn wē òtūnī kēn mā: ọtūm òkpöl
  'The man who is coming is very tall'
- kēbē: sē ìffì yà: mā: wō: ḫːkē:
  'At the time you should be here, I did not see'
- ọtūm ńkē òtūm yă nēn yănē:yī ḫwī līːmā:
  'I have seen enough of the life which people are leading nowadays'
- kōː mà lDWI jē lôyī:yī
  'Give me water that is good'
- 'Give me good water'
3.328 **PRE-VERB AND POST-VERB PARTICLES**

Lökëë has a small closed class of pre-verb and post-verb particles. These are:

- ñëmä, a pre-verb sequential particle.
- kë, a perfective or completive post-verb particle
- kà, an Imperative negative pre-verb particle
- nà, a future pre-verb particle
- tà, a hortative pre-verb particle as well as a conjunction introducing a purpose dependent clause.
- dé ñììü, a conjunction introducing a purpose dependent clause
- kë ñììü, a conjunction introducing a temporal dependent clause
- tûtù, a conjunction introducing a temporal dependent clause.
- wë ñììü, a relative clause introducer.

3.3281 **ñììü**

ñììü, also ñìì or ñìì:, may occur as a dependent clause introducer, e.g.

lèwà lè:sò:wò kë ñììü áyë: mâ:

When it is morning, before you come there

'Come when it is morning'

3.3282 **kë**

kë occurs after the verb in positive clauses and before the verb in negative clauses, but it is mainly conceived of as a post-verb particle.

The tone on the clitic is always high when the particle occurs
before the verb. It is mostly high when it occurs after the verb, being low only when it follows an inherently high-tone monosyllabic verb-stem realizing, in conjunction with the appropriate prefixal shape and tone, the perfective aspect.

Examples

\[ \text{ké à:yò tò átòli límàn jímà:} \]
\[ '\text{You have not forgotten to return that money}' \]
\[ áyò ké tò átòli límàn jímà: \]
\[ '\text{You have forgotten to return that money}' \]
\[ átò kè lòbè lòbèyò: kè \]
\[ '\text{You have cried enough}' \]

3.3283  \text{ká}

ká is always marked by high tone. It always immediately precedes the imperative verb it negates.

Examples

\[ \text{ké lèmà ká fèlì 'Don't lock the door'} \]
\[ kékòl kà fìmà 'Don't make noise' \]

The tone on the imperative verb preceded by the particle is always low, as the above examples show.

3.3284  \text{nà}

nà is always marked by low tone. It gives a future meaning to any clause in which it occurs.

Examples

\[ \text{1. Cf. also section 4.1314.} \]
nè ūyé: dá láwù këddó:wé
'I shall come to your house in the evening'

nè yákkpé bògy kô:wé?
'What will you learn tomorrow?'

3.3285 tè

tè introduces a hortative sentence. It is always marked by low tone.

Examples

tè yókòu këblé: 'Let's go to farm'
tè ńònò yónnònò ké à:-wòl lìwé
'Let him work by himself'

3.3286 ńné

3.32861 The ńné of dá ńné and ké ńné, like nè, gives a future meaning to the clause in which it occurs. The tone on dá and ké is always high. The tone pattern on ńné is H L, but sometimes the initial tone is phonetically extended. Both dá and ké are not concordant particles.

Examples

ńwé:yì dá ńné ńnélé ńwè yónnònò yómmè
'I want so that I may quickly finish work my
'I want to finish my work quickly'

nè ńká-ó ké ńné ńwè ké yónnònò yówù
'I shall see you when you have finished your work'

3.32862 wè ń:ńné differs from the preceding conjunctions in that it
is a relative conjunction. The initial Ṧe is concordant with the noun to which it refers back and therefore can take the different forms of the relator listed under section 3.314. The tone on Ṣe is always high, while ʰinè is marked by a H: L tone sequence, although the initial tone is sometimes heard as slightly short. The conjunction renders the verb it precedes future.

Examples

bën bímə:ya:wə:yĩ őnɛn Ṣe ʰinè ṣkɛm bɛ
'The children want someone who will help them'
bën bímə:ya:wə:yĩ ɣənɛn bɛ ʰinè ɣakɛm bɛ
'The children want people who will help them'

The noun phrase subject of the clause introduced by the relative conjunction may come between the relator and the futurizing particle, e.g.

áyǐ:ñɛ kɛ kɛbɛ: sɛ á:wəu ʰinɛ ëtɛ: ɔwɔn?
'Do you know the time that your father will come back?'

Note that when this happens, ʰinè may take the simpler form of nɛ, thus

áyǐ:nɛ kɛ kɛbɛ: sɛ á:wəu nɛ ëtɛ: ɔwɔn?

3.3287  tуту

tуту is always marked by low tone. It introduces a subordinate temporal clause, e.g.

bɛ: mɛ: tуту ñyɛ: nɛ:
'Wait here until I come'
'Until you apologise to me, I shall not forgive you'

3.329 INTERROGATIVE WORDS

Interrogative words involve a cross-classification, i.e. all such words also belong to other word classes already described, e.g. yapari, 'how many' may also be considered as a numeral word, giwa, as a particle, dendé, 'where?' as an adverb, etc. It is for this reason that this class of words is being treated last here.

Interrogatives are words whose presence indicate a question. They are distinguished from nouns and other classes of words in that they occur only in interrogative clauses or phrases.

Interrogative words may be divided into two classes:
(a) interrogative words which have a concord prefix or prefix-like sequence,
(b) interrogative words which do not display any concord element.

3.3291 Concordant Interrogative Words

This class comprises the following members:
(a) wanwe? 'which one?' 'who?'

This question word may be self-standing as head of a noun phrase or attributive within a noun phrase.

Examples
self-standing: òdè bembé òwọ:yí? (Noun referent yànèn 'people')

'Which (people) do you want?'
Which bird are you looking for?

Which meat do you want?

Which pig do you like?

As these examples show, the interrogative, whether self-standing or functioning in qualifying relation, is always in concordant agreement with the class of its noun to which it refers back.

The following table represents the various forms of the interrogative word and the corresponding nominal classes which control them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interrogative Form</th>
<th>Controlling Nominal Class(es)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wënyë</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bëmbë</td>
<td>2, 6, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jënjë</td>
<td>3, 10, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yënyë</td>
<td>4, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sënsë</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kënkë</td>
<td>9, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fëmfë</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) yapân? 'how many?'

Like, wënyë, yapân may function both as a self-standing word or as an attributive item.
Examples

attributive: nè ǹkè mì yè-jò yè-pañ?
'How many yams will you give me?'

yènì yè-nòn yè-pañ?
'How many chicken do you have?'

self-standing: àwò: yì yè-pañ?
(Noun referred to: yè-nòn 'people')

'How many (people) do you want?'

The plural connotation of the interrogative word means that the head noun must also convey plurality. Thus, yòjì yòpañ? is incorrect, since yòjì 'palm-tree' has only a singular meaning. The correct collocation is mì-kpìl mì-pañ? 'how many palm-trees?'

(c) yábàñ?, 'who?'

yá-bàñ may function only as a self-standing nominal phrase. Although its concord prefix suggests that the word may refer to any class 2 noun, in fact this is not the case: it may refer to only one noun: yànèn 'people', e.g.

yábàñ yàyò: mà:?

'Who (i.e. which people) came?'

Who? (singular) is translatable by ǹné:, but this interrogative word has no concordant element, and will therefore be considered in the next section.

3.3292 Non-Concordant Interrogative Words

(a) mìn?:; ìkèn?, bòŋ?, which ask the question 'who' (singular)? 'what?' respectively.

mìn:, like yábàñ, may refer back to only one noun: ënèn 'person',
e.g.

nné: òfûnf këm mà:?

'Who is coming over there?'

m'bôŋ and bôŋ are interrogative forms of bôŋ 'thing'. They therefore have an inherent singular meaning. m'bôŋ occurs before the verb, and bôŋ after the verb.

Examples

m'bôŋ a:nè:yî?

a:nè:yî bôŋ?  'What are you doing?'

The example with m'bôŋ shows that the tone pattern of the accompanying verb is that of the Relative Clause Type I (cf. chapter 4).

m'bôŋ may collocate with ëkà: mà, and the expression m'bôŋ ëkà: mà means 'why?' e.g. m'bôŋ ëkà: mà ë:yè:lè?

'Why didn't you answer when called?'

(b) ëwë? introduces polar questions, e.g.

ëwë yòwà yòyûì yò?

'Are you hungry?'

(c) dëndë? asks the question 'where?' e.g.

ëwû:yî dëndë?

'Where do you live?'

bôŋ also asks the question 'where?' when it is accompanied by a verb of motion, e.g.

ëkû:yî bôŋ? 'Where are you going?'

(d) yâŋ may occur alone or collocate with ëkà: mà.
When it occurs alone, it is always the final word in the clause or sentence in which it occurs, and is translatable by 'how', e.g.

wọ̀l líwù lídó yàŋ?
body your it-is how
'How are you?'

àmèn ètò èwù yàŋ?
You-built house your how
'How did you build your house?'

àsèjà yàŋ ọ́jú mún?
you-walked how you-knew here
'How did you manage to know this place?'

When yàŋ occurs with ókà:mà, the expression always occurs clause-initially. The tone of yàŋ changes to yẹ̀, and the expression yàŋ ókà:mà means 'why?'; 'for what reason?', e.g.

yàŋ ókà:mà àjèè à:jà:?  
'Why did you say that?'

(e) kìŋ or kì occurs alone in nominal interrogative questions, and means 'where is?', 'what is?', e.g.

Ô:mìní kìŋ?
'Where is Omini?'

lègèn lèwù kìŋ?
reason your where is
'What is your reason?'

kìŋ and kì are in free variation: kìŋ is more commonly used.
4.0 Introduction

In the preceding chapter, the non-verbal word was described. The subject of this chapter is the verbal word.

4.1. VERBS

Two types of verbs may be distinguished in Lôkô: simple and compound.

Simple verbs are verb-forms occurring without an auxiliary, e.g.

kpê:né kê å:kû:yf
'look where you are going'

nê yôkôu yôjì bôŋ ô:ge:nê
shall we-go we-eat thing it-will-not-be-long
'We shall go and eat soon'

Compound verbs, on the other hand, are verb-forms consisting of a main verb preceded by one or more auxiliaries, e.g.

ôbâse ôtûn ôtê: awî ìmà:
rain it-very it-rains days these
'It is raining heavily these days'

yàsên bîmà yàkàni yâbî: kê
guests those they-long-ago they-went have
'The guests have been gone for a long time'

4.1.1 Simple Verbs

Simple verbs, like nouns, belong to the open class of words. They occur with one of two morphemic structures: + Prefix + Stem or + Stem. The presence of the stem morpheme in both structures indicates that it
is an obligatory element in the structure of simple verbs. The absence or presence of a prefix in the structure of a simple verb denotes that the verb-form is imperative or non-imperative respectively.

The following examples illustrate the + Prefix + Stem structure of simple verbs, the prefix always occurring word-initially and here separated from the stem by a hyphen:

ëtôm ă-dô kôyû:
life it-is fight
'Life is a perpetual struggle'

këndamâ sîmbâ: kë-bòwë kë
seat the it-is-spoilt has
'The chair is in a state of disrepair'

The following examples illustrate the + Stem structure of simple verbs:

kpë ëwënsë fîmîn
study book this
'Study this book'

kîu lôwî
go water
'Go and fetch some water'

4.111 The Verbal Prefix

There are two classes of verbal prefixes.

(a) 1st and 2nd person prefixes which refer back to and are in concordant agreement with 1st and 2nd person subject pronouns, these pro-

1. The verb-form of a relative clause in which a 1st or 2nd person plural pronoun occurs is also + Stem, e.g. mä: ôôô ôikûm wë à:bà: tò:wòi yàmjû:mì
këjì 'That is the matchet which you use for cutting palm-fruits'.
yàmèn yâkëi dé à:môn wòlûi bûl 'People are watching how we are playing football'
nouns being often understood to be present rather than overtly expressed in the clause in which the verbal prefixes occur:

- 1st person sing. prefix governed by the subject pronoun ãmí 'I'
- 1st person plural prefix governed by the subject pronoun ãmòn 'we'
- 2nd person sing. prefix governed by the subject pronoun ãwú 'you'
- 2nd person plural prefix governed by the subject pronoun ãbá: 'you'

(b) verbal prefixes governed by the fourteen nominal classes:

- O- governed by nominal class 1 nouns
- ya-
- 1E-
- a-
- kE-
- yE-
- E-
- N-
- kO-
- 10-
- li-
- yi-
- yo-
- ka-

Class (a) prefixes will be referred to as 'pronominal verbal prefixes', and class (b) prefixes as 'non-pronominal verbal prefixes'.

1. The overt presence of a 1st or 2nd person subject pronoun in a clause always implies emphasis, e.g.

- ãmí ã-kpöi ë bõn 'I am teaching him' (prefix underlined)
- ãmí ã-kpöi ë bõn 'I am the one teaching him' (1st pers. subj. pronoun and prefix underlined).
It is noticeable that some pronominal and non-pronominal prefixes are identical in shape, but different in meaning. These are:

- N-, which is both a 1st person singular prefix meaning 'I' and a nominal class 8 verbal prefix meaning 'it' or 'they'
- yo-, which is both a 1st person plural prefix meaning 'we' and a nominal class 13 verbal prefix meaning 'it' or 'they'
- a-, which is both a 2nd person singular prefix meaning 'you' and a nominal class 4 verbal prefix meaning 'it' or 'they'
- ya-, which is both a 2nd person plural prefix meaning 'you' and a nominal class 2 verbal prefix meaning 'it' or 'they'

The similarity in the shape of these verbal prefixes would appear to constitute a potential source of grammatical and semantic confusion. In fact, this is not the case. The linguistic and grammatical contexts in which each verbal prefix is used are so specific that this potential ambiguity does not arise. For instance, while a non-pronominal prefix obligatorily requires to be preceded, either in the same clause or in a preceding one, by a specific controlling noun with which it is in concordant agreement, a pronominal prefix cannot be preceded by a controlling noun and may only be governed by a 1st or 2nd person subject pronoun, which is often omitted. For example, the sentence m-funi ken, when the syllabic nasal verbal prefix is not preceded by a controlling noun, has only one meaning 'I am coming', the verbal prefix m- here being governed by the 1st person subject pronoun am 'I', the presence of which is not required in the structure of this sentence. Similarly, ya-wai lowi means 'you are drinking water', since the underlined verbal prefix does not here refer back to any controlling noun with which it must be in concordant agreement. On the other hand, mbu m-funi kén must mean 'The goats are coming', given that the syllabic nasal verbal prefix is preceded by a controlling noun of nominal class 8 with which the prefix is in concord agreement. And the sentence yánèn ya-
The people are drinking water', since the prefix ya-
refers back to the preceding noun of nominal class 2, yànèn 'people',
functioning here as subject of the sentence. This rule is so important
and so fundamental that there are no circumstances in which its infringe­
ment can be tolerated. Therefore, whenever, in our examples or tables,
the verbal prefix ya- is translated as 'it' or 'they', i.e. taken as a
non-pronominal prefix, the presence of a controlling noun is tacitly as­
sumed. For instance, if we translated the sentence yá-wài lôwî as 'They
are drinking the water', then it is automatically assumed that a noun of
class 2 is the obligatory subject of the sentence, hence the translation.
This explanation is important since it is relevant to many examples in
the thesis.

The tones that may mark these prefix shapes are: H, L, H:, L:, HL
or LM. The selection of the appropriate tone is specified partly by
the inherent tone pattern of the verb-stem, and partly through the mood,
aspect and/or polarity of the clause in which the verb occurs. These
features are described in the following sections.

4.112 The Verb-Stem

Verb-stems of Lôkè simple verbs may be divided into two primary
classes on the criterion of their differences in tone patterning: high­
tone and low-tone. It is probably easiest to identify a verb-stem as
either inherently high-tone or low-tone through its Aorist verb-form. A
verb is inherently high-tone or low-tone, if its Aorist verb-stem is
marked by high tone or low tone respectively. Examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Tone Verbs</th>
<th>Low-Tone Verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yá-kè: 'they saw'</td>
<td>yá-kèi 'they gave'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yá-yùi 'they shook'</td>
<td>yá-yù: 'they fought'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is a significant classification in that the tonal contrast between the two classes can produce minimal pairs, as the following Aorist verb-forms show:

- ya-sídá 'they swept'  ya-úbbà 'they caught'
- ya-pó:nà 'they replied'  ya-pà:là 'they flew'
- ya-tútúmái 'they shivered'  ya-tàlàlài 'they wandered about'

Furthermore, high-tone and low-tone verb-stems select different prefix tones in negative clauses, e.g.

- wē yā:-kói  'They did not wash/warn him'
- kē ká: yā:-pà:n fijènà  'They have not moved in yet'

### 4.1121 Verb-Stem Subclasses

Each primary class of verbs may be further divided into thirteen subclasses. This subclassification is based on the paradigmatic similarity that characterizes the three verbal 'bases' from which simple verb-forms may be derived, i.e. the Imperative, Aorist and Continuative verb-forms. These subclasses are presented below in a tabular form.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone-Tone Verbs</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
<th>Articulate</th>
<th>Low-Tone Verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the table, the verbs are arranged in order from the simplest phonemic structures of the imperative verb-form to the more complex ones. The capital letters A and B stand for high-tone and low-tone verb-stems respectively, and the numerals for the various subclasses. Since many of these subclasses are not homogeneous in the formation of their Aorist and Continuative verb-forms, small letters have been used to represent further divisions of the subclasses, the letter x being used for a verb or group of verbs considered as irregular.

Of all the subclasses, A1 has by far the largest membership. Some subclasses, on the other hand, have very few members, e.g. 9 and 11; in fact, A9 would appear to have no more than two members, and B11 one single member. Subclasses 9-13 are more homogeneous than preceding subclasses, but their membership is also generally smaller. Members of subclass 13 normally have a continuative semantic connotation: their verb-stems are marked by the characteristically continuative -ai or -ei verb-stem ending.

4.12 Compound Verbs

The compound verb, as earlier indicated, consists of at least two verbal words, a main verb immediately preceded by one or more auxiliaries. The verbal words are, however, considered as a compound unit because of the strong segmental and suprasegmental bonds binding them together.

The morphemic structure of a compound verb consisting of an auxiliary and a main verb may be formulated in four different ways:

(a) + Auxiliary Stem + Main Verb-Stem
(b) + Auxiliary Stem + Main Verb Prefix + Main Verb-Stem
(c) + Auxiliary Prefix + Auxiliary Stem + Main Verb-Stem
(d) + Aux. Prefix + Aux. Stem + Main Verb Prefix + Main Verb-Stem

A compound verb with the structure (a) occurs only in relative clauses in which the nominal phrase subject is realized by a self-standing personal pronoun and the complement of the main clause occurs sentence-initially, e.g.

```
yatù bò á:bà bì wá: bá: māng ḥ
SSP AVS MVS
```

compound verb

relative clause

palm-wine which you may drink you give-to-drink me

'Whatever palm-wine you are drinking, give (some) to me'

```
bọ̀ŋ wá: á:mọ́h bi ný:yi, tə yókò:mo
SSP AVS MVS
```

 Compound verb

relative clause

think which we may do let we-stop

'Whatever we are doing, let us stop'

A compound verb with the structure (b) occurs only when the compound verb-form is imperative, e.g.

```
tùm á-fi:là
AVS Px MVS
```

Compound verb

Very you-jump

'Don't jump too much'
A compound verb with the structure (c) occurs occasionally when the auxiliary is either -bì or -ff, e.g.

6-bì nụ:yì bọọ mà:

Px AVS MVS

compound verb

he-can is-doing what here

'What is he doing?'

6-ff kọi kêblé:

Px AVS MVS

compound verb

if-he-should go farm

'If he went to the farm...'

And the compound verb structure (d), the commonest of the four structures, occurs in many types of clause structure, e.g.

yànèn bìnà: yà-tún yà-jì bọọ

Px AVS Px MVS

compound verb

people those they-very they-eat thing

'Those people eat too much'
4.121 The Main Verb

The main verb occurs as the final constituent word in a compound verb. It is always an open class word, and therefore shares many common characteristics with the simple verb. It is however distinguished from the simple verb in that it is only part of a compound verbal structure. Examples of the shape and tone pattern of main verbs are given in Tables C and D below.

4.122 The Auxiliary Verb

Auxiliaries belong to a closed word class. They consist of about thirteen members, which are distinguished from main verbs in two respects: shape and meaning.

With regard to shape, auxiliary verb-stems are invariable. And with regard to meaning, it may be said that they derive their specific meaning from the main verb with which they occur in any given context, e.g.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{subject} & \text{Aux.} & \text{M. Verb} \\
\text{rain} & \text{it-very} & \text{it-fell} \\
\end{array}
\]

'It rained heavily'
The prefix of the auxiliary behaves in exactly the same way as that of a simple verb, i.e. the auxiliary prefix takes the same segmental and suprasegmental forms as a simple verb prefix when an identical mood or aspect is required to be expressed. For instance, in the following two sentences, the initial clauses (underlined) are conditional, and this fact is expressed by a high-low prefix tone marking, in the first example, the prefix of the simple verb kǒu 'go' and, in the second example, the prefix of the auxiliary verb -yéní 'again':

\[ yəː-\text{kǒ}| \text{lowī, bāː} \ yīn ə \]

simple verb Compl.

'If you go to fetch water, do tell me'

\[ yəː-\text{yéń}i \ yāk̡|i \ \text{lowī, bāː} \ yīn ə \]


'If you go to fetch water again, do tell me'

Auxiliary verb-stems, like simple or main verb-stems, are either inherently high-tone or low-tone, as listed below. The meaning here assigned to each auxiliary verb-stem is no more than an indication of its general lexical content, since, as earlier stated, the specific meaning in a given context of any auxiliary is derived from the accompanying main verb:

A: High-tone Auxiliary Verb-Stems  B: Low-tone Auxiliary Verb-Stems

-ff 'should'        -bɨ 'almost'
-ñi 'whenever'      -bɨnā 'if'
-yéní 'again'       -tī 'then'
The various forms and tone patterns of auxiliary verbs are illustrated in the tables of compound verbs below.

More Examples of Compound Verbs

The tables of compound verbs given below summarize the shapes and tone patterns of auxiliary and main verbs that may combine to form compound verbs. The following examples of compound verbs provide auxiliary and main verb segmental and suprasegmental combinations with their meanings, which may serve as a useful guide not only in translating the compound verbs given in the tables, but also in constructing other compound verbs not given in the tables:

ñíñi ṭkóu kěblé: 'I should go to the farm'
ñíñi kòi kěblé:... 'Whenever I go to the farm...'
ñíñí ṭkóu kěblé: 'I went to the farm again'
ñíkání ṭkóu kěblé: 'I went to the farm very early'
ñíbí ṭkóu kěblé: 'I almost went to the farm'
ñí:bi kěblé: ñ:ki.. 'If I don't go to the farm...'
ñíbíñè ṭkóu kěblé?: 'Shall I or shall I not go to the farm?'
ñíñì ṭkóu kěblé: 'I took the opportunity to go to the farm'
átũm ákóu kěblé: 'You go to the farm too often'
kěblé: á.mũp ákóu 'You won't go to the farm any more'
I went to the farm instead
'I had gone to the farm before'
'It is very wrong of me not to go to the farm'
'It is very wrong of you not to drink wine'
'Even if it rains, come'
'If I had not gone...'
'I should like to go later'

The following sequence of four tables represent the major verb-forms in Lôkôe. Table A represents positive simple verb-forms, and Table B negative simple verb-forms (except that simple verb-forms do not occur in negative conditional and relative clauses, hence the compound verb-forms under the conditional and relative clause columns). Table C illustrates positive compound verb-forms, and Table D negative compound verb-forms. Each table shows first high-tone, and then low-tone verb-forms arranged strictly in the following order of headings, as it were from left to right: Imperative/meaning, Aorist, Continuative, Perfective, Neutral Type I, Neutral Type II, Conditional, Relative Clause Type I and Relative Clause Type II. This means, for instance, that Table $A_2$ is conceived of as continuing Table $A_1$ horizontally, while Table $A_3$ continues Table $A_1$ vertically and is continued horizontally by Table $A_4$. This is why Tables $A_1$ and $A_2$ are numbered 1 - 14, and Tables $A_3$ and $A_4$ 15 - 28. Tables B, C and D are similarly arranged.

The ya- verbal prefix of the verb-forms given in the tables, except the one under the Neutral Type II heading, is the non-pronominal
The ya- verbal prefix given in the Neutral Type II verb-forms is pronominal (cf. section 4.111). The ya- non-pronominal verbal prefix is translatable by either 'they' or 'it' as appropriate, while the ya- pronominal verbal prefix is translatable by 'you' (plu.). Thus, for instance, the Aorist verb-form of the first verb in Table A, i.e. yá-tó:, is translatable by 'they wept', and the Neutral Type II verb-forms of the same verb, i.e. yá-tó and yá-tói are translatable by 'you wept' and 'you were weeping' respectively. The important point to note here is that verb-forms with the non-pronominal verbal prefix ya- are never marked by the tone pattern shown under the Neutral Type II. In fact, the only verb-forms with a non-pronominal verbal prefix that may occur with the Neutral Type II tone pattern are those governed by a nominal class 1 noun, as in the following sentence (Neutral Type II tone pattern underlined):

```
yànnēn ɪmā: 5tō:, 5-tō 1ōbō
woman the she-fell, she wept

'The woman fell and wept'.
```

All verb-forms occurring with a non-pronominal prefix (except when the non-pronominal verbal prefix is o-) always take the Neutral Type I tone pattern, but verb-forms occurring with a pronominal verbal prefix (cf. section 4.111) or with the non-pronominal prefix o- may take either the Neutral Type I or Type II tone pattern as appropriate, e.g. (pronominal verbal prefixes underlined):

```
n̂ ń-tō 1ōbō  'I shall weep'
ń-tō:, ń-tō 1ōbō  'I fell and wept'
```

(Neutral Type I and Type II verb-forms are further discussed below, under sections 4.1315, 4.13151 and 4.13152).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A.2: SIMPLE VERB-FORMS (with some compound verb-forms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VERB</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A.3: SIMPLE VERB-FORMS (with some compound verb-forms)**

**VERB** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A.4: SIMPLE VERB-FORMS (with some compound verb-forms)**

**VERB** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A.5: SIMPLE VERB-FORMS (with some compound verb-forms)**

**VERB** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A.6: SIMPLE VERB-FORMS (with some compound verb-forms)**

**VERB** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A.7: SIMPLE VERB-FORMS (with some compound verb-forms)**

**VERB** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** | **NON-CO-NON-CO** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
<td>I - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
<td>II - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
<td>III - VOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tense</td>
<td>Non-Conditional</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>Non-nuclear CL</td>
<td>Nuclear CL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>Non-Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table A:* Simple verb-forms (with some compound verb-forms)
TABLE B - SIMPLE VERB-FORMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Interjective</th>
<th>Continuation</th>
<th>Performatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
<td>KEEP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1991
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOW-TONE</th>
<th>CONTINUATIVE</th>
<th>NON-CONTINUATIVE</th>
<th>CONTINUATIVE</th>
<th>NON-CONTINUATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Neutral Type I**

**Neutral Type II**

**Negative**

Table B5: Single verb-forms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Non-Continuous</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
<th>Relative Cause</th>
<th>Main Verb</th>
<th>Non-Continuous</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
<th>Relative Cause</th>
<th>Main Verb</th>
<th>Non-Continuous</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
<th>Relative Cause</th>
<th>Main Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Tense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table B** Negative Forms of Simple Verbs (which are compound verb-forms)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound Verb Form</th>
<th>Auxiliary Form</th>
<th>Perfective Form</th>
<th>Imperative Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yes-vean vs-nt</td>
<td>aux, as below</td>
<td>M.VP: Neutral Form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes-kean vs-nt</td>
<td>aux, as below</td>
<td>M.VP: Neutral Form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TWO HIGH-TONE AUXILIARIES

6 be: ve-vean ve-nt (kefexy), don't sharpen too much
5 be: ve-kean ve-nt (visen), help (people) instead
4 be: ve-kean ve-nt (bol), wash (the clothes) later
3 be: ve-kean ve-nt (te), come and weed
2 be: ve-kean ve-nt (bol), wash (the clothes) at once
1 be: ve-kean ve-nt (kefxt), fall (a tree) again

HIGH-TONE AUXILIARY

VERB-ARCUTE

aux. (zero-paralex) as below
M.VP: Neutral Type II
IMPERATIVE/MEANING

COMPOUND VERBS: POSITIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE C: COMPOUND VERB FORMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compound Verbs: Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table C2: Compound Verb-Forms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples of Extended Compound Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-Tone and One High-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>Low-Tone and One High-Tone Auxiliary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
<td>1. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
<td>2. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
<td>3. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
<td>4. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
<td>5. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
<td>7. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
<td>8. 工件完成作业 (gōng-jiàn, gōng-jì, zhuō-yè)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The text appears to be discussing examples of extended compound verbs, particularly those with one high-tone auxiliary and one low-tone auxiliary. The table likely contains different examples or variations of these compound verbs.
Two High-Tone Auxiliaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TONE</th>
<th>HIGH TONE AUXILIARY</th>
<th>METAPHORICAL FORM</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>부+的职业 (보+직업)</td>
<td>부+제</td>
<td>부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 + 부+직업</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compound Verbs: Negative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TONE</th>
<th>COMPOUND VERB</th>
<th>NEGATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
<td>부+직업 부+직업</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D: Composed Verb Forms
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>Tone-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>Tone-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>Tone-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>Tone-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>Tone-Tone Auxiliary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**TWO HIGH-TONE AUXILIARIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ret. C. Type I</td>
<td>Ret. C. Type II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tone-Tone Auxiliary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound Verbs: Negative</th>
<th>Table 2: Compound Verbs-Forses.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Compound Verbs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal Form</th>
<th>Two Low-Tone Auxiliaries</th>
<th>Compound Verb Sensitivity to High-Tone Auxiliaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd Person I</td>
<td>don't</td>
<td>Get you to start now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Person II</td>
<td>don't</td>
<td>Get you to start now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Person I</td>
<td>don't</td>
<td>Get him to start now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Person II</td>
<td>don't</td>
<td>Get him to start now.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal Form</th>
<th>Two Low-Tone Auxiliaries</th>
<th>Compound Verb Sensitivity to High-Tone Auxiliaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd Person I</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>Don't let us do any work now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Person II</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>Don't let us do any work now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Person I</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>Don't let us do any work now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Person II</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>Don't let us do any work now.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ONE LOW-TONE AND ONE HIGH-TONE AUXILIARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Form</th>
<th>Low-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>High-Tone Auxiliary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TO TWO LOW-TONE AUXILIARIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Form</th>
<th>Low-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>Low-Tone Auxiliary</th>
<th>Low-Tone Auxiliary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
<td>yu-kpa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RE: CL. TYPE II

CONDITIONAL

COMPOUNDED VERBS: NEGATIVE

TABLE D

COMPOUNDED VERB-ROOTS
Non-Continuative and Continuative verb-forms appear to be parallel verb-forms which express simple or definite actions or situations and continuous or continuing actions or situations respectively. The non-continuative verb-forms provide most of our examples.

4.131 Simple Verb-Forms

Simple verb-forms may be positive or negative as illustrated by the Tables. Note that positive simple verb-forms are generally marked by the presence of a short prefix bearing a high-tonem (cf. A Tables), while negative simple verb-forms are generally marked by the presence of a long prefix bearing a low tone or a rising glide (cf. B Tables).

4.1311 The Simple Imperative Verb-Form

(a) Morphology

The distinguishing feature of the positive simple imperative verb-form is that the verb-stem occurs without a prefix. Inherently high-tone throughout. Inherently low-tone imperative verb-forms are marked by a low-high glide if monosyllabic, an initial syllable marked by low tone followed by a high-tone syllable if disyllabic, and a sequence of two syllables marked by low tone followed by a high-tone syllable if trisyllabic.

The negative simple imperative verb-form consists of the negative particle kə followed by a verb-stem marked by low tone only.

When the imperative verb-form is plural, the singular imperative verb-form described above is optionally preceded by the 2nd person
plural pronoun b̀a: or b̀a:, e.g.

fù k̀in → b̀a: fù k̀in
come come (plu.)
(For further examples, cf. Tables C₁, C₃).

There are no imperative verb-forms of more than three syllables in Lokabo.

(b) Syntactic Function

Positive simple imperative verb-forms occur in imperative clauses of positive polarity, while negative simple imperative verb-forms occur in imperative clauses of negative polarity (for a more detailed description of imperative clauses, positive or negative, cf. chapter six).

Examples (imperative verb-forms underlined):

In positive imperative clauses:

kèm b̀ọ̀ŋ yèmì èpál-è:páI
sew things my quickly
'Sew my clothes quickly'

b̀a: kòu ìkò:bàsè íyà:sí
go church today
'Go to church today'

In negative imperative clauses:

b̀ọ̀ŋ yèmì èpál-è:páI ká kèm
'Don't sew my clothes quickly'

b̀a: ìkò:bàsè íyà:sí ká kòu
'Don't go to church today'

4.1312 The Simple Aorist Verb-Form

(a) Morphology

The shape of each Aorist verb-stem has to be learned, as there is
no sure way of deriving it from, say, the simpler imperative verb-form. Some help may be obtained from the table of Verb-Stem subclasses under section 4.1121 above.

With regard to tone, high-tone Aorist Verb-stems are marked by high-tone alone, and low-tone Aorist Verb-stems bear low-tone only.

The prefix of a positive Aorist verb-form is marked by a high toneme, whether the verb-stem is inherently high-tone or low-tone.

The prefix of a negative Aorist verb-form bears a long low tone, when the verb-stem is inherently high-tone, and a low-high glide when the verb-stem is inherently low-tone.

(b) **Syntactic Function**

The Aorist expresses a simple or definite action or situation in the past, but also sometimes in the present, particularly with stative verbs.

**Examples (Aorist verb-forms underlined):**

In positive clauses:

ōjō:-nēn ɪmā: ọ-tā: ेkpē ọfī ỳē kē
hunter the he-shot leopard he-killed it has
'The hunter shot a leopard and killed it'

ōjō:-nēn ɨmā: ọ-fî: ेkpē
'The hunter killed a leopard'

In negative clauses:

ōjō:-nēn ɨmā: ेkpē ọ:-kō:
'The hunter did not see a leopard'

ōjō:-nēn ɨmā: ेkpē ọ:frī:
'The hunter did not kill a leopard'

When it is a stative verb that is in the Aorist verb-form, the
meaning is either past or present according to the context. Thus the sentence,

\[ \text{kọyù: kìnà: kọ-yàu Nkọ} \]

may mean either 'That war was at Nko' or 'That war is at Nko'. In this case, where the context does not make it clear whether the past or present meaning is intended, the meaning of the sentence may be disambiguated by the presence of a temporal word or phrase, e.g.

\[ \text{ësàn kọyù: kìnà: kọ-yàu Nkọ} \]

can have only one meaning:

'Yesterday the war was at Nko',

and

\[ \text{àjá:jì:màn kọyù: kìnà: kọ-yàu Nkọ} \]

can only mean

'Now the war is at Nko'.

4.1313 The Simple Continuative Verb-Form

(a) Morphology

Like Aorist verb-stems, the shape of each continuative verb-stem has to be learned. The table of verb-stem subclasses under section 4.1121 above may be found to be of some assistance, since verbs conjugated in the same way are classed together.

The verb-stem and prefix tone patterns are identical with those of Aorist verb-forms already described above, as may be seen from the Tables.

(b) Syntactic Function

The continuative expresses an action or a state that is still going on. It may also express an uncompleted or habitual action or state that may not be going on at the time of speaking. The context
and/or the action or situation involved usually make the sense of the continuative unambiguous.

Examples (continuative verb-forms underlined):

\[ \text{èwì } \underline{6-máì} \quad \text{'The sun is shining'} \]
\[ \underline{úkwá ìmínà:} \underline{6-kù:yì} \text{ Efíl} \]
- canoe this it-is-going Calabar

1. 'This canoe is going to Calabar' (perhaps for the first time).
2. 'This canoe goes to Calabar' (it always does).

But

\[ \text{lògânà jìmínà: lò-kù:yì} \text{ Efíl} \]
- has only one meaning:
  'This river flows to Calabar'

\[ \text{èwì } \underline{è:-máì} \quad \text{'The sun is not shining'} \]
\[ \underline{lògânà jìmínà:} \text{ Efíl lò:-kù:yì} \]
- 'This river does not flow to Calabar'

When the habitual meaning is required, and neither the context nor the verb itself can render this clearly, the auxiliary -nì may be employed, thus

\[ \underline{úkwá ìmínà:} \underline{6-nì} \underline{kù:yì} \text{ Efíl} \]
- 'This canoe goes to Calabar'

Note that the presence of the auxiliary requires that the main verb be without a prefix.

The continuative may also express a continuous action or state in the past or future, when assisted by a temporal word or phrase referring to the past or future respectively, e.g.
I saw children the yesterday they-are-going farm
'I saw the children going to the farm yesterday'

Tomorrow the children will be going to the farm

The fact that continuative verb-forms may be used to express an action or state in the past, present or future suggests the existence of a parallel between continuative and non-continuative verb-forms, a parallel which is only partially indicated by the Tables (cf. the verb-forms under the Neutral Type I, Neutral Type II, Conditional and Relative Clause headings).

4.1314 The Simple Perfective Verb-Form

(a) Morphology

The perfective consists of two words: a perfective verb-form and the perfective particle kē.

As in the case of other verb-stems, the shape of each perfective verb-stem has to be learned: it is perhaps useful to know that the positive perfective verb-stem is identical in shape with the imperative verb-form, and that the negative perfective verb-stem is identical in shape with the Aorist verb-stem.

Inherently high-tone positive perfective verb-stems of one syllable are always marked by low tone. High-tone positive perfective verb-stems of two syllables are marked either by a sequence of two low tones when the initial syllable does not have a long vowel or by a low tone followed by a high tone when the initial syllable contains a long vowel. High-tone positive perfective verb-stems of three syllables are marked by a sequence of two low tones followed by a final high tone.
Inherently low-tone positive perfective verb-stems of one syllable are generally marked by low tone, but monosyllabic verb-stems marked by a rising glide also occur. Low-tone positive perfective verb-stems of two syllables bear a low tone on the first syllable and a high tone on the second syllable. Inherently low-tone positive perfective verb-stems of three syllables, like similar high-tone verb-stems, are marked by a sequence of two low tones followed by a final high tone.

The prefix of a positive perfective verb-form is always marked by a high toneme.

The perfective particle ké is generally marked by a low toneme when it follows a positive high-tone perfective verb-form. However, it is marked by high tone when it immediately follows a positive high-tone perfective verb-form ending in a high tone or a positive low-tone perfective verb-form.

When the perfective verb-form is negative, high-tone verb-forms are marked by a long low tone, while that of a negative low-tone perfective verb-form bears a low-high glide.

In a negative clause, the perfective particle always precedes the negative perfective verb-form, and is always marked by a high toneme.

(b) Syntactic Function

The perfective expresses an event that has taken place in the immediate past the effects of which are still present.

Examples (perfective verb-forms underlined)

wèn ñà: 3-pó:rá ké lîbâblà lôwà
child the he-has-answered questions your
'The child has answered your questions'
school it has closed today
'The school has closed today'

The child has not answered your questions

'The school has not closed today'

Note that ké may accompany verb-forms other than perfective, to express a completive meaning, e.g. fú ké kën, which means 'come beforehand', whereas fú kën means simply 'come'.

4.1315 The Simple Neutral Verb-Forms

There are two Neutral verb-forms, so described, not only because they can both express, depending on the context, a past and a non-past action or situation, but also because they may occur in nuclear and non-nuclear clauses with or without a conjunction.

Examples (Neutral verb-forms underlined):

ben yàmön yà-yà: mà:, yà-dè mën
children our they-come here, they-greeted us
'Our children came and greeted us'

ben yàmön nè yà-yà: mà:, yà dè mën
children our will they-come here, they-greet us
'Our children will come and greet us'

ben yàmön yàmönì ñàdđàñì tûtì yà-dè mën
Our children knelt down until they greeted us'

ben yàmön nè yàmön ñàdđàñì tûtì yà-dè mën
'Our children will kneel down until they greet us'

ben yàmön mën yà:-dè
'Our children will not greet us'

ben yàmön mën yà:-dè-ð?:
'Will our children not greet us?'
Our children, won't you greet us?

The two Neutral Types are here considered under the same heading, firstly, because the only difference between the two verb-forms is to be found in the tone of their positive prefixes, (Type I and Type II negative Neutral Verb forms are identical), and secondly because they appear to be complementary to each other when expressing a past action or situation, non-pronominal prefixes, excluding the 3rd person singular prefix, being marked by the Neutral Type I prefixal high toneme, and the pronominal prefixes and the 3rd person singular prefix being marked by the Neutral Type II prefixal low toneme. This means that the yā- prefix under Neutral Type II can never be translated by 'they', but by 'you', and yā- (i.e. marked by high tone) prefixing a verb-form under Neutral Type I and expressing a past meaning cannot be translated as 'you' but as 'they'.

Examples (Neutral verb-forms underlined):

bën yāwū yākōi yā-bē: dānī:ī
children your they-went they-stood over there
'Your children went and stood over there'

yākōi yā-bē: dānī:ī
you-went you-stood over there
'You went and stood over there'

hītēn ēmā: ūhwāi, ū-kōu, ū-bē: kēpēlē: pēl
animals the they-ran, they-went, they-stood far away
'The animals ran away and stood far away'

The shape of a Neutral verb-stem is often similar to the verb's imperative verb-form, as the Tables show. Neutral Type I and Type II verb-stems of the same verb are identical.
4.13151 The Simple Neutral Type I

(a) Morphology

The Neutral Type I verb-form consists of a prefix marked by a
high toneme and a continuative or non-continuative verb-stem that has
to be learned.

(b) Syntactic Function

The Neutral Type I verb-form may be used to express either
(a) a future action or situation when it is preceded, in the positive,
by the future particle nê, e.g.

ţbâsɛ ð: dú kɛ, bɛn bînà: nê yátò lòbɛ
rain if-it-thunders, children the will they-cry
'If it thunders, the children will cry'

It should be noted that when the verbal prefix denotes a 1st,
2nd or 3rd person singular and the verb-stem is that of a high-tone
verb, the high tone of the verbal prefix is rendered phonetically as
low following the future particle nê, e.g.

/nê ʰ-kòi blɔŋ/ → [nê ʰ-kòi blɔŋ]
'I shall wash the clothes'

/jwè nê ʱkòi blɔŋ/ → [jwè nê ʱkòi blɔŋ]
'It is he who will wash the clothes'

or (b) a past action or situation (i) when it occurs in a non-nuclear
clause that is dependent upon a nuclear clause expressing a past
action or situation, and (ii) when the prefix is non-pronominal
(with the exception of the 3rd person singular prefix 0-), e.g.

ţbâsɛ  companyId  kɛ, bɛn bînà: yátò lòbɛ
'It thundered and the children cried'
Whenever it thundered, the children were crying.

4.13152 The Simple Neutral Type II

(a) Morphology

The Neutral Type II verb-form consists of a prefix marked by a low toneme and a continuative or non-continuative verb-stem that has to be learned.

(b) Syntactic Function

The Neutral Type II verb-form occurs in non-nuclear clauses when the verbal prefix is pronominal or denotes a 3rd person singular. It usually expresses a past action or situation, particularly in folk-tale narratives.

Examples (Neutral Type II verb-form underlined):

ębōl wānd ēkōu kā:, ćıkpeye ębōl āgbālānğbā
chief one he-went there, he-was-called chief Agbalangba
'There was a certain chief called Chief Agbalangba

yōkōi kıełłō:, yō-nōŋ yōŋōŋnōŋ
We-went farm, we-did work
'We went to the farm and worked hard'

The Neutral Type II verb-form may also have a non-past meaning when the non-nuclear clause in which it occurs is dependent upon a nuclear clause with a non-past meaning, e.g.

yā-kpintē yā-kōi ćko ūnā, jāŋ ê:wa:nā
even-if you-wash cloth the, never it-will-not-be-white
'However much you wash the cloth, it will never be white'

As Tables B₂ and B₅ show, there is no formal difference between Neutral Type I and Neutral Type II negative verb-forms. However, verb-
forms occurring with a pronominal verbal prefix or with a verbal prefix denoting the 3rd person singular are considered as negative Neutral Type II verb-forms, and negative Neutral verb-forms with a non-pronominal prefix (except the 3rd person singular verbal prefix) as Negative Neutral Type I. For instance, the underlined negative Neutral verb-form in the following sentence:

\text{bën bima: yâtûn yátâwâ ëtûn, lôbô yû tô}

children the they-very they-are-strong heart, they-will-not cry

'The children are strong-willed and so they will not cry'

is taken to be a Neutral Type I verb-form, because the verbal prefix is non-pronominal, and therefore cannot occur as a Neutral Type II verb-form. Similarly, the underlined negative Neutral verb-form in the following sentence:

\text{yâkôl kæblâ:; yënənúq yũ:nəq}

you-went farm, work you-did-not

'You went to the farm without working'

is taken to be a Neutral Type II verb-form, because the verbal prefix is pronominal, denoting, as it does here, the 2nd person plural.

Note that the prefix of a negative Type I or Type II Neutral verb-form is marked by a low-mid glide, written \( ⇑ \) over the prefix, and symbolized LM in formulae. This prefix tone pattern always gives a future meaning to negative Neutral verb-forms, e.g.

\text{ləgədu yũ:ðau}

(i) 'They will not laugh' (Neutral Type I)

or

(ii) 'You will not laugh' (Neutral Type II)

(As already explained, ya- denoting the 3rd person plural is a Neutral Type I prefix form, while ya- denoting the 2nd person plural is a Neutral Type II prefix form).
4.1316 The Simple Conditional Verb-Forms

Of the various Conditional verb-forms, only the positive non-past Conditional verb-form is a simple verb-form, the past and negative Conditional verb-forms all being compound verb-forms, and included in the Tables under consideration as forms which simple verbs must take when they occur in a Conditional clause with a past meaning or with a negative polarity.

4.13161 The Non-Past Conditional Verb-Form

(a) Morphology

The positive non-past Conditional verb-form consists of a prefix marked by a high-low glide and followed by a Conditional verb-stem which has to be learned. It may be noted that, for high-tone verbs, the non-past Conditional verb-stem is identical with the Aorist verb-stem.

The negative non-past Conditional verb-form consists of an auxiliary and a main verb. As the Tables B₅ and B₆ show, both the auxiliary and the main verb consist of a prefix and a verb-stem. The auxiliary prefix bears a high-low glide and the verb-stem is -bi. The main verb prefix carries a long low tone if the verb is high-tone and a low-high glide if the verb is low-tone. The main verb verb-stem is marked by high tone or low tone according as the verb is high-tone or low-tone respectively.

Examples (negative non-past Conditional verb-forms underlined):

yǐsōwə yǐwù  yǐː:-bì  yǐː:-tősə...
pot your if-it it-leaks-not
'If your pot does not leak...

bł̄nə yəmən  yêː:-bì  yêː:-wə;
things our if-they they-are-not dry
'If our clothes are not dry...
(b) **Syntactic Function**

The non-past Conditional verb-form occurs in conditional clauses expressing, strictly a present meaning, and loosely a future meaning, e.g.

\[
\text{båbasè 0:-tòi, bà: yà: dò hò: mòà:} \\
\text{rain if-it-falls, you(pl.) stay at houses your}
\]

"If it rains, stay at home"

\[
\text{båbasè 0:-bì 0:-tòi, bà: yà: dò è:ò: èmì} \\
\text{rain if-it it-falls-not, you(pl.) arrive at house my}
\]

"If it does not rain, come to my house"

### 4.13162 The Past Conditional Verb-Form

Positive past Conditional verb-forms are of two types: nuclear past Conditional verb-forms, and non-nuclear past Conditional verb-forms.

(i) **The Non-Nuclear Past Conditional Verb-Form**

(a) **Morphology**

The non-Nuclear past Conditional verb-form consists of the auxiliary -fi and a main verb-stem that has to be learned. In many cases, the main verb-stem resembles the imperative verb-form. The verb-stem of high-tone verbs is marked by low tone, while that of low tone verbs carries a low-high glide over monosyllables, a low tone followed by a high one over disyllables, and a sequence of two low tones followed by a high tone over trisyllables.

(b) **Syntactic Function**

The non-Nuclear past Conditional verb-form occurs in a non-nuclear Conditional clause with a positive polarity and expresses a hypothetical action or situation in the past, e.g.

\[
\text{bèn bimà: yàff tò: lòòbà, yòff yòdènnè bë} \\
\text{children the if-they-should cry, we-should we-begged them}
\]

"If the children cried, we would beg them to stop"
(ii) The Nuclear Past Conditional Verb-Forms

(a) Morphology

The Nuclear past Conditional verb-form consists of an auxiliary and a main verb-form. The form of the auxiliary is the same as in non-nuclear past Conditional verb-forms. But the main verb-form comprises a prefix and a main verb-stem. The main verb prefix is marked by a low toneme, while the main verb-stem has to be learned. It should be noted, however, that the main verb-stem of low-tone verbs is identical with the verb-stem of imperative verb-forms.

The ke enclosed in brackets in Tables $A_2$ and $A_4$ is the perfective ke and helps to convey the perfective or completive aspect of the verb.

(b) Syntactic Function

The Nuclear past Conditional verb-form occurs in Nuclear Conditional clauses with a positive polarity and a past meaning, e.g.

bân̄n bímà: yâfi yâ-tó ke lòbó
women the they-should they-have-cried
'The women would have wept'

The negative past Conditional verb-form consists of two auxiliaries and a main verb-form. The auxiliaries are -fí and -bl. The first auxiliary occurs with a prefix marked by a high toneme, while only the verb-stem of the second auxiliary is required. The main verb-form is identical with that required for the negative non-past Conditional.

Examples (the negative past Conditional verb-form underlined):

yâfi bl kòkol yâ:nâi, wên ìmà: ke ò:fí plòkâ
if-you-should noise you-made-not, child the have he-should-not wake up
'If you had not made noise, the child would not have woken up'
yáfi bi lìpē:lá yà:fài, yèjó yèbè yèfí yèbùwè kì
if-they-should grass they-wedded-not, yams their if-they should
they-spoilt have

'If they had not weeded the grass, their yams would have been ruined'

Note the position of the nominal phrase complement in the negative
clause: it comes between the two auxiliaries and the main verb.

4.1317 The Relative Clause Verb-Forms

There are two primary types of relative clause in Lòkò, which we
have labelled Relative Clause Type I and Type II. Each type is associated
with distinct verb-forms and tone patterns.

4.1317.1 Relative Clause Type I

Morphology and Syntactic Function

The Relative Clause Type I is a relative clause in which a relative
pronoun functions as complement of the clause. The relative pronoun
always refers to a noun or pronoun immediately preceding it and with
which it is in concordant agreement, e.g. ìnèn wè... 'the man who...',
ètèn yè... 'the animal which...', kèfì sè... 'the tree which...'.

When this type of relative clause occurs with a positive polarity,
the following verb-forms and tone patterns are observed:

(a) If the verb in the clause is a high-tone verb, the verbal prefix
is marked by a long high tone and the verb-stem by low tone only, except
when the verb-form has a non-pronominal prefix, in which case the verb-
stem bears high tone only.
(b) If the verb in the clause is a low-tone verb, and the verb-form is
of the 1st, 2nd or 3rd person singular, the verbal prefix bears a high-
low glide and monosyllabic verb-stems are marked by a low-high glide,
disyllabic verb-stems by a low tone followed by a high tone, and trisyl-
labic verb-stems by a sequence of two low tones followed by a high tone.
When the verb-form has a non-pronominal prefix, the prefix is marked by a long high tone, and the verb-stem bears low tone only.

It should be noted that if the verb-form is of the 1st or 2nd person plural, it does not occur with a prefix: instead the person prefix is replaced by the self-standing pronoun of that person, followed by a verb-stem which is always marked by low tone.

The position of the self-standing pronoun of the 1st or 2nd person plural is between the relative pronoun and the verb. This position is also taken by any self-standing personal pronoun or any noun that may function as subject of the clause. All nouns or self-standing personal pronouns occurring in this position and functioning as subject of the clause manifest modifications of their tone pattern in isolation, as the following table shows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone Pattern in Isolation</th>
<th>Tone Pattern in the Relative Clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefix Stem</td>
<td>Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low low</td>
<td>5-nén 'person'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low high</td>
<td>yà-dêm 'men'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>à-mí 'I'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>à-wú 'you'(sing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low high-low lè-tà: 'stone'</td>
<td>long high low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low low-high è-tên 'animal'</td>
<td>high-low low-high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low low-high à-môn 'we'</td>
<td>long high low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>à-bà: 'you'(pl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>any tone è-fém 'crocodile'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern</td>
<td>5j-wè 'he'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ñj-bè 'they'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It may be useful to illustrate this description in detail, since the Tables $A_2$ and $A_4$ given above cover only the tone patterns of the 3rd person plural verb-forms.

(i) High-Tone Verb-Forms in Relative Clause Type I (Positive):

- $\dot{e}s\dot{a}u \ y\dot{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-k\dot{a}:$, $\dot{e}s\dot{a}u \ y\dot{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-m\acute{n} \ k\acute{a}:$
  
  'the fish which I saw...', 'the fish which we saw...'

- $\dot{g}\ddot{b}\ddot{a}g\ddot{b}\ddot{a}n \ w\acute{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-\dddot{f}\acute{\acute{k}}\ddot{i}$; $\dot{g}\ddot{b}\ddot{a}g\ddot{b}\ddot{a}n \ w\acute{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-b\acute{a}: \ \dddot{f}\acute{\acute{k}}\ddot{i}$
  
  'the basin which you rinsed...', 'the basin which you rinsed...'

- $l\acute{i}b\acute{o} \ j\acute{e} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-b\acute{e}:y\ddot{i}$; $l\acute{i}b\acute{o} \ j\acute{e} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-n\acute{n} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-b\acute{e}:y\ddot{i}$
  
  'the place where he stood...'; 'the place where the people stood...'

(ii) Low-Tone Verb-Forms in Relative Clause Type I (Positive):

- $b\acute{o}n \ w\acute{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-\dddot{j}\acute{\acute{i}}$; $b\acute{o}n \ w\acute{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-m\acute{n} \ j\acute{\acute{i}}$
  
  'something that I said...'; 'something that we said...'

- $\acute{\acute{h}}\acute{\acute{w}}\acute{e}n\acute{e} \ y\acute{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-\dddot{y}\acute{\acute{e}}l\acute{\acute{i}}$; $\acute{\acute{h}}\acute{\acute{w}}\acute{e}n\acute{e} \ y\acute{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-b\acute{a}: \ \dddot{y}\acute{\acute{e}}l\acute{\acute{i}}$
  
  'the book which you read...'; 'the book which you read...'

- $k\ddot{o}: \ b\acute{o}n \ w\acute{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-t\acute{\acute{a}}t\acute{\acute{a}}l\acute{\acute{a}}i$; $k\ddot{o}: \ b\acute{o}n \ w\acute{o} \ \acute{\acute{u}}:-t\acute{\acute{a}}t\acute{\acute{a}}l\acute{\acute{a}}i$
  
  'Look at how he is wandering about...'; 'Look at how they are wandering about'

When this type of relative clause occurs with a negative polarity, the following verb-forms and tone sequences are observed:

The verb consists of two verbal words: an auxiliary and a main verb.

The auxiliary $-b\ddot{i}$ behaves exactly like a high-tone main verb in terms of its shape and tone pattern, i.e. its prefix is marked by a long high tone and the verb-stem by low tone, except when the verb-form has a non-pronominal prefix, in which case the verb-stem carries high tone. The prefix is replaced by $\acute{\acute{u}}:-m\dot{n}$ or $\acute{\acute{u}}:-b\acute{a}:$ when the auxiliary verb-form is of the 1st or 2nd person plural, respectively.

The shape and tone pattern of the main verb are identical with the main verb-form of the negative non-past Conditional, described in the
second paragraph under section 4.1316.

Examples (the negative Relative Clause Type I verb-form underlined):

\[ \text{kôkô: kô á:-bî ŋa:-kê;} \quad \text{kôkô: kô á:-môn bî yô:-kê:} \]

'the crab which I didn't see...', 'the crab which we didn't see...'

\[ \text{bôñ wë á:-bî á:-kêbi;} \quad \text{bôñ wë á:-bà bî yä:-kêbi} \]

'something which you didn't spoil...' ; 'something which you didn't spoil...' 

\[ \text{kôbôbô sô ó:-bî ó:-yênî;} \quad \text{kôbôbô sô yä:-bî yä:-yênî} \]

'the status which he hasn't got...'; 'the status which they haven't got...'

\[ \text{lêtà jô ó:-bî õ:-fônî;} \quad \text{lêtà jô yä:-bî yä:-fônî} \]

'the letter which he didn't write...'; 'the letter which they didn't write...'

4.1317 Relative Clause Type II

Morphology and Syntactic Function

The Relative Clause Type II is a relative clause in which the relative pronoun functions as subject of the clause. As in the Relative Clause Type I, the relative pronoun always refers to a noun or pronoun immediately preceding it and with which it is in concord agreement.

When the Relative Clause Type II occurs with a positive polarity, the following verb-forms and tone sequences are observed:

(i) The verbal prefix occurs always marked by a low toneme.

(ii) The verb-stem of high-tone verbs is always marked by high tone.

(iii) Low-Tone verb-stems are marked tonally as follows:

monosyllabic verb-stems carry a low-high glide,

disyllabic verb-stems a low tone followed by a high one, and

trisyllabic verb-stems a sequence of two low tones followed by a high one.

Examples (positive Relative Clause Type II verb-forms underlined):
When the Relative Clause Type II occurs with a negative polarity, the verb-form consists of two verbal words: the auxiliary -bi and a main verb-form.

The auxiliary is marked by a low toneme on the prefix, and a high toneme on the stem.

The main verb-form is identical with the main verb-form of the negative non-past Conditional (cf. second paragraph in section 4.13161).

If the clause contains a complement, it occurs between the auxiliary and the main verb-form.

Examples (negative Relative Clause Type II verb-forms underlined):

āmī wə  ámbi lōbs  ámbtō: 'I, who didn't cry...'
āmōn bə yō-bi bō yō:-kē: 'we, who didn't see them...'
ēsā:ma yē è-bi ē:-mēnt 'the corn which didn't germinate...'
kētī sō kē-bi liwā: kē:-tō: nē kēbā kē
'tree which it... leaves it-has-not will it-dies has
'A tree which has no leaves will soon die'

Relative Clause Type II verb-forms may also occur in clauses which do not appear, at first sight, to be relative clauses, e.g.

ēkā:lnā jù-wù:yī dō ē:tō  idā:
white man he-lives in house other
'It is a white man who lives in the other house'
A further examination reveals, however, that these sentence structures are elliptical constructions and that their full form includes an introductory nuclear clause on which the Relative Clause Type II verb-forms given above (underlined) basically depend. When the above three sentences are fully expanded, it becomes evident that the clauses in which the Relative Clause Type II verb-forms occur are indeed subordinate clauses of the Relative Clause Type II model, as illustrated below (Relative Clause Type II underlined):

‘It is a white man who lives in the other house’

‘It is I who am weeding the grass’

‘It is they who are going to the farm’

The elliptical construction occurs quite frequently in the language.

A minor type of Relative Clause verb structure which is not given in the Tables occurs when a noun or pronoun qualified by a relative clause realizes a sentence-initial position and the noun or pronoun, together with the clause, functions as complement of the main clause. A description of this clause structure and examples are given in paragraph 3 of section 4.12.
4.132 Compound Verb-Forms

Compound verb-forms may be positive or negative, as illustrated by Tables C and D.

The syntactic functions of the various compound verb-forms are basically identical with corresponding simple verb-forms. Compound Aorist verb-forms, for instance, primarily express a simple or definite action or situation in the past, just as simple Aorist verb-forms do. There would, therefore, appear to be no need to describe here again the syntactic functions of compound verbs.

However, there is need to describe the morphology of compound verb-forms, particularly those whose main verbs have not been given along with the auxiliaries in the Tables and which are marked by important differences in shape and tone pattern between verb-forms with a non-pronominal prefix and, for instance, the 1st, 2nd and 3rd person, singular, verb-forms, as in the case of the Relative Clause Type I verb-forms.

4.1321 The Compound Imperative Verb-Form

The positive compound imperative verb-forms are as given in the Tables C₁ and C₃. When the imperative verb-form is singular, bà: or bā: is omitted. Thus, 'fell another tree' when one person is being addressed is translatable by yēnī hā-seː kēṭf.

As for the negative compound imperative verb-form, note that the main verb occurs without a prefix, the Neutral verb-stem being present to complete the verb-form. Tables D₁ and D₃ provide many examples.

4.1322 The Compound Aorist and Perfective Verb-Forms

In positive clauses, compound Aorist and Perfective verb-forms have
different auxiliary verb-stem tone patterns, which are clearly marked in Tables C₁ and C₃. This difference is non-existent in negative compound Aorist and Perfective verb-forms, hence the placing of the two verb-forms under one column in Tables D₁ and D₃.

The Neutral verb-form of the main verb is entirely dependent upon whether the verb-form has a pronominal or non-pronominal prefix. Verb-forms occurring with a pronominal prefix or with the 3rd person, singular, prefix ₀- automatically take the Neutral Type II verb-form. But verb-forms that occur with a non-pronominal prefix (excluding the 3rd person, singular, prefix) take the Neutral Type I verb-form. The following examples make the description of the compound Aorist and Perfective verb-forms, as given in the Tables, clearer.

(i) Positive Compound Aorist Verb-Forms requiring a Neutral Type I main verb-form:

- yā-yēnī yā-sē: kētf 'They felled another tree'
- yā-dūkā yā-sē: kētf 'They felled a tree instead'
- yā-yēnī yā-nōnā lūjī 'They cooked food again'
- yā-dūkā yā-nōnā lūjī 'They cooked food instead'

(ii) Positive Compound Aorist Verb-Forms requiring a Neutral Type II main verb-form:

- yī-yēnī h-sē: kētf 'I felled another tree'
- yī-dūkā a-sē: kētf 'you felled a tree instead'
- ó-yēnī ó-nōnā lūjī 'he cooked food again'
- yō-dūkā yō-nōnā lūjī 'we cooked food instead'
- yā-dūkā yā-nōnā lūjī 'you (pl.) cooked food instead'

(iii) Positive Compound Perfective Verb-Forms requiring a Neutral Type I main verb-form:
(iv) Positive Compound Perfective Verb-Forms requiring a Neutral Type II main verb-form:

ए-एनि ए-सि: के केटि सिमा:  
'I have felled another tree'

ए-एनि ए-सि: के केटि सिमा:  
'you have felled another tree'

Similar principles apply in the case of negative compound Aorist and Perfective verb-forms, as the following examples show:

केठि ए-एनि ए-सि:  
'They did not fell another tree'

लूजि ए-दुके ए-नौँ 
'They did not cook food instead'

केठि ए-एनि ए-सि:  
'I did not fell another tree'

लूजि ए-दुके ए-नौँ 
'You did not cook food instead'

केठि ए-एनि ए-सि:  
'They have not felled another tree'

केठि ए-एनि ए-सि:  
'You have not felled another tree'

4.1323 The Compound Neutral Verb-Forms

The morphology of compound Neutral verb-forms is best illustrated rather than described, since we now know that verb-forms with non-pronominal prefixes (except the 3rd person, singular, prefix) occur in Neutral Type I verb-forms, while verb-forms with pronominal prefixes and the 3rd person, singular, prefix occur in Neutral Type II verb-forms.

Examples of Compound Neutral Type I verb-forms, as derived from Tables
(i) Compound Neutral Type I Verb-Forms:

yanën bim": nè yá-yéní yá-sé: yetí
'The people will fell trees again'

yanën bim": nè yá-dukè yá-nônà lújí
'The people will cook food instead'

yanën bim": nè yá-dukè yá-káni yá-nônà lújí
'The people will soon cook food instead'

yanën bim": yetí yá:-yéní yá-sé:
'The people will not fell trees again'

yanën bim": yetí yá:-dukè yá-káni yá-sé:
'The people will not fell trees immediately instead'

(ii) Compound Neutral Type II Verb-Forms, according to Tables C2, C4, D1 and D3:

yé-bè: émèn, yá-yéní yá-sé: yetí
'We cut bamboos and also felled trees'

yá-bè: émèn, yá-dukè yá-fükë yè mä:
'You cut bamboos and gathered them here instead'

ó-bè: émèn, mä: yè ō:-dukè ō-fükë
'He cut bamboos and did not gather them here instead'

4.1324 The Compound Conditional Verb-Forms

(i) Examples of the Non-Past Conditional Verb-Forms:

yá:-yéní yá-tö: lôbë... 'If they cry again...'

á:-yéní á-koi ċkàpöñ... 'If you grind the pepper again...'

yá:-bí lôbë yá:-yéní yá-tö: 'If they don't cry again...'

yá:-bí lôbë yá:-dukè yá-tö: 'If they don't cry instead...'

(ii) Examples of the Past Conditional Verb-Forms:

yá-ří yéní yá-tö: lôbë 'If they cried again...'
If she cried instead...

If you had not cried...

If they had not cried...

If you had not come in time...

If they hadn't come in time...

These examples follow the verb-forms in Tables C2, C4, D2 and D4.

4.1325 The Compound Relative Clause Verb-Forms

As already described under simple Relative Clause Verb-Forms, the Neutral Verb-form required for the main verb depends on the prefix person of the verb-form, 1st and 2nd person, singular and plural, and 3rd person singular verb-forms, requiring the Neutral Type II main verb-form, and verb-forms with non-pronominal prefixes taking the Neutral Type I main verb-form.

(i): Examples of the Compound Relative Clause Type I Verb-Form:

(a) Requiring the Neutral Type I main Verb-form:

kêtí sê yâ:-yêní yâ-sê:
'the tree which they felled again...'

yônônô bê yâ:-dûkê yô-nô:
'the work which they did instead...'

(b) Requiring the Neutral Type II main verb-form (cf. section 4.13152):

kêtí sê jî:-yêní ḥ-sê:
'another tree which I felled...'

yônônô bê á:môn dûkê yô-nô:
'the work which we did instead...'

These verb-forms occur in positive relative clauses of Type I.

In negative relative clauses of this type (i.e. Type I) the occurrence of the 'negativizing' -bî auxiliary is optional. When it is present in
the verb-form, the main verb takes the form of the Neutral Type I or Type II, depending on whether the verbal prefix is non-pronominal or pronominal respectively, e.g.

kètì sò yà:-bì yà:-yènì yà-sè:
'the tree which they did not fell again...'

kètì sò ǹ:-bì ǹ:-yènì ǹ-sè:
'the tree which I did not fell again...'

But when it is absent, the main verb takes the form of a low-tone negative Aorist Verb-Form, e.g.

lùjì ǹò yà:-yènì ǹà:-jì
'the food which they did not eat again...'

lùjì ǹò ǹ:-yènì ǹ:-jì
'the food I did not eat again...'

Both negative Relative Clause Type I verb-forms have the same meaning and occur in the same contexts, but the verb-form without the 'negativizing' -bì is more frequently used.

(ii) Examples of the Compound Relative Clause Type II Verb-Form:

(a) Requiring a Neutral Type I main verb-form:

lùjì ǹò lò-yènì lò- tò kò lò-sè
'the food which fell on the floor again...'

kòtàn kò kò-yènì kò-túkài
'the roof which is leaking again...'

(b) Requiring the Neutral Type II main verb-form:

àmì wò ǹ-yènì ǹ- jì lùjì jìmà:
'I who ate the food again...'

gwà wò ǹ-tùm ǹ-sè lìjàñ
'He who quarrels too much...'

In negative relative clauses of Type II, the main verb takes the
form of a low-tone negative Aorist verb-form, e.g.

kötën ké kō-yěnĩ kō:tũkũ
'the roof, which did not leak again...'

āmi wō h-yěnĩ lũjũ jĩmũ nĩ:-ũ
'I who did not eat that food again...'

4.133 REDUPLICATION IN VERBS

The meaning of verbs may be intensified by the reduplication of the initial syllable of the verb-stem. Verb-forms whose initial verb-stem syllables are already reduplicated cannot be further reduplicated.

Examples

yá-kó:mi lũjũ 'They are waiting for food'
yá-kó:kó:mi lũjũ 'They are still waiting for food'
ě:te īmã: ọtö: ọkpã ke ọdũdhũ ŋí
'The old man fell and bruised his knees'
ě:te īmã: ọtö: ṣe:kpã ke ọdũdhũ ŋí
'The old man fell so badly that he bruised all his knees'

In compound verbs, auxiliaries as well as main verbs may be reduplicated:

yá:bũ mã: yã:yã:, nẽ ńblö: ke
'If they don't come, I shall go away'
yá:bũ:bũ mã: yã:yã:, nẽ ńblö: ke

yá:bi mã: yã:yẽ:yẽ:, nẽ ńblö: ke
'If they still don't come, I shall go away'
'If they still haven't come now, I shall go away'

4.2. MOOD

Mood is a feature of the clause which is reflected by the verb-form.

In Lôkëe, three moods are clearly distinguishable: the Imperative, the
Indicative and the Conditional. The Aorist, the Neutral Type I and Type II, and the Relative Clause verb-forms are all considered as Indicative mood verb-forms. But the subject requires further investigation.

4.3. VERBAL ASPECTS

Verbs in Lököö have four aspects:

(i) The Continuative, which expresses primarily an action or a situation that is still going on or an uncompleted or habitual action or situation, e.g.

\[ \text{ŋ-kù:ylì hàwëncë 'I am going to school'} \]

(ii) The Non-Actual or Future, which expresses an incomplete action or situation or an action or a situation that will take place sometime in the future, e.g.

\[ \text{nè ŋ-kòu hàwëncë 'I shall go to school'} \]

(iii) The Aorist, which expresses primarily a simple or definite action or situation that has taken place in the past e.g.

\[ \text{ŋ-kòi hàwëncë 'I went to school'} \]

(iv) The Perfective, which expresses an action or a situation that has taken place in the immediate past the effects of which are still present. e.g.

\[ \text{ŋ-kòu ké hàwëncë 'I have gone to school'} \]

This ground has already been covered in greater detail in the course of our description of the syntactic functions of the various verb-forms.

4.4. POLARITY

Polarity is a feature of the clause which is realized not only through
the order of words in the clause but also through the positive or negative form of the verb (as illustrated in Tables A - D). As earlier described in the morphology of the verb-forms, positive verb-forms usually have a high-tone main verb prefix, and negative verb-forms a long low-tone or a low-high main verb prefix. Examples:

Positive:

\[ \text{\textit{hǐ-kökòwéi blōŋ 'I am washing clothes'}} \]
\[ \text{\textit{isén hǐ-kòi kèblè: 'I went to the farm yesterday'}} \]

Negative:

\[ \text{\textit{blōŋ hǐ:-kökòwéi 'I am not washing clothes'}} \]
\[ \text{\textit{isén kèblè: hǐ:-kòi 'I did not go to the farm yesterday'}}. \]
CHAPTER FIVE
THE PHRASE UNIT

5.0 Introduction

The primary function of the phrase is as an element of the clause.

On the criterion of their structure, phrases may be divided into two primary classes: verbal and non-verbal. Verbal phrases must include a verb-form in their basic structure, while non-verbal phrases do not include a verb-form in their basic structure.

Following this distinction between the two classes of the phrase unit, we propose to divide the chapter into two parts. Part I will examine the non-verbal phrase, while the verbal phrase will be the subject of Part II.

PART I

5.1 THE NON-VERBAL PHRASE

On the basis of their function, two subclasses of the non-verbal phrase are distinguished: nominal and adverbial (or adjunctive).

5.11 The Nominal Phrase

(a) Function

The nominal phrase (abbreviated NP) functions primarily as
Subject in the clause.

It also has a secondary function as a rankshifted unit at phrase rank as follows:

(i) as complement in the verbal phrase (section 5.22):  
(ii) as an element in complex nominal phrases (section 5.112).  
(iii) as the sole element of an adverbial phrase (section 5.1212).  
(iv) as an element in the structure of an adverbial phrase (section 5.122).

(b) Structure

Nominal phrases may be simple, complex or compound on the basis of their structure.

5.111 The Simple Nominal Phrase

The simple nominal phrase has only one element functioning as head. This element may be a noun (N), a pronoun (Pn.) or a self-standing adjective (Adj), possessive (Poss.), numeral (Num.), demonstrative (Dem.), or interrogative (Int).

Examples

Noun Head:  งตั้ม งดี ก่ยุ้ย:  
N  N  
'Life is a perpetual struggle'

Pronoun Head:  งน งนันิ ก่ณ นั้:  
Pn.  
'He is the one coming over there'
Self-standing Adjective:  kädö-kädö  j:wöi (kéti 'seat' as noun referent)  
Adj.  
'I don't want another seat'

Self-standing Possessive:  säk k€ s€ këmt (kéti 'seat' as noun referent)  
Poss.  
'I have seen mine'

Self-standing Numeral:  sän këdükë k'ya: mä: (kéti as noun referent)  
Num.  
'There is one already'

Self-standing Demonstrative:  sëmät këbükë kë (kéti as noun referent)  
Dem.  
'That one is broken'

Self-standing Interrogative:  yëpën ä:wö:yit (yëti 'seats' as noun referent)  
Int.  
'How many do you want?'

5.112  The Complex Nominal Phrase

Complex nominal phrases are of five types according to their structure.

5.1121  Type I consists of a simple nominal phrase noun head (NH) immediately followed by a noun which is not a proper-name and which is occurring in a form marked by the post-radical morpheme -ä (cf. section 3.3122)

Examples

lëwë j:plä-ä  'market day'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NH</th>
<th>N marked by post-radical -ä</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>day</td>
<td>for market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lose yè:ji-á 'soil suitable for planting yams'

NH N marked by post-radical -á
NP soil for yams

5.1122 Type 2 consists of a nominalized verb-stem functioning as a simple nominal phrase noun head and obligatorily requiring either a rankshifted nominal phrase functioning as complement (CNP) or a rankshifted adverbial phrase (AP).

Examples.

kēblâ: kēkôi 'going to farm'

CNP NH
NP

farm going

kēyō: mâ: kēwâ 'your arrival'

NH AP Modifier
NP

arriving there your

Note that in the first example, the CNP always precedes the NH, and in the second example, the NH always precedes the AP and seems to require an attributive possessive to complete its meaning.

5.1123 Type 3 consists of a simple nominal phrase noun head immediately followed by a genitive construct requiring the presence of another noun preceded by a concording relator.

Examples.

ētō yō 6:hâl 'the chief's house'

NH Rel. N
NP

house of chief
Note that the noun preceded by the relator occurs with a prefix marked by a long high tone and a low tone over the stem initial syllable (cf. section 3.3272).

5.1124 Type 4 may be divided into two sub-types: 4A and 4B. Sub-type 4A consists of the plural relator bó followed by a proper-name or such family 'titles' as òwôu 'my father', ìmúkà 'my mother' etc.

Examples.

 bó ò:betên 'people called Obeten'
 bó ì:wôu 'our fathers'

Note that in this structure the relator lengthens the prefix syllable of the following noun but does not affect the tone pattern of the noun in isolation.

Sub-type 4B consists of a self-standing genitive construct requiring the presence of a concordant relator and a proper-name or family 'title'.

Examples.

 (bọ́) wó ò:betên 'Obeten's (thing)'
 (étó) yó ì:wôu 'my father's (house)'

This NP sub-type differs from NP type 3 by the obligatory absence of
the noun antecedent with which the relator is in concord agreement.

5.1125 And Type 5 consists of a simple nominal phrase noun head immediately followed by a comparative construct requiring the presence of the comparative 'particle' (Part.), əː, and a rankshifted nominal phrase (rsNP) or a rankshifted clause (rsCl.). Vowel elision does not take place at the juncture between the particle and words immediately preceding or following it which end or begin with a vowel respectively.

Examples

\[ \text{litun əː ɛyəu} \quad '\text{ears like an antelope's}' \]
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{NH Part rsNP} \\
\text{NP}
\end{array} \]
ears like antelope

\[ \text{bən əː və ɔːminə} \quad '\text{goat like Omini's}' \]
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{NH Part, rsNP} \\
\text{NP}
\end{array} \]
goat like Omini's (goat)

\[ \text{dəm əː ənə:yə vhətə:ɔm:nənən} \quad '\text{a man like a farm labourer}' \]
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{NH Part, rsCl.} \\
\text{NP}
\end{array} \]
man like he-is-doing farm-work

The normal function of this type of complex NP is as complement in the structure of a verbal phrase.

The constituents of the various types of the complex nominal phrase function as a single phrase unit.
The compound nominal phrase consists of two or more simple or complex nominal phrases or a mixture of both joined together by a coordinator, (Cor.) 'and' and functioning as a single phrase unit.

Examples.

E:bla əbə A:bu:sət jəŋ yə:wə:

N  Cor. N

NP

'Mr Dog and Mr Cat are never friends'

D:wa əbə O:mini yəvə:lə ɡwənə

Pn Cor N

NP

'He and Omini are reading'

səmini əbə ə:sida:kədə: m ɡə (kəjən 'yam' as noun referent)

Dem. Cor. Dem.

NP

'I like this one and that one'


Complex NP Cor. Complex NP

NP

'Omini's goats and Ubaŋa's chickens are very expensive'

yətə:təu əbə lî:te kətə: yəsə:wə ə

Simple NP Cor Complex NP

NP

'dancing and singing songs surpass you'

'You cannot dance or sing'
Note that the word following ṝbē always occurs with a long prefix.

Note also that when a compound NP is functioning as Subject in a verbal clause, and the constituent simple NP heads are realized by words belonging to different nominal classes, the prefix of the verb is in concord agreement either with the concord class 6a 'cover term' bōq 'things' as in the last example above, or with the word functioning as NP head nearest the verbal prefix as in the last but one example.

5.114 Nominal Phrase Modifiers

The term 'modifier' is used here to cover all attributive elements which may 'modify' the head of a nominal phrase by manifesting concord agreement with it. Grammatically, the simple, complex or compound nominal phrases described above are equally optionally modified by one or more attributive elements or 'modifiers'. These modifiers are:

(i) the attributive possessive (3.323).
(ii) the attributive demonstrative (3.325).
(iii) the adjective (3.322).
(iv) the attributive numeral (3.321).
(v) the relative clause

However, only the noun heads of simple nominal phrases are frequently expanded by more than one modifier. The heads of complex and compound nominal phrases as well as of simple nominal phrases of self-standing adjectives, possessives, numerals, demonstratives and inter-
rogatives scarcely occur with modifiers. And no examples of pronoun heads have been recorded cooccurring with attributive elements besides attributive possessives and numerals and relative clauses.

Modifiers, when they occur together, normally follow their head without interruption in linear position in relation to each other in the order in which they are listed above. All the five attributive elements may modify one single noun head.

Example.

\[
\text{blōn yēwē bīmā: yēpē-yēpē yēpō: bē yēkō:li yēbī:li kē}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NH} & \quad \text{Poss.} \quad \text{Dem.} \quad \text{Adj.} \quad \text{Num.} \quad \text{Rel.Cl.} \\
\hline
\text{NP} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

things his those new two which they-are-red they-have-been soiled

'Those two new red clothes of his are dirty'

However, with one exception, this ordering of attributive elements can be altered quite easily without changing the 'general' meaning of the nominal phrase - 'general', because the ordering of any particular set of modifiers is governed by the principle that the nearer an attributive element is to its head the stronger the bond linking its meaning to that of the head. For instance, it is just as correct to say

\[
\text{yānēn yāpō: bē yēkō:li 'two light-complexioned people '}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NH} & \quad \text{Num} \quad \text{Rel.Cl.} \\
\hline
\text{as} & \\
\text{NH} & \quad \text{Rel.Cl.} \quad \text{Num.}
\end{align*}
\]
The only possible difference in meaning between the two versions is that the first nominal phrase places more emphasis on the number of people than on their colour, while the second emphasizes the complexion of the people more than their number. But this change of emphasis is usually not significant enough to make any marked difference in meaning between one ordering of attributive elements and another.

The exception referred to earlier concerns the order in which the attributive possessive and demonstrative may follow a single noun head. The attributive possessive always precedes the attributive demonstrative. Thus, it is correct to say

\[ \text{bèn yàndì bùnà: 'those children of mine'} \]

NH Poss. Dem.

but incorrect to reverse the order of the modifiers.

5.12 The Adverbial Phrase.

(a) Function

The adverbial phrase (abbreviated AP) normally functions rank-shifted as an element in the structure of the verbal phrase. It may also function as an element of the clause.

(b) Structure

Adverbial phrases may be divided into two main types:

(i) simple adverbial phrases consisting of only one word;
(ii) complex adverbial phrases requiring the presence of a locational, temporal or comparative 'particle' which is followed by a noun optionally
expanded by modifiers.

5.121 **Simple Adverbial Phrases**

These may be divided into four sub-types: locative adverbs, temporal adverbs, adverbs of manner and ideophones.

5.1211 **Single-Word Locative Adverbs.**

These include adverbs such as m̀: 'here'; dà:, kà: 'over there' (cf. section (3.32611)).

5.1212 **Single-Word Temporal Adverbs**

These comprise rankshifted one-word nominal phrases functioning as adverbs, e.g.

```
 ámbès nè ótè: kòdò:wò
rain it-will-rain in the evening
'Rain will fall in the evening'
yàwò́nì ṭsòn
'They returned yesterday'.
```

5.1213 **Single-Word Adverbs of Manner**

These include such words as épàl-è:pài 'quickly'; kà:ní 'exceedingly'.

5.1214 **Ideophones**

These comprise such words as ɡbìm 'sound made by the fall of a heavy object'; dàt 'sound made by the fall of a soft object'.
5.122 Complex Adverbial Phrases

Adverbial phrases requiring the presence of a 'particle' and a rankshifted nominal phrase may be classified as locational, temporal or comparative.

5.1221 Complex Locational Adverbial Phrases

These are introduced by three 'particles': ké, dë and mé and followed by nouns designating places.

Examples

Obase wë òyáu ké kà:wôn 'God who is in heaven'
baná kéjùjù sìmá: dë lë:ssë 'Place that knife on the floor'
mé ë:bë: ñmè ñmè ë:wà:yì 'I live in this place'

There is practically no semantic difference between the three particles, mé is rather rare and is often accompanied by a pointing gesture. ké and dë are interchangeable, but ké is more commonly used.

Note that the prefix of any noun preceded by a locational particle is marked by a long low tone, and this irrespective of what that tone is in the isolate form of the noun. For instance, the prefix tone of the noun lè:kpálà 'nest' is a high toneme, but it becomes a long low tone when the noun occurs preceded by a locational particle, thus

ké lè:kpálà jë yi:nôn
'in the nest of a bird'
5.1222  **Complex Temporal Adverbial Phrases**

A complex temporal adverbial phrase consists of a 'particle' and a temporal noun optionally expanded by one or more attributive elements. Three particles may occur in temporal adverbial phrases. These are: kó, mó and tutù.

**Examples**

yè: mā: kó hánika nū: 'come at 2 o'clock'

nā yōwōn kó kē:dō: wō 'we shall return in the evening'

ānō:yī bōn mō kē:pōn sīmā?

'What are you doing so early in the morning?'

kōn̂ tūtū kō:wō 'wait for me until tomorrow'

There is hardly any difference in meaning between kó and mō, but mō is rather infrequently used. When a temporal noun functioning in an adverbial phrase is modified by an attributive demonstrative, the presence of mō, rather than kó, is required to introduce the phrase, e.g.

mō kē:bē: sīmā: 'at that time'

Note that the prefix of the noun following kō or mō is marked, as in the case of complex locational adverbial phrases, by a long low tone whatever its tone in the isolate form of the noun, thus

/kēplākōn/  →  kō kē:plākōn

'afternoon'  'in the afternoon'

tūtū 'until' is quite different from kó and mō both in form and meaning. It also has no effect on the tone pattern of the noun follow-
ing it in an adverbial phrase, e.g. tūtū kəpləkən 'until in the afternoon'

5.1223 Comparative Adverbial Phrases

The comparative adverbial phrase consists of the particle á: followed by a noun optionally expanded by one or more attributive elements.

Examples

ōnō kəyű: á: kəpə
he-did fighting like leopard
'He fought like a leopard'

ōjī bōŋ á: əbla yō yō:wə yō:yů: kā:nī
he-ate thing like dog which hunger it-fought very much
'He ate like a very hungry dog'

As in the Type 3 complex NP where a comparative particle occurs, no vowel elision takes place here at the juncture between the comparative particle and adjacent words.

PART II

5.2 THE VERBAL PHRASE

(a) Function

The verbal phrase (abbreviated VP) functions as predicate in the clause.
(b) **Structure**

A verbal phrase consists of a predicator (Pr) either alone or with one or more of the following elements: pre-verb modifier (M prevb) auxiliary (Aux.), post-verb modifier (M postvb), nominal phrase complement (CNP) and adjunct.

**Examples**

- **Odase ọtọ:yi**
  
  *Pr as VP*
  
  (*rain it-is-falling*)
  
  'It is raining'

- **ben-dàn yáfu lájí**
  
  *Pr CNP VP*
  
  (*young-men they-come food*)
  
  'Young men always have a good appetite'

- **Osen ọwọ tọ ọbị:ọvọ; dọ ẹ:tọ énị**
  
  *Mprevb Aux Pr Adjunct VP*
  
  (*guest your let he-later he-come to house my*)
  
  'Bring your guest round to my house later'

- **Bän'in bimà pọ yámụ́g yágye; ẹsị ẹbè ṣpál-ẹpál**
  
  *Mprevb Aux Pr CNP Adjunct VP*
  
  (*)
women the will they-later they-sell fish their quickly
'The women will sell their fish quickly later'

lēwì lēdùkē lēšì:ì lē kē

Aux Pr Mpostvb

VP
day it-already it-is-dark has
'It is night already'

5.21 Obligatory and Optional Elements of the Verbal Phrase

The predicator is an obligatory element of the verbal phrase in that all verbal phrases comprise a predicator in their structure.

When other verbal phrase elements occur, their presence in the verbal phrase is either obligatory or optional. Their presence is described as obligatory, when it is obligatorily required by the syntagmatic features of the verb realizing the predicator in the verbal phrase, and optional when it is not so required. This point will become clearer as we examine the syntactic or transitivity features of verbs.

5.21.1 The Syntactic Features of Verbs

Verbs in Lôkâe may be divided into two broad classes: transitive and intransitive.

Transitive verbs are verbs that obligatorily require the presence in the verbal phrase of one or two nominal phrase complements.
Intransitive verbs are verbs that cannot take a nominal phrase complement.

5.2111 Transitive Verbs

Transitive verbs may be ditransitive or non-ditransitive.

(a) Ditransitive Verbs

Ditransitive verbs are verbs that require the obligatory presence in the verbal phrase of two nominal phrase complements. A nominal phrase complement whose presence is obligatorily required by the transitivity feature of a verb is symbolized $C_{NPO}$.

Example

\[ \text{teacher the he-is-teaching children thing} \]

The teacher is teaching the children something

A ditransitive verb may also be followed by one $C_{NPO}$ if a second $C_{NPO}$ can easily be deduced from its context through semantic and syntactic considerations. In other words, a verb followed by one $C_{NPO}$ and occurring in a context that does not readily supply a second $C_{NPO}$ must be analysed as non-ditransitive.

In this regard, kpé (from which ṧkpēi, the verb-form in the pre-
ceeding example, is derived) is an interesting verb. When it is
ditransitive, it means 'teach', but when it is non-ditransitive, it
means 'learn'. This means that whenever a form of kpe is followed
by one \( C_{NPO} \), its meaning is dependent upon whether or not the con-
text can easily supply a second \( C_{NPO} \). The following two sentences
illustrate the point:

(a) \( \text{ôkóê inà: ôkpe bën-bën} \)

Pr \( C_{NPO} \)

(b) \( \text{ôkóê inà: ôkpe bôn} \)

Pr \( C_{NPO} \)

The verb in sentence (a) is ditransitive and the sentence must there-
fore mean 'the teacher is teaching children', because the context
makes it clear that the thing taught has been deliberately omitted in
the verbal phrase. This conclusion is arrived at through the semantic
consideration that 'to learn children' is an impossible expression in
\( L\text{ôkóê} \), and also through the syntactic consideration that in any context
in which kpe is ditransitive, and the speaker wants to omit one \( C_{NPO} \),
it is the noun referring to the thing taught that is dropped rather
than the noun referring to the person or persons taught. But sentence
(b) has two possible meanings, although one of them is more probable
than the other. The less probable meaning is 'The teacher is teaching
something', less probable for the reasons already given above. If the
speaker intended this meaning, the noun referring to the people taught
would have been retained rather than bôn which refers to the thing
taught. The more likely meaning is 'The teacher is learning something'
since, as the sentence stands, the second \( C_{NPO} \) cannot be easily deduced
from the context. Because of the possibility of ambiguity as in example
(b), ditransitive verbs are always followed by two $C_{NPO}$'s, unless, when followed by one $C_{NPO}$, the context implies the 'presence' of a second $C_{NPO}$ in an unmistakable way.

(b) Non-ditransitive Verbs

Non-ditransitive verbs are verbs that require the obligatory presence of only one nominal phrase complement, e.g.

```
dâu lègà 'laugh'
Pr $C_{NPO}$

ǹ:i:mà: ǹ:i:òòtì lòbò:
Pr $C_{NPO}$

'The woman is weeping'

yàdàm bímà: yàkù: yì kèblè:
pr $C_{NPO}$

men the they-are-going farm

'The men are going to the farm'

yàwùsèl bímà: nè yàkù ǹgbò: kòbì
Mprevb Pr $C_{NPO}$

thieves the will they-go prison

'The thieves will go to prison'
Note that some verbs may only be followed by a $C_{NPO}$ realized by a special noun. For instance, ðè and ò cannot take any other noun functioning as $C_{NPO}$ except lègâ 'laughter' and lòbè 'weeping' respectively, the verb and the special noun going together to form a single expression, i.e. 'to laugh' (literally 'to laugh laughter') and 'to weep' (literally 'to weep weeping') respectively.

Non-ditransitive verbs may be followed by two nominal phrase complements, one of which must be obligatory and the other optional. The $C_{NP}$ whose presence in the verbal phrase is obligatorily required by the syntactic feature of the verb is marked as obligatory and once more symbolized $C_{NPO}$. The $C_{NP}$ whose presence in the verbal phrase is a semantic rather than a syntactic requirement is marked as optional and symbolized $C_{NPOP}$.

Examples

yàdèm bínà: yàkù:yì 5ból-à kèblà:

Pr

$C_{NPOP}$ $C_{NPO}$

VP

men the they-are-going for-chief farm

'The men are going to the farm for the chief'

È:pù 5dì:yì kèkùfì-à lègà

Pr

$C_{NPOP}$ $C_{NPO}$

VP

Monkey he-is-laughing at-Tortoise

'Monkey is laughing at Tortoise'

5.2112 Intransitive Verbs

Intransitive verbs may be divided into three subclasses:
(i) intransitive verbs that obligatorily require the presence in the verbal phrase of an adjunct, usually realized by a single-word locational phrase, e.g. kën 'here', mā: 'here', dā: 'there', kā: 'over there'.

Examples

à:wọn òfúní kën

\[ \text{Pr Adjunct} \]
\[ \text{VP} \]

your-father he-is-coming here

'Your father is coming'

òsèn òwù mā: ò:yè:

\[ \text{Adjunct Pr} \]
\[ \text{VP} \]

guest your here he-did-not-come

'Your guest did not come'

(ii) intransitive verbs that obligatorily require the presence of the post-verb realized by the clitic kè, e.g.

ètèn ìmà: èblè: kè

\[ \text{Pr Mpostvb} \]
\[ \text{VP} \]

animal the it-went has

'The animal has gone away'

(iii) intransitive verbs that constitute verbal phrases without obligatorily requiring the presence of other verbal phrase elements,
e.g.

bën yăwé yātumu yākpōl

Aux Pr

VP

children his they-very they-grow-tall

'His children are very tall'

èwë èmkì

Pr as VP

'The sun is shining'

This description shows that the syntactic feature of the verb realizing the predicator in the verbal phrase is the key factor determining whether or not verbal phrase elements other than the predicator are obligatory or optional in the verbal phrase in which they occur. It shows that pre-verb modifiers and auxiliaries always occur as optional elements, while nominal phrase complements, the post-verb modifier and adjuncts are sometimes obligatorily, and sometimes optionally, present in the clause in which they occur, depending on the transitivity or intransitivity feature of the verb realizing the predicator in the verbal phrase.

5.22 Linear Ordering of the Elements of Structure of the Verbal Phrase

The order in which verbal phrase elements occur in positive clauses differs sometimes from that in negative clauses, as shown below.

5.221 The Predicator
In positive clauses, the predicator normally occurs verbal phrase initially immediately following the nominal phrase subject. \((S_{NP})\), if present, e.g.

\[
\text{lēwī-}jēn \text{ lēpākā kē}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S_{NP} \\
Pr \\
Mpostvb \\
VP
\end{array}
\]

sun it-broke has

'The sun has appeared'

The predicator may, however, be preceded in the structure of the verbal phrase by a pre-verb modifier or an auxiliary or both, when they are present in the verbal phrase, e.g.

\[
\text{lēwī-}jēn \text{ ná lēmūn lēpākā}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S_{NP} \\
Mprevb \\
Aux \\
Pr \\
VP
\end{array}
\]

sun will it-later it-breaks

'The sun will appear later'

In negative clauses, the predicator normally occurs as the final element in linear position in relation to the other verbal phrase elements present in the verbal phrase, e.g.

\[
\text{lēwī-}jēn \text{ kē lēpākā}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S_{NP} \\
Mpostvb \\
Pr \\
VP
\end{array}
\]

'The sun has not appeared'

\[
\text{šhāśē iyā:si ŋ:mūn ōtē:}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S_{NP} \\
Adjunct \\
Aux \\
Pr \\
VP
\end{array}
\]
rain today it-later it-falls
'it will not rain later today'

á:ká ñàlìí hìëndà ñ:nòn

S

NP

C

NPO

Adjunct Pr

VP

your-mother food yet she-cooked-not
'Your mother has not yet cooked food'

It is not uncommon, however, to find an adjunct occurring as the final verbal phrase element, and therefore coming after, instead of before, the verb in the negative clause, e.g.

lèwì lë:sò:wà hìëndà

S

NP

Pr

VP

day it-is-not-dawn yet
'It is not yet dawn'

5.222 The Nominal Phrase Complement

The nominal phrase complement may be realized by a simple, complex or compound nominal phrase(cf. section 5.11).

A maximum of two nominal phrase complements may occur in a single verbal phrase.

When two nominal phrase complements occur in a verbal phrase, one complement normally 'suffers' the direct action of the verb,
while the other 'benefits' from the action of the verb. The complement 'suffering' the direct action of the verb (traditionally called 'direct object') is here labelled as 'direct complement' (Cdir.), and the complement 'benefiting' from the action of the verb (traditionally known as 'indirect object') is here called 'indirect complement' (Cindir.).

When a direct complement and an indirect complement occur together in a verbal phrase, and both are realized by two nouns (N) or two pronouns (Pn), the indirect complement always precedes the direct complement, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
 & S_{NP} \quad Pr \quad CindirN \quad CdirN \\
 & VP
\end{align*}
\]

Tortoise he-gave to-Monkey food
'Tortoise gave Monkey food'

\[
\begin{align*}
 & S_{NP} \quad Pr \quad CindirPn \quad CdirPn \\
 & VP
\end{align*}
\]

Tortoise he-gave to-him (Monkey) it (food)
'Tortoise gave it to him'

This order is maintained when, in a verbal phrase containing two complements, the indirect complement is realized by a pronoun and the direct complement by a noun, e.g.

---

1. Direct complement and indirect complement refer to $C_{NPO}$ and $C_{NPPO}$, respectively, already described above.
But when a direct complement and an indirect complement occur together in a verbal phrase, and the direct complement is realized by a pronoun while the indirect complement is realized by a noun, the direct complement realized by a pronoun precedes in linear order the indirect complement realized by a noun, e.g.

\[
S_{NP} \quad Pr \quad C\text{dirPn} \quad C\text{dirN} \quad \text{VP}
\]

'Tortoise he-gave it (food) to-Monkey'

'Tortoise gave it to Monkey'

This order sometimes gives rise to ambiguity, since a sentence such as

\[\text{éwì \ c: mä:}, \ kōi \ bē \ kē \ Omñi-ā\]

may mean either 'If the sun shines, wash them for Omñi' or 'If the sun shines, wash Omñi for them'. In a case such as this, only the context can determine the appropriate meaning.

It should be noted that when a complement is realized by a proper-name, a title or the name of a personalized animal, the name or title bears the suffix -ā, e.g.
When a complement realized by a proper-name refers to another complement preceding it within the same verbal phrase, it does not bear the suffix -á and is referred to as a co-referential complement, e.g.

\[ \text{vòdèi wèn ñòmôn Kè:bè:} \]

We call child our Kèbèe

'We call our son Kèbèe'

A nominal phrase complement may be placed in front of a sentence and then simply referred to in the subsequent sentence by a pronoun without any other overt grammatical link. This is 'topicalization'. The construction is used to focus attention on the nominal phrase complement so topicalized, e.g.
women chief Agbalangba married them in baskets

'As for women, chief Agbalangba married them in baskets'

The topicalization construction may be used in both positive and negative clauses. But when this construction is not required, the nominal phrase complement occurs after the predicator in positive clauses, and before the predicator in negative clauses. And when there are two complements within a verbal phrase, they occur in the order already described in both positive and negative clauses.

Examples

Positive Clauses:

bànnin bikin yamé:yí këble:

Pr Cdir

VP

women these they-are-doing for-their-husbands food

'These women are preparing food for their husbands'

Negative Clauses:

bànnin bír: këble: yá:kô:

Cdir Pr

VP

1. Text and translation adapted from Text A in the Appendix.
'Those women did not go to the farm'

bànnàn bìkìn yàdèm yàbè làjì yà:nài

\[ \text{Cindir. Cdir Pr} \]

'Ves these women did not prepare food for their husbands'

5.223 The Post-Verb Modifier

The post-verb modifier is realized by the perfective clitic \( \text{ké} \). In positive clauses, it follows the predicative, but precedes it in negative clauses, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
yà:nèn & \quad yà:nàm \quad \text{ké} \\
\text{S}_\text{NP} & \quad \text{Pr} \quad \text{Mpostvb} \\
\text{VP} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

people they-sat have

'People have sat down'

\[
\begin{align*}
yà:nèn & \quad \text{ké} \quad yà:nàm \\
\text{S}_\text{NP} & \quad \text{Mpostvb} \quad \text{Pr} \\
\text{VP} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

people have they-did-not-sit

'People have not sat down (yet)'

When the verbal phrase contains a nominal phrase complement realized by a pronoun, the pronoun complement always precedes the post-verb modifier in positive as well as in negative clauses, e.g.
But the post-verb modifier precedes all nominal phrase complements realized by a noun, and all adjuncts not occurring sentence initially, both in positive and negative clauses, e.g.

\[
\text{They have not given Omini his dog today.}
\]

\[
\text{By now, they will have given him his dog.}
\]

5.224 The Auxiliary

The auxiliary always occurs immediately preceding the main
verb in positive and negative clauses, e.g.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{bën-bën yàñûm yàñî bûn} \\
S_{\text{NP}} \quad \text{Aux} \quad \text{Pr} \quad C_{\text{NP}} \\
\hline
\text{VP}
\end{array}
\]

children they-much they-eat thing

'Children eat a lot'

\[
\begin{array}{c}
yàñô:-tâm lôñî yà:mûn yàtâwà \\
S_{\text{NP}} \\
\hline
C_{\text{NP}} \quad \text{Aux} \quad \text{Pr} \\
\hline
\text{VP}
\end{array}
\]

old-people food they-no-longer they-are-strong

'Old people do not eat much'

Note that there is no grammatical restriction on the number of auxiliaries that may occur together in one verbal phrase. However, there is a semantic restriction, and verbal phrases do not normally accommodate more than two auxiliaries.

5.225 The Adjunct

Adjuncts realized by an adverbial phrase of time usually occur either sentence initially or finally in both positive and negative clauses, e.g.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
kô:wô këpôm, bën bûmâ: nê yâkûu ñwênê \\
\text{Adjunct} \\
\hline
S_{\text{NP}} \quad \text{Mprevb} \quad \text{Pr} \quad C_{\text{NP}} \\
\hline
\text{VP}
\end{array}
\]

tomorrow-morning children the will they-go book

'Tomorrow morning, the children will go to school'
Note that when the adjunctive phrase of time occurs sentence initially, there is usually a short pause separating it from the rest of the sentence. This may be taken to indicate that emphasis is being placed on the adverbial phrase of time. At the same time, it would appear that the adjunct is now functioning as an element of the clause rather than rankshifted as an element of the verbal phrase.

When the adjunct is functioning rankshifted as an element of the verbal phrase, it always occurs verbal phrase finally in positive clauses, e.g.

We are doing their work quickly

They eat like dogs
But when the adjunct is realized by a rankshifted adverbial phrase in a negative clause, it may occur either immediately before the verb (and the auxiliary, if present) or after the verb as the verbal phrase final element, e.g.

\[ \text{lèwì} \; \text{fìjènà} \; \text{lè:sò:wà} \]

\[ S_{NP} \quad \text{Adjunct} \quad \text{Pr} \quad \text{VP} \]

or

\[ \text{lèwì} \; \text{lè:sò:wà} \; \text{fìjènà} \]

\[ S_{NP} \quad \text{Pr} \quad \text{Adjunct} \quad \text{VP} \]

day it-is-not-morning yet

'It is not yet morning'

\[ \text{lówì} \; \text{jìmìn} \; \text{ká:nì} \; \text{lò:tùm} \; \text{lòkù:mì} \]

\[ S_{NP} \quad \text{Adjunct} \quad \text{Aux.} \quad \text{Pr} \quad \text{VP} \]

water the much it-very-not it-is-hot

'The water is not very hot'

5.3 Operation of Concord at the Phrase Level

At the phrase level, concord operates only within the nominal phrase, usually between the noun head and its attributive elements, the form of the prefix (where one exists) of the attributive element being determined by the concord class of the noun head, e.g.

\[ \text{ìwènè} \; \text{ìmà} : \; \text{ìpè-ìpè} \quad \text{'that new book'} \]
yanën bimà: yà-pé-yà-pé 'those new people'
kà lù:se lòwù 'on your plot of land'
CHAPTER SIX

THE CLAUSE UNIT

6.0 The clause is the unit that operates in the structure of the sentence. Clauses are usually delimited from each other by a pause juncture, which is symbolized by a comma in our transcription. The aim of this chapter is to describe the clause in terms of its elements of structure.

6.1. Clause Classes

To do this, two primary classes of the clause are set up: the verbal clause and the non-verbal clause.

6.11. The Verbal Clause

The verbal clause may be further specified as either free or bound.

(a) The free verbal clause is a clause that may function either in a simple sentence structure or in nuclear relation in a complex sentence structure.

Examples.

(i) Free verbal clause functioning in a simple sentence structure:

ɨyāːsí ódé ɜplá
'Today is a market day'

fǔ kên mǐn 'Come here!'
yâkó:mí bọŋ? 'What are you waiting for?'

(ii) Free verbal clause functioning in nuclear relation in a complex sentence structure (underlined):

yâdóṃ bînâ; ɨyāː kê mā, dō ůnã yáŋŋã yînâŋŋã
men the they-come have here, so that they-may-do work

1. A clause may be rankshifted to operate in a unit lower than the sentence, e.g. the relative clause which functions at the phrase level (cf. chapter 5).
'The men have come to work'

fí:wóñi kë, nà ñkò ñ dë े: tò ëwë
when I-return have, will I-see you at your house

'When I come back, I shall see you at your house'

(b) The bound verbal clause is a dependent clause which functions only in non-nuclear relation in a complex sentence structure and is optionally introduced by a conjunction.

Examples.

kõm ñî, tùtù ëwë kë lújí
wait-for me, until I-finish have food

'Wait for me, until I finish eating'

wèn ìmà: ôyë: nà: tè ónëñ jòndëññ
child the he-came here, so-that he-might-do work

'The boy came in order to work'

wèn ìmà: ôyë: nà:, ónëñ jòndëññ
'The boy came and worked'

6.12 The Non-Verbal Clause

The non-verbal clause is a clause which functions only in the structure of a simple sentence. It is usually a non-verbal question, a nominal of address, an elliptical answer to a question or any other similar rejoinder.

Examples.

ìwëñè ëwà kíñ?
book your where

'Where is your book?'

ìwà kíñ? 'Where are you?'

In the following dialogue the non-verbal clauses are underlined:

A: Òbòtèn-ö (nominal of address)

B: ò: (response to a call)
6.21 Elements of Structure of Verbal Clauses

Although there may be differences in structure between free and bound verbal clauses and even between different types of free verbal clauses, there appears to be sufficient overlap in the structures of all free and bound verbal clauses for them to be analysed together under the following single structure:

+ Cl-Introd + Subj. + Pred. + Comp. + Adjunct

where + Cl-Introd. symbolizes the optional presence of a clause-introducer; + Subj. the optional presence of a self-standing element functioning as subject of the clause; + Pred., the obligatory presence of an element functioning as predicate of the clause; + Comp. the optional presence of an element functioning as complement in the clause; and + Adjunct the optional presence of an element functioning as adjunct in the structure of the clause.

We shall now consider the various types of free and bound verbal clauses and their corresponding elements of structure.

6.2.1 Elements of Structure of Free Verbal Clauses

Free verbal clauses may be divided into two sub-classes: hortative and non-hortative. Hortative clauses express either a command or a wish, but non-hortative clauses either affirm a fact or ask a question.

6.2.11 Hortative Clauses

Hortative clauses may be sub-divided into imperative and non-imperative
clauses.

(a) **The Imperative Hortative Clause**

The imperative hortative clause is expounded by imperative clauses which display a two-term system of number: Singular and Plural.

(i) **The Singular Imperative Clause**

A singular imperative hortative clause is distinguished by the absence of a self-standing subject element and a predicator realized by a prefix-less verb-form, e.g.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{wànnà} & \text{lìpè:là} & \text{‘Cut the grass!’} \\
\text{predicator complement} & \text{cut} & \text{grass} \\
\text{nùmà} & \text{kò là:sè} & \text{‘Sit on the floor!’} \\
\text{predicator adjunct} & \text{sit} & \text{on floor}
\end{array}
\]

(ii) **The Plural Imperative Clause**

A plural imperative hortative clause is distinguished, on the other hand, by the presence of a self-standing subject (realized by the 2nd person, plural, pronoun bà: or bà:) and a predicator realized by a zero-prefix verb-form, e.g.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
bà: & \text{wànnà} & \text{lìpè:là} & \text{‘Cut the grass!’} \\
\text{subject predicator complement} & \text{you(pl.) cut} & \text{grass}
\end{array}
\]

---

1. The *Predicator may evidently be realized by either a simple or complex verb* (cf. chapter 4). But in this chapter, we are limiting our description and examples to predicators realized by simple verbs, in order not to encumber the description.

2. The pronoun bears a L: tone when immediately followed by a high or high-low tone and a LH glide when followed by a low or low-high tone.
(iii) Basic Structure of Imperative Clauses

The order of elements in an imperative hortative clause is determined by the polarity of the clause.

In positive imperative hortative clauses of the singular number, the following order of elements applies:

+ Predicator + Complement(s) + Adjunct

Examples:

yəŋ kūblènì kòwù ká è:wì
spread mat your in sunshine
'Spread your mat in the sun!'

kpè bënn-bënn bɔŋ ɔpòm-ɔpòm
teach children thing morning-morning
'Teach the children in the mornings!'

In negative imperative hortative clauses of the singular number, the predicator, preceded by the negative particle ká, comes at the end of the clause, thus

+ Complement(s) + Adjunct + ká + Predicator.

Examples.

bënn-bënn bɔŋ ɔpòm-ɔpòm ká kpè
Complement complement adjunct neg. predicator
'Don't teach the children in the evenings!'

ká è:kpèl ká nɔmə
adjunct neg. part. predicator
on chair don't sit
'Don't sit on the chair!'

The order of elements of structure in positive imperative free verbal clauses of the plural number is as follows:
Subject + Predicator + Complement(s) + Adjunct

Examples

bā: yōn kūblènī kēbā kē ē:wī
'Spread your mat in the sun!'

bā: nōmá kē ḫ:kpāl
'Sit on the chairs!'

In negative imperative hortative clauses of the plural number, the positive order of elements is modified by placing the predicator, preceded by kā, at the end of the clause, thus:

Subject + Complement(s) + Adjunct + kā + Predicator

Examples.

bā: ētī kā bālī
you road don't cross
'Don't cross the road!'

bā: wē kōkū: kā:nī kā tō
you him sympathy very much don't cry
'Don't feel too much sympathy for him!'

It should be noted, as already described in section 5.225, that the adjunct element does not always occur in the regular positions given above, since it also occurs clause-initially or clause-finally in clauses in which special focus is placed upon it, e.g.

bā: wē lūjī fỳā:ṣi kā kē:
you him food today don't give
'Don't give him food today'

bā: wē lūjī kā kē: fỳā:ṣi
or fỳā:ṣi bā: wē lūjī kā kē:
'Today, don't give him food!'

(b) The Non-Imperative Hortative Clause

The non-imperative hortative clause has two obligatory elements of structure: a clause-introducer (realized by tē only) and a predicator
(featuring the Neutral Type I verb-form). Depending on the transitivity of the verb present in the clause (for the transitivity of verbs, cf. section 5.211), the clause may also contain one or two complements and one or more adjunctive phrases.

Examples.

āmôn tē yō-yā: mā:
Subj. Cl.Introd. Pred. Adjunct.
we that we-stay here
'Let us, and no-one else, stay here'

tē yā-kpē bōn-bōn bōn kēpōm-kēpōm
Cl.Introd. Pred. comp. comp. Adjunct
'Let them teach the children in the mornings'

The non-imperative hortative clause displays a two-term system of person: 1st person and 3rd person. This grammatical structure is complementary to that of the imperative hortative clause in which only the 2nd person may operate.

When there is no subject element overtly present in the clause, the verbal prefix indicates the person operating in the clause. The 1st person, singular, is indicated by a syllabic nasal prefix, and the 1st person, plural, by yō-, e.g.

tē ū-kām 3
'Let me help you'

tē yō-kām 3
'Let us help you'

The 3rd person, singular or plural, is indicated by the appropriate non-pronominal prefix in concordant agreement with the nominal class of the noun to which the prefix refers. Thus, if the verbal prefix is referring to a noun of Concord Class I, the prefix is ū-, and if the noun to which the verbal prefix refers is of Concord Class 2, then the prefix
is ya- , and so on, e.g.

tè yà-nòmà kò Ḗ:kpl (ya- here referring to yà-sèn 'visitors')
'Let them (the visitors) sit on the chairs'

tè ĕ-wà lòwì (N- here referring to ĕ-bù 'goats')
'Let them (the goats) drink the water'

When there is a subject element present in the clause, and the
verbal prefix refers to the 1st person, the subject may only be realized
by a self-standing 1st person pronoun, i.e. either āmī 'I' or āmòn 'we'.
The presence of either of these pronouns in the clause performs a 'dis­
criminatory' role, i.e. it brings the subject into focus.

Examples.

tè yójí bōŋ ἦ 'Let us eat'

āmòn tè yójí bōŋ ἦ 'Let us, and no-one else, eat'

we-ourselves let we-eat something

When there is a subject element present in the clause, and the
verbal prefix is non-pronominal, (i.e. refers to the 3rd person), the
subject may be realized by a noun, a 3rd person pronoun or a noun immediately
followed by a concording pronoun.

When the subject is realized by either a noun immediately followed
by a concording pronoun or a 3rd person pronoun alone, the pronoun has
again a discriminatory role, as do 1st person pronouns functioning as
subject, e.g.

Obètèn ńwè tè ń-yā: mà: 'Let Obetem alone stay here'

Obètèn he-himself let he-stays here

Tè yànèg këwòn 'Let them play'

The subject is not so brought into focus, when it is realized by a noun alone, i.e. not immediately followed by a concording pronoun, e.g.

\[
\text{bēn-bēn tā yānēŋ kēwōn 'Let the children play'}
\]

children let they-do play

Note that the subject element, when present in a non-imperative hortative clause, always immediately precedes the clause-introducer, as shown by some of the examples in the section under consideration.

(c) The Persuasive Feature:

Both imperative and non-imperative hortative clauses may be further marked optionally by what we may describe as a 'persuasive feature' realized by such expressions as:

\[
\text{kē fōbō: 'please'}
\]
\[
\text{kē fōfā ūwa 'by your power'}
\]

expressions which make a command or a wish less abrupt. These nominal phrases usually occur either clause initially or finally.

Examples.

\[
\text{kē fōbō: kē: ū līmān jīmā: 'Please give me the money'}
\]

\[
\text{kē fōfā ūwa tē: yē 'By your power, leave him alone'}
\]
\[
\text{tē yōkō kē fōbō: 'Please let us go'}
\]

The phrases may sometimes express impatience, particularly kē fōbō:

\[
\text{kō:ma kēkōl kēfīnā kē fōbō: 'Stop making noise please!'}
\]
6.2112 Non-Hortative Clauses

Non-hortative clauses have normally one obligatory element of structure, the Predicator, and three optional elements, the Subject, the Complement and the Adjunct.

They may be divided into two sub-classes: affirmative and interrogative. Affirmative clauses generally state facts, while interrogative clauses ask questions.

(a) The Affirmative Clause

(i) The Subject

The subject element, when present in the clause, is realized by the presence of a noun phrase or a self-standing pronoun. It is normally absent when the verb-form is of the 1st or 2nd person.

(ii) The Predicator

The predicator is usually realized by an indicative verb consisting of a prefix and a verb-stem. The prefix indicates the person and number of the subject, which may or may not be overtly present in the clause.

(iii) The Complement

The presence of the complement in the clause is determined by the transitivity features of the verb. When the complement is present, it is realized by a noun phrase having the participant role of attribuant or recipient (benefactor).

(iv) The Adjunct

The occurrence of the adjunct depends either on the transitivity of the verb present in the clause or on the semantic requirement of the clause. When the adjunct occurs, it is realized by an adverbial noun phrase, an adverb or an ideophone having the circumstantial role of
locative, time-punctiliar, time-duration or manner.

Examples of affirmative clauses:

- ő-wě ke 16jį 16mě
  Predicator Perf. Complement Part.
  I-finished have food my
  'I have finished my food'

- wěn 3wą 6-w6léi b6l ąjav:jį:mięń
  Subject Predicator Complement Adjunct
  child your he-is-playing ball now
  'Your son is playing football now'

- 6bāśę 6-ya: ke mà:
  Subject Predicator Perf. Adjunct
  rain it-arrived has here
  'Rain has come'. 'It has started raining'

- 6k6wą 3m6n 6-kpěi m6n b6n lew6-lew6
  Subject Predicator Comp. Comp. Adjunct
  teacher our he-is-teaching us something every day
  'Our teacher teaches us something every day'

All these examples are positive affirmative clauses, and their basic structure is the same as that described under section 6.2111(a)(iii).

The order in which the elements of structure occur in negative affirmative clauses is also similar to that described under the section just quoted.

Examples of negative affirmative clauses are:

- 6bāśę ke mà: 6:-ya:
  Subject Perf. Adjunct Predicator Part.
  rain has here it-arrived-not
  'Rain has not come'. 'It has not yet started raining'.

- 6k6wą 3m6n m6n b6n lew6-lew6 6:-kpěi
  Subject Comp. Comp. Adjunct Predicator
  'Our teacher does not teach us every day'
(b) The Interrogative Clause

The elements of structure of the interrogative clause are similar to those of the affirmative clause, but the immediate constituents of these elements in the two types of clause often differ. Question clauses are characterized either by at least one question word usually filling the grammatical slot of an element of structure or by a question intonation (cf. under predicator below).

(i) The Subject

The subject of an interrogative clause, when present, may be realized not only by an ordinary (i.e. non-question) noun phrase or pronoun, but also by a question noun phrase or question pronoun. Some of these interrogative noun phrases and pronouns are:

- ` materia: (functioning as subject or complement) 'who?' (singular)
- ` materia: (functioning as complement only) 'who?' (singular)
- ` yaba: 'who?' (plural)
- ` yapa: 'how many?'
- ` nabo: (before the verb) 'what?'
- ` bobo: (after the verb) 'what?'
- ` nana:-x-a? 'which x?' 'what x?'

(x inserted between nana: and a stands for any noun, e.g. nana:-men-a? 'Which person?', nana:-bobo-a? 'what thing?')

Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>yaba:</th>
<th>yada:ji:</th>
<th>ke</th>
<th>laji:</th>
<th>mol?:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Pred.</td>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>Complement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

who they-ate have food my

'Who have eaten my food?'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nana:-bobo-a</th>
<th>a-kalai</th>
<th>yoda</th>
<th>de:de:su?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Predicator</td>
<td>Comp.</td>
<td>Adjunct.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(ii) The Predicator

The predicator is normally realized by the Relative Clause Type II verb-form. (cf. examples given immediately above for the morphology of the Relative Clause verb-form, and the Tables A - D in chapter 4). It may however be realized occasionally by an indicative verb-form exactly as in affirmative clauses. When this happens, the interrogative clause distinguishes itself from an affirmative clause either by the presence of the question marker ʰwé or through the optional feature of question intonation.

Example

Subject  Predicator  Comp
\[å:wōu 5-kōi kēblə: \]
'Your father went to the farm'

[—— — — ] (Affirmative Intonation)

å:wōu 5-kōi kēblə?:
'Did your father go to the farm?'

[—— — — — ] (Question Intonation)

or

ʰwé å:wōu 5-kōi kēblə?:
Question (with affirmative intonation)
Marker
'Did your father go to the farm?'

The affirmative intonation shown above is called downdrift. The difference between affirmative intonation and question intonation is that question intonation is downdrift marked by a steeper falling pitch, as shown above. When the question marker ʰwé is used, the intonation of the clause is that of the affirmative downdrift.
(iii) The Complement

Like the subject, the complement element of the interrogative clause may be realized either by an ordinary noun phrase or pronoun or by an interrogative noun phrase or pronoun. When the complement is realized by a question noun phrase or pronoun, its form may change according to its position in the clause. This is the case with ǹmé?: and mbóŋ?:

ǹmé: á:kó:má? } 'Whom are you waiting for?'
á:kó:má ná?:
mbóŋ á:wó:yi? } 'What are you searching for?'
á:wó:yi bóŋ?

All other question noun phrases and pronouns occur unaltered before or after the predicator, e.g.

ǹtó yényé á:wó:yi? } 'Which houses are you looking for?'
á:wó:yi á:ntó yényé?

Note that when the complement occurs before the predicator, the predicator is realized by the Relative Clause Type I verb-form. But when the complement occurs after the predicator, the predicator is realized by an indicative verb-form, as in affirmative clauses.

When both the subject and the complement in a question verbal clause are realized by an ordinary noun phrase or pronoun, the clause maintains its interrogative character either through the question marker or the question intonation.

(iv) The Adjunct

The adjunct in an interrogative clause may be realized either by a non-question adverbial phrase, adverb or ideophone (as in affirmative
clauses) or by a question word filling that grammatical slot, e.g.

dêndê? (before or after the verb) 'where?'

yáŋ? or yáŋ? (before or usually after the verb) 'how?'

Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>á-nái</th>
<th>ké</th>
<th>yáŋ?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicator</td>
<td>Perf.</td>
<td>Adjunct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you-did</td>
<td>have</td>
<td>how</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'How are you?' 'How is life with you?'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>á-yáŋ</th>
<th>dêndê?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicator</td>
<td>Adjunct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you-are</td>
<td>where</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.212 Elements of Structure of Bound Verbal Clauses

As earlier indicated (section 6.21) the elements of structure of bound clauses are largely the same as those of free verbal clauses. It is also observed that the immediate constituents of these elements are similar in both types of verbal clauses. For instance, the subject when present in a bound clause, is realized, as in affirmative free clauses, by a noun phrase or a pronoun. The predicator is realized by a verb-form consisting of a prefix and a verb-stem in both bound and non-hortative free clauses. The complement slot in a bound clause may be filled by one or two noun phrases depending upon the transitivity of the verb contained in the clause, as it is the case in all free verbal clauses. In bound clauses, as in free clauses, the adjunct may be realized by an adverbial phrase, an adverb or an ideophone. And finally the conjunction tà may realize the clause-introducer element in bound clauses as well as in non-imperative hortative clauses. We may therefore assume that, on the whole, the elements of structure of bound clauses are already accounted for by the description of these elements in free verbal clauses.
However, there are certain features of bound clauses which cannot be said to have been adequately covered by our analysis of free clauses. These features interest mainly the clause-introducer and predicator elements, on which we shall now be concentrating in the following description of bound clauses.

6.2121 Types of Bound Clauses

Bound clauses may be divided into two types on the basis of the presence or absence of the clause-introducer element in the clause structure: - clause-introducer bound clauses and + clause-introducer bound clauses.

6.21211 - Clause-Introducer Bound Clauses

The - clause-introducer bound clause is realized by the presence of a non-nuclear clause whose relationship with the nuclear or main clause is not ambiguous, although it is not explicitly marked by a clause-introducer.

The realization of clauses of this kind gives rise to three distinct sub-types of -clause-introducer bound clauses:
(a) Conditional Bound Clauses;
(b) Neutral Verb-Form Bound Clauses;
(c) Polarity-Contrast Negative Bound Clauses

(a) Conditional Bound Clauses

The Conditional bound clause is characterized by the presence in the clause of a predicator realized by a conditional verb-form (for Conditional verb-forms, cf. Tables A - D in chapter 4). The Conditional clause may occur before or after the nuclear clause.

Examples (Conditional clause underlined):
Subject Predicator

rain if-it-falls, collect water in basin

'If it rains, collect water in a basin'

Pred. Adjunct

will you-see animals many, if-you-go to forests our

'You will see many animals, if you go to our forests'

(b) Neutral-Verb-Form Bound Clauses

The Neutral-Verb-Form bound clauses is characterized by the presence in the clause of a predicator realized by a Neutral Type I or Type II verb-form. The verb-form is Neutral Type I when the verbal prefix is a non-pronominal prefix (with the exception of the 3rd person singular prefix O-). The verb-form is Neutral Type II when the verbal prefix is either a pronominal prefix or the 3rd person singular prefix O-. (For the morphology of Neutral verb-forms, cf. section 4.1315). This type of bound clause never occurs before the main clause. It commonly features in narratives.

Examples (Neutral Verb-Form bound clauses underlined):

'One day, chief Agbalangba took peanuts and roasted them in the fire. Then he went to his room to get his snuff-box...'

'Our children are going to fetch firewood'.

When two or more Neutral Verb-Form bound clauses occur in a sequence, as in the first example above, they function in linear recursive relation.
They can therefore be compared to clauses in coordinate relation, since any one of them may be dropped without necessarily disrupting the basic structure or meaning of the individual neighbouring clauses. However, these bound clauses cannot be described as coordinate with the nuclear clause on which they depend, since, unlike nuclear clauses, they cannot stand by themselves, given the non-nuclear tone pattern of their verb-form. Furthermore, it is usually easy to determine the nature of the relationship between the Neutral Verb-Form bound clause and its nuclear clause or between consecutive Neutral Verb-Form bound clauses.

For instance, in the following complex sentence (bound clause underlined),

\[ \text{étn} \text{ yáanyána:yá } \text{éká:ya, } \text{ebáwá } \text{étn kó } \text{è:kón} \]

'Each animal denied it completely'

it is not difficult to see that the second clause is not coordinate with, but dependent upon, the first clause, since it has a Neutral Type I bound clause verb-form, \( \text{ebáwá} \), and merely states the extent to which the action of denying in the nuclear clause takes place, namely that each animal denied the accusation until it put its mouth in the fire as a test of its innocence.

(c) **Polarity-Contrast Negative Bound Clauses**

Clauses of this type occur when a complex sentence features a positive clause as the first and nuclear clause, and a negative clause as the second and bound clause.

The construction may be freely translated by the English conjunction, 'but' or 'without' inserted before the second clause, since there is always a contrast or surprise implication in the sentence.

Examples.

\[ \text{Ayi} \text{ ímá: bën yákám yáká:yí kó étn-ṇwénë,} \]

'days these children they-just they-are-going completive school particle'
books themselves then they-please-not
'These days children merely go to school but they don't like reading books'

The construction is often used with great dramatic effect to contrast two actions or two objects placed in focus, often, clause-initially, e.g.

ejəm mə: ɔnəma kê, kəbədi ədə əsə ə:bı
exam itself he-sat has, passing then which neg. aux.

ə:bədi
he-passed-not
'He sat the examination, but did not pass'.

It should be noted that in this type of complex sentence, the dependent clause is only loosely bound to the nuclear clause. This is moreso in complex sentences in which the main clause and the bound clause neither share a common grammatical subject nor a common complement, as in the last two examples.

6.21212 + Clause - Introducer Bound Clauses

The + Clause-introducer bound clause is realized by the presence of a non-nuclear clause whose relationship with the nuclear clause is explicitly marked by a clause-introducer.

The realization of clauses of this kind gives rise to three sub-types of bound clauses:

(a) Purpose bound clauses introduced by tə.
(b) Relative Type bound clauses introduced by kə, mə and də.
(c) Bound clauses introduced by ñmə (ñmə) and tутə.

(a) Purpose Bound Clauses

This purpose bound clause is characterized by the presence in the
clause of a clause-introducer realized by the tè conjunction. The
verb-form is Neutral Type I. Examples(purpose bound clause underlined):

banën bimä: yako dë lewi-ta, tè yako bëng
women the they-went to water-head, so-that they-wash things
'The women went to the spring in order to wash clothes'

yowö:yi, tè yödöwà
we-want, so-that we sleep
'We want to sleep'

A purpose bound clause may also be introduced by an expression which
appears to incorporate an auxiliary, viz. dë ñë 'so that', e.g.

yokö:mi ñ, dë ñë yökö yödöwà
we-are-waiting-for you, so that we-go we-sleep
'We are waiting for you, so that we may go and sleep'

(b) Relative Type Bound Clauses

The relative type bound clause is characterized by the presence in
the clause of a clause-introducer, realized by one of the following con­
junctions: kö, mó and dö. It is described as a relative type bound
clause because the conjunctions have the appearance of relators and the
verb-form is that of the Relative Clause Type I.

kö and mó introduce temporal bound clauses, They are grammatically
and semantically similar, although kö tends to be employed in temporal
clauses with a past meaning, and mó in temporal clauses with a non-past
meaning.

Examples.

mó lú:ji lö:bi, ayë: kö mà:
when food it-is-cooked, you-come have here
'Now that the food is ready, you have come'

kö á:bëñ bimä: yako ñwëñë, ëbëse ëtëì wò::
when children the they-went school, rain it-fell wò::
'When the children went to school, very heavy rain fell'

dó introduces a locative bound clause, e.g.

dó lú:jí ló:yu, má: mānè: mānè sâké: e

where food there-is, there you-will-see him

'Wherever there is food, it is there you will find him'

kó and mò also occur in expressions which incorporate the auxiliary-like word mānè, viz. kó mānè 'if', mò mānè 'when', e.g.

kó mānè dyè: má:, étém nè édã: à

if he-will-come here, heart it-will-please me

'If he will come, I shall be glad'

mò mānè dyè: kó má:, nè oncé yîkpë

when he-come has here, will he-cause trouble

'Now that he has come, he will cause trouble'

(c) Bound Clauses Introduced by mānè (mànè) and tûtû.

mānè or mànè 'before' introduces a temporal bound clause.

mānè introduces a bound clause with a Neutral Type II verb-form, when the nuclear clause expresses a non-past meaning. The conjunction may therefore be said to introduce a non-past bound clause, e.g.

mānè dyè: má:, jàkà àwè kë yônànsà yôwë

before he-comes here, try you-finish have work your

'Before he comes, try and finish your work'

mànè, on the other hand, introduces a bound clause with a Neutral Type I verb-form, when the nuclear clause has a past meaning, e.g.

mànè dyè: má:, àwè kë yônànsà yômë

before he-come here, I-finished have work my

'Before he came, I had finished my work'

tûtû 'until' also introduces a temporal bound clause the verb-form of which may be Neutral Type I or II.
The verb-form in the bound clause is Neutral Type I, when the nuclear clause expresses a non-past meaning, e.g.

\[ \text{tùtù ọyè: mā:, ṃjàn n:de:yà} \]
until he-comes here, never I-shall-accept not
'Until he comes, I shall never accept it'

But when the nuclear clause has a past meaning, tùtù introduces a bound clause requiring a Neutral Type II verb-form, e.g.

\[ \text{tùtù ọyè: mā:, wè kè ū:kànî ṃkè} \]
until he-came here, him have I-before I-saw
'Until he came, I had not seen him before'

It should be noted that although tùtù takes Neutral Type I verb-forms only when the verbal prefix is non-pronominal (excluding the 3rd person singular 0-), the past or non-past meaning of the bound clause is easily identified through the tense of the nuclear clause: the bound clause acquires a past or non-past meaning according as the nuclear clause has a past or non-past meaning respectively.

Examples.

\[ \text{tùtù ọyè: mā:, lụjì n:jì} \]
'Until they come, I shall not eat'

\[ \text{tùtù ọyè: mā:, kè lụjì n:jì} \]
'Until they came, I had not eaten'

6.22 Elements of Structure of Non-Verbal Clauses

Non-verbal clauses may be divided into three primary types: interrogative, affirmative and nominal of address. Only the interrogative non-verbal clause may be accurately described as having a structure, in that it comprises at least two elements of structure. The affirmative and nominal of address non-verbal types of clause consist of one single item.
6.221 The Interrogative Non-Verbal Clause

The structure of the interrogative non-verbal clause may be formulated as

+ Subject  + Adjunct

The subject element may be realized by any non-question noun phrase or pronoun or both. When a noun and its concordant pronoun cooccur as a single subject of the clause, the pronoun always immediately follows the noun and focuses attention upon it (cf. examples below).

The adjunct element is always realized by one of two question words: kĩŋ 'where?' or ḳè 'where?', 'what about?'.

Examples.

 bó:htub  ṭwè  kĩŋ?
   Subject    Adjunct
  'Where is Obeten himself?'

lújì  lómì  ḳè  kĩ?
   Subject    Adjunct
  'What about my own food?'

yônàŋô  bó  á:nèi  èbè:  kĩŋ?
   Subject    Adjunct
  'Where is all the work you did?'

6.222 The Affirmative Non-Verbal Clause

The affirmative non-verbal clause may consist of only one element: a subject, a complement or an adjunct, i.e. + Subject/ + Complement / + Adjunct in formula.

The subject or the complement is realized by any non-question noun phrase or pronoun.
The adjunct may be any non-question adverbial nominal phrase, adverb or ideophone.

The element selected in any particular affirmative non-verbal clause is contextually determined (approximately) by the preceding question to which the affirmative clause is a response.

Examples.

In the following dialogue, the affirmative non-verbal clauses are underlined:

A: ṅæ: ḍe: ṃeː: ? 'Who is that over there?'
B: ṃe: 'Me' 'It is I'. (ṁe functioning as subject)

A: ṁeː yif bɔŋ? 'What are you doing?'
B: ɔŋeːnẹ 'Work' (ɔŋeːnẹ functioning as complement)

A: nɛ ɗiː:mɛ nɑː - kɔbɛː-à? 'When will you stop?'
B: kɔdɔ:wɔ 'In the evening' (kɔdɔ:wo functioning as Adjunct).

6.223 The Nominal of Address Non-Verbal Clause

The nominal of address non-verbal clause consists of a single element realized by a personal proper name functioning as a vocative. This type of clause is different from all other clauses described above, in that it consists of an item which does not occur in their basic structure. Examples of this clause have already been given under section 6.12.

6.3. SUBJECT-VERBAL PREFIX CONCORD

In Ḋọkẹọ, there is concord between the subject of the verbal clause and the verbal prefix in respect of person and number (concord class).

This is realized through the specification that the same person (and in the case of the 3rd person, the same concord class also) is selected both in the subject of the clause and in the verbal prefix.
In this agreement arrangement, it is the person and concord-class of the subject which is the determining factor. And it is this concord, together with linear position, which enables the subject to be identified. Examples (concording noun prefix and verbal prefix underlined):

\[ \text{d-něn d-wuːyi mǐn} \quad \text{'Someone lives here'} \]
\[ \text{yā-něn yā-wuːyi mǐn} \quad \text{'People live here'} \]
\[ \text{lē-wi lē-soːwo kē} \quad \text{'It is morning'} \]
\[ \text{kē-ti sīmā: kē-bē kē} \quad \text{'The tree is dead'} \]
\[ \text{yē-ti bīmā: yē-bē kē} \quad \text{'The trees are dead'} \]
\[ \text{ē-ti māː ē:-dá} \quad \text{'There is no road'} \]
\[ \text{ē-ti māː ē:-dá} \quad \text{'There are no roads'} \]
\[ \text{kō-tān kō-tā kē} \quad \text{'The roof has fallen in'} \]
\[ \text{lì-mūn lī-gāː mū kē} \quad \text{'My money has finished'} \]

When nouns of different classes share a common verb, it sometimes happens that the verbal prefix agrees with the nominal class of the first noun, while the other noun is tagged on with the expression ðbó 'and', thus

\[ \text{ē-bū ū-yāː māː ðbó yiːnōn} \]
\text{goat it-came here and bird}
\text{'A goat and a bird came'}
7.0. In the preceding chapter, some attempt was made to define clauses in terms of their element of structure. In this chapter, we propose to describe and illustrate the various types of sentence that may occur in Løkøe.

7.1. Types of Sentence

Two primary types of sentence are postulated in Løkøe: simple and complex.

7.11. The Simple Sentence

A sentence is defined as simple when it is non-complex, i.e. when it consists of a single clause functioning at the clause level, e.g.

*yadəm bıma: yákú:yī kəblə:*

men the they-are-going farm

'The men are going to the farm'

By this definition, relative clauses functioning as rankshifted clauses at a level lower than the clause are regarded as not affecting the complexity or otherwise of sentences. This is because a relative clause can be excised from the clause in which it occurs without otherwise altering the basic grammatical structure of that clause, e.g. (relative clause underlined):

*yadəm bò yəfùnì kɛn mæ: yákú:yī kəblə:*

who they-are-coming here

'The men who are coming towards us are going to the farm'

*ɛwì yò ɛnmi mìn ënɛ:yí yìdf*

sunshine which it-shines here it-causes sleep

'This intense sunshine makes one feel sleepy'

The underlined relative clauses are functioning as adjectival phrases,
each modifying the noun with which the relator is in concordant agreement.

7.111 Verbal and Non-verbal Simple Sentences

Simple sentences may be specified as either verbal or non-verbal.

7.1111 Verbal Simple Sentences

Verbal simple sentences may be further specified as affirmative, interrogative or hortative, as the following illustrative examples show:

Affirmative: ɗojidù jímà: lókò:li ké
   palm-fruit the it-ripened has
   'The palm-fruit is ripe'
   yêlásékpà ké ù:mò ìyì ímà yì:sò:
   domestic animals in Ugep days these they-are-not-many
   'There are not many domestic animals in Ugep these days'

Interrogative: ǹmè: ɔnòn ɗojí jímà?
   Who he-cooked food the
   'Who cooked the food?'
   kèbè: kàjiì ƙà?
   time it-says how
   'What is the time?'

Hortative simple sentences may be imperative or non-imperative.

Imperative Hortative: bèlé yìsòwò ké è:kòn
   put pot on fire
   'Put the pot on the fire!'
   bà: kù:wò ƙè lèmà
   open him door
   'Open the door to him!'

Non-Imperative Hortative: tà ƙwùmà mòn yònmìn
   let we-start us work
   'Let us start work'
everyone let he-answers in chief's compound
'Eeveryone should come to the chief's compound'

It should be noted that a personal name may occur in vocative function
as a marginal item within hortative sentences. When this happens, the
vocative is delimited from the rest of the hortative sentence by a pause
juncture, symbolized in our transcription by a comma.

Examples

`Ebri, kô:mô këkôl
Ebri, stop noise
'Ebri, stop making noise!''
kô:mô líjî, Kàpô:na
stop food, Kapoona
'Stop eating, Kapoona'

7.1112 Non-Verbal Simple Sentences

Non-verbal simple sentences may be sub-divided into structured and
non-structured simple sentences.

7.11121 Structured Non-Verbal Simple Sentences

The structured non-verbal simple sentence is identical with the
interrogative non-verbal clause already described in section 6.221, and
of which the following are illustrative examples:

`hwênê mû mâ kìq?
book my where
'Where is my book'
limân líwà kî?
money your what about
'Where is your money?'

7.11122 Unstructured Non-Verbal Simple Sentences

These are single-element sentences, which have no structure of their
own, but which can be integrated into the structure of an utterance or discourse. They are usually pre-determined by their context.

The following types of unstructured non-verbal simple sentences may be set up:

(a) Personal names in vocative function, e.g.

Ômînî 'Omini', Ôbêtên 'Obeten'
Úbî 'Ubî' Ísú 'Isu'

The context is usually that of a dialogue, in which the name of an interlocutor is called.

-o or -ô: may be suffixed to a vocative item as a vocative intensifier, e.g.

Ômînî-o: ; Úbî-o.

A vocative item may also be modified by a relative clause (underlined), e.g.

yàdèm bë yàbôi lèdù, bë: yè:le m
'Men who are members of the Ledu association, come to my house!'

(b) Responses to nominals of address, polar questions, commands and requests:

The usual response to a nominal of address is ô:, but m: is not uncommon. ô: implies respect.

The response to a polar question may be either éiyá, m: 'yes' or èé, m:m 'no'. éiyá and èé imply respect.

A stronger form of éiyá is éiyá-ô. It signifies complete agreement,

1. For a definition of these terms, cf. chapter 8.
and may be translated as 'yes, I agree completely'.

The negative response counterpart of ẹiyá-ẹ is ẹẹ:, it signifies complete disagreement, and is translatable as 'no, I disagree completely'.

jáŋ is another strong negative response-word, which means 'never', 'impossible'.

The positive responses to a command or a request are usually either ọ, ọ: or m, m:, the lengthened forms being more emphatic than the shorter ones.

The negative response-words to commands and requests are the same as the negative responses to polar questions, i.e. ẹẹ or mım 'no', ẹẹ: and jáŋ being stronger responses.

(c) Exclamations and Invocations

Exclamations here include words expressing distress, sympathy, surprise, delight and admiration.

Distress: ọ:hoiyọ: ! exclamations uttered when greatly frightened.
  ọ:woiyọ: !
  mbe-ẹ ! exclamation uttered when in great pain.

Sympathy: ye:kâ: ! 'Sorry, I beg your pardon!'
  kôkû: ! 'Sorry, I sympathize with you!'

Surprise: tô:, tô: 'Fantastic!' 'Unbelievable!'
  dëndë! 'Is that really so!'

Delight: ẹiyá-ẹ: ! 'Marvellous!' 'Splendid!'

Admiration: ọdám! 'You act like a man!' (literally 'man').
  ọkpẹ ! 'You are a man of strength and courage! (literally 'leopard').

Invocations include the following words:
Ekhu 'Name of a patron goddess'
obà:gbò 'Name of a patron god'
obásè ìbúlu:kpá:bi 'God Almighty'

These invocative words are uttered either to appeal to the gods to intervene in one's favour or simply to mean 'Far be it from me!'

(d) 'Abridged' Sentences

Abridged sentences may be described as grammatically truncated questions or responses to non-polar questions. Interrogative abridged sentences normally consist of a word, usually a question word, that would normally be part of a longer verbal question sentence, and which seeks to pin-point the information required. An abridged sentence which is a response to a non-polar question consists of a single nominal phrase that would normally be part of a longer verbal affirmative sentence, and that seeks to give only the relevant information solicited by an immediately preceding question. Abridged sentences of this kind occur in conversational discourses, as shown in the following dialogue between Ofèm and Òbétèn (abridged sentences underlined):

Òfèm: yàbànjì yàtòi lòbè mà:? 'Who are crying over there?'

Òbétèn: bò à:-Kápò:nà 'Kapoona and her friends'

(Longer verbal version: bò à:-Kápò:nà níbè yàtòi lòbè mà:

'Kapoona and her friends are crying over there')

Òfèm: yàwó:yì bón? 'What do they want?'

Òbétèn: lájì 'Food'

( Longer verbal version: yàwó:yì lájì 'They want food'.

Òfèm: dènènè? 'Really?'

( Longer verbal version: ìdó á:já: dènènè? 'Is that really so?'

Òbétèn: éliyà 'yes'
(e) Non-Verbal Idiomatic Sentences

These consist of idiomatic fixed nominal phrases, e.g.

ëmà èwà
'mouth your
You boast a lot'

ëmà kõ lètú-d
'mouth in head
You talk too much'

Remark

It should be noted that some responses to vocatives of personal names, polar questions, commands and requests, (e.g. ëiyá, ëiyá-è, ëè, ëè:), as well as some of the exclamations (e.g. ë:hiyí:, ë:woiyí:) have a phonological structure that appears to lie outside the main stream of Lökëe phonological patterns described in chapter 2. But these unanalysable morphemes are treated as single-word sentences in that they can function significantly in the structure of the discourse, as shown by the following dialogue between Òból Ìòpòn and Òtùm Ìbòm (single-word response-sentences underlined):

Òból Ìòpòn: Òtùm  (nominal of address)
Òtùm Ìbòm: ò:  (response to a nominal of address)
Òból Ìòpòn: lèkò lèèjèjè kò lèwèl. nè ìkòù?
'War has been declared. Will you join it?'
Òtùm Ìbòm: ëìiyá, bā: kè: ì m yìkòsò wì yìmì!
'Yes. Give me my war-pot!'

(the war-pot is carried on the head by the champion warrior in front of his fellow combatants).

Note also that when a response-sentence of this kind immediately precedes another sentence in the same utterance, it is no longer considered as constituting a separate sentence by itself, but as a response-initiator forming part of the immediately following sentence and separated from it only be a pause juncture (or a comma in the transcription), as shown in
the following brief dialogue between Êtộ and Òmînì:

Êtộ : Òmînì—ô:
Òmînì : ô:
Êtộ : âyãu kë lû:jî—ô? 'Are you at table?'
Òmînì : ëë, ñwe kë lâjî
 'No, I have finished eating'
Êtộ : t÷ódõ : á:jâ : . yônñë ô dë ñnë yôkû këblô : !
 'Good (literally, 'let it be so'). Get ready for us to go to
the farm!'  
Òmînì : jàq, ñkû:yî ñwênë
 'Never, I am going to school'

This feature of single-word response-sentences further distinguishes them from abridged sentences ((d) above) which always constitute separate sentences in all contexts.

7.12 The Complex Sentence

7.121 Structure

A complex sentence consists of at least two clauses functioning at
the clause level in a certain relationship to each other. One of the clauses functions as a nuclear or main clause; the other clause or clauses function as non-nuclear or subordinate clauses.

The nuclear clause is realized by the presence of a free verbal clause specified as nuclear and simple. Its elements of structure have already been described in chapter 6.

The non-nuclear clause is realized by the presence of a clause specified as subordinate and simple. Its elements of structure have also been described in chapter 6.

Examples of Complex Sentences (nuclear clauses underlined):
The children are going to the farm in order to find and collect fire-wood.

However hard it rains, our women never fail to go to the farm.

There was a certain chief called Agbalangba. He married so many wives that no-one could count them.

**Types of Complex Sentence**

Complex sentences, like simple sentences, may be described as affirmative, interrogative or hortative according as the nuclear clause is affirmative, interrogative or hortative respectively.

**Examples**

**Affirmative Complex Sentences:**

My wife went to the market in order to buy food.

When Monkey rinsed his mouth, the whole water was filled with pieces of peanuts.

**Interrogative Complex Sentences:**

What was the time when you arrived?
What are you doing to help yourself?

Hortative Complex Sentences:

Come and help us!

Let him come and wash the dishes.
CHAPTER EIGHT

THE DISCOURSE AND UTTERANCE UNITS

8.0. Introduction

This preliminary study of Lokôe has not yet reached a stage where grammatical units larger than the sentence can be set up with any great assurance, the sentence being the highest rank in the hierarchy the relationships between the component elements of which it is possible to account for in terms of grammatical rules and categories without reference to semantic consideration or to non-linguistic context.

However, there seem good reasons for assuming that sentences function as elements of larger units. There are certain definite relationships between sentences, groupings of sentences or parts of different sentences, factors such as conjunctions, the occurrence of different pronouns in speech material, exclamations, questions and answers, response words, nominal phrases in vocative function, the fact that not all sentences can initiate or terminate a conversation or a narrative, all of which appear to require higher ranks in the grammatical hierarchy to account for them.\(^1\)

For these reasons, two units above the sentence, the Discourse and

---

1. Bloomfield, L. (cf. Language (1933) p.170 ), Chomsky (cf. Current Issues in Linguistic Theory, 1964, esp. pp. 8-11), and Halliday, M.A.K. (basically, cf. Cohesion in English (1976) p.10 and 'Grammatical categories in Modern Chinese' Transactions of the Philological Society(1956) p.182) all regarded the sentence as the highest rank in the grammatical hierarchy. Cf. also Ronald Stanford(1975) p.42 and Ayó Bangbose (1966), p.28. But an increasing number of linguists now agree that one or two ranks above the sentence should be set up. Among them are Pike and Pike (1977) who talk of 'sentence clusters' to refer to sequences of sentences related by slot, role, class and cohesion features (p.489); Soviet Linguists, who, as reported by Grindin (1978), speak of 'Suprasential Entities (SEs); S.H. Levinsohn (1980) who describes ranks beyond the sentence as Development Units (DU); Katy Barnwell (1969) p.100; Elaine Thomas (1969) p.33.
the Utterance, have been tentatively set up. The rest of the chapter is an attempt to define them and to illustrate their occurrence in Lòkòe, and, in the process, to suggest issues that could be explored further.

8.1. **THE DISCOURSE**

The discourse comprises the total speech interaction of two or more individuals on any one given occasion. It consists of utterances (see below).

8.2. **THE UTTERANCE**

The utterance may be described as a total speech action by one individual, bounded either by silence or by the speech action of another individual. It consists of sentences, the sequential class of which may never occur as the first constituent.

8.3. **Classes of Discourse**

Classes of discourse may be set up according to the characteristics of the component utterances, these characteristics being themselves determined by the occasion and place of the discourse. Three classes of discourse are distinguished.

8.31. **Narration Discourse**

One class of discourse we may call narration discourse. This is a discourse in which the narration of a folk tale or folk tales plays the major part. The occasion is usually after supper, before friends or members of the same family unit living in one 'compound' retire to bed.

---

8.311 Constituent Utterances

The narration discourse consists of three utterances which are specific, grammatically and semantically, to this discourse. These are:

(i) address
(ii) reply
(iii) narration of the folk tale

The first and second utterances are entirely invariable. So, too, are some parts of the narration utterance, which are described in section 8.3113.

8.3111 The Address

The address utterance is marked by the form:

 carákpä: sëníníní:

directed by the narrator to the audience announcing the beginning of the tale. These words do not occur anywhere else in the language, and they may be freely translated here as 'Lend me your ears!' or something to that effect.

8.3112 The Reply

The reply utterance is marked by the form: ú:: (the tidle marking full nasalisation), directed by the audience to the narrator indicating readiness to listen. The expression ú:: does not occur anywhere else in the language. ¹

¹ A similar sound ú:: is made by an òbòyë during the kèbòyë Festival day when young men uproot trees and parade them in the streets, to show off their strength and courage. The bigger the tree, the greater the esteem in which the òbòyë expects to be held by young girls. On this occasion, ú::: is roughly interpreted as 'Here I am, look at my tree!'
8.3113 The Narration

The narration utterance here consists of four different parts:
(a) an initiative formula introducing the principal character(s) of the story. A typical example is:
   \[\text{kē:kpi ūkū kā:...}\]
   'Once upon a time, there was a certain Tortoise...'
(b) a series of sequential and initiative sentences narrating the story, initiative sentences signalling either a new stage in the sequence of actions or a state that is constant.

This part of the narration utterance is further characterized by internal patterning, significant factors including:
(i) sequential words, mainly ūmē: and kēdō 'then'.

ūmē: occurs optionally in all sentences that carry on the narrative from the previous sentence. It does not occur in a simple sentence unless preceded by kēdō. It may occur either nuclear clause initially or as the second item after the subject, if the main clause is preceded by a temporal non-nuclear clause, e.g.
   \[\text{kō kē:kpi ū:wōnī kē kēblē:, (ūmē) ūmē:}\]
   'When Tortoise had returned from the farm, he then went to see his friend'

The sequential word is obligatorily absent in sentences that begin a new stage in the story.

1. For further examples, cf. Texts in the Appendix.
Eddó may mark transition to the next stage, but sometimes introduces sentences in the same way as ñmō:. It occurs sentence initially, and is optionally reinforced by ñmē: which may immediately follow it, e.g.

Eddó (ñmē:) Ké:kpi ò:kो: bón wò éká índ
then then Tortoise he-saw things that it-frightened
'Then Tortoise saw a very wonderful thing'.

ñmō: here simply reinforces the notion of transition marked by eddó.

(ii) Lexical overlap or echo, a frequent linking device used between the stages of the story. It involves the repetition, at the beginning of a new sentence, of certain words or spatial or temporal clauses that have occurred in the immediately preceding sentence, e.g.

Ké:kpi ò:kō kà:, ò:kō kōsìgà. kōsìgà kómà:
Tortoise he-went there, he-went journey, journey the
kódál è étém
it-pleased him heart.
'Once upon a time, there was a certain Tortoise who went on a journey. The journey delighted his heart'.

(iii) The presence or absence of a noun in subject or complement function and the pattern of pronominal reference.

The presence of a noun as subject or complement in a sentence or clause signals either that the referent is not the same as the referent of the noun present as subject or complement respectively in the preceding sentence or clause, or, if the referent is the same, that emphasis upon the referent is still in a position of some prominence, e.g.

Ké:kpi ò:kó òblá yákō kà:, yákō kó è:tì,
Tortoise and Dog they-went there, they-went to farm-road
tè yàwà nìjù, kà yà:wà:ní, yákò nídànà
so-that they-got ropes. When they-were-returning, they-saw drums
There were once a Tortoise and a Dog who went along the farm-road to get ropes. When they were returning, they saw two drums standing on the road. The Tortoise picked up one for himself, the Dog picked up the other. The Dog said to him: "Let me try my drum to hear what it sounds like". So he beat it and it sounded ton, ton, ton, ton. The Tortoise beat his, but it had a hole in it.  

The presence of the underlined Ë:blá signals that the noun is still in a position of some prominence after occurring in the preceding sentence. And the presence of the underlined Kè:kpi signals that the noun referent is not the same as the referent of the noun functioning as subject in the preceding sentence.

The subject or the complement is deleted when neither of these two conditions is in force, as, for instance, in the non-nuclear clause contained in the final sentence of the text just quoted above.

Kè:kpi :ọfọ: kà:  
Subject Predicator Adjunct

where the complement of the transitive verb ọfọ: 'beat (a drum)' is omitted,

Text and Translation adapted from F. D. D. Winston's unpublished collection of Lökọ tales as narrated to him by Ibor Eteng Obeten in 1956.
although it is inserted in the English translation. ¹

Finally, the selection of a pronoun in place of a noun as realisation of the subject or complement in a clause is permissible only when the noun it replaces is not ambiguous, as is  yi:we 'his (drum)' in the last sentence of the passage quoted above, i.e.

Kē:kpi ọfọ: kâ:,  yi:we ọblékè ké

(iv) references to time signalling a new stage in the sequence of the story. The time reference may be a nominal phrase or a non-nuclear clause in temporal relation, e.g.

lèwĩ jànâ, Kē:kpi ọkó ọkọ: ọfọ: ọfọ: ọfọ: htên sũ:sũ:
day one Tortoise he-went hunting he-killed animals many
'One day, Tortoise went hunting and killed many animals'.

kọ ke:òb:òb:we ké:yè; Kē:kpi ọwọnĩ kọ ọb:pôn
when evening it-came, Tortoise he-returned to town
'When it was evening, Tortoise returned into the town'.

(v) direct and indirect speech quotations, which the narrator uses to make the story more lively and more dramatic, as illustrated by the long passage quoted above.

(c) the moral, which consists of a tag or a maxim very commonly introduced by the lexical form:

(bônica) imààsà: mà 'That is why...'

This is usually followed by a hortative or initiative sentence the semantic content of which gives the moral of the story, e.g.

¹. Note that the subject or complement deletion process often occurs in conversation utterances, e.g.

Ubi: ọbasa ọtun ọtun: ìsèn: 'It rained hard yesterday'
Ègù: ẹyà, ọtun ọtun: 'Yes, it did (lit. it rained hard).
Ègù omits the subject ọbasa in the structure of his sentence.
"That is why they say when an old man gives you advice, listen to him" (d) the closure, which is marked by the invariable form:

ëtúkpá kōi

announcing the end of the story. This form of closure, which terminates the narration of folk tales only, does not elicit any response from the audience.

If another folk tale is to be told, the next narrator, after an interlude of conversation utterances (which are discussed below), begins with the address utterance and then, after the audience's response utterance, goes through all the four parts of the narration utterance as described above.

8.32 Rhetorical Discourse

Another class of discourse we may describe as rhetorical discourse. This is a discourse in which the delivery of a formal speech is the most prominent part. The occasion is normally before an assembly of age-group friends in council or of members of an association, e.g. lédû, i.e. the association of rich farmers, the yâgbunjì and the yâsū: of the town.

The rhetorical discourse differs from the narration discourse by the striking absence of the specific and invariable folk tales forms of the narration discourse. It consists of at least three utterances of which the rhetorical utterance is specific to the discourse. These are:

1. For further examples, cf. Texts in the Appendix.
(i) the introduction utterance

(ii) the rhetorical utterance

(iii) the closing comment utterance.

8.321 The Introduction Utterance

The rhetorical discourse usually begins with the introduction of the person designated to make the formal speech by an 'assembly speaker' or announcer. The announcer may also introduce the subject on which the speech is to be made.

8.322 The Rhetorical Utterance

A rhetorical utterance normally consists of three parts: an opening address, the formal speech and a closing address.

(a) The Opening Address

The opening address, which R.E. Longacre (1976) calls 'aperture' (p.214), consists of a formal salutation of the audience and an invitation to it to listen. The salutation usually takes the form of a nominal phrase or a sequence of nominal phrases in vocative function. This is followed by the invitation to listen which takes the form of a hortative sentence. The following is a typical opening address by a young man at a family gathering:

\[\text{Abā: bo û:wôu ûbê û-bê mûmùkà, Abā:} \]
\[\text{you fathers and mothers, you} \]
\[\text{bên û:wôu ûbê û:-bê mûmûkà..., bā:} \]
\[\text{children of father and those of mother you} \]
\[\text{kâlā: m kôtûŋ} \]
\[\text{hear me ear} \]
\[\text{‘Fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters, ... lend me your ears!’} \]

(b) The Formal Speech

The formal speech usually begins with a proverb summarizing the
point of the speech, e.g.

bǒ̄ng ō:bi wǒ ò:náí, jānɡ bǒ̄ng ă:yí
thing if-it-should you it-does-never thing you-know
'Experience is the best teacher'

The speaker may then go on to counsel a certain course of action from the privilege of his experience.

(c) The Closing Address

The closing address is usually an expression of gratitude by the speaker to the audience for listening to him. It may be couched in this way:

újšu bà: bà: sám 'I say, 'Thank you'.
I-say you you thanks

8.323 The Closing Comment Utterance

This utterance, like the introduction utterance, is delivered by the announcer who expresses the appreciation of the audience for the formal address and then continues with the business of the assembly.

Remark

It should be noted that the introduction utterance may be preceded, and the closing comment utterance followed, by conversational utterances.

8.33 Conversation Discourse

A third discourse we may call conversation discourse. It is a discourse in which rapid conversational exchange is dominant. It differs from the other two classes of discourse in that its utterances are not autonomous, but dependent to a greater or lesser extent for their formal properties on the form and content of neighbouring utterances.

This is particularly so with regard to eliciting and response ut-
quences, where the form and/or tense of the eliciting utterance determine to some extent the form and/or tense of the following response, since information given in the eliciting utterance may be omitted in the response, rendering it often grammatically truncated and less formal than in narration and rhetorical utterances.

These differences between conversation and other classes of discourse must not be taken to mean that they do not share common characteristics. Indeed, all classes of discourse may contain similar conversation utterances. A conversation discourse may include a long narrative utterance telling a story with many of the internal patterning elements of the narration utterance. It may also contain a formal speech with some of the elements of a rhetorical utterance. But the prominence given by each discourse to its distinctive utterance is the decisive factor in the various discourse classifications.

Four characteristic utterances of conversation discourse may be set up:

(i) eliciting utterance (or discourse opener)
(ii) response utterance
(iii) message utterance
(iv) closure utterance (or discourse closer)

8.331 Eliciting and Response Utterances

The eliciting and response utterances have reciprocal distribution, in that an eliciting utterance normally precedes a response utterance. The two utterances are therefore considered together here.

Two sub-classes of eliciting and response utterances may be distinguished:
(a) the question (or query) and response sub-class

(b) the vocative and response sub-class

(a) The Question and Response Sub-Class

The constituents of the question utterance requiring a response are sentences, the final sentence often being of a question type, cast in a positive or negative form.

The constituents of the response utterance are also sentence units, the first sentence constituent being an initiative sentence.

If the eliciting utterance ends in a polar question, the response utterance may be preceded by a 'response word', such as ēiyā or ū: 'yes' for 'agreement' and ū: 'no' for 'disagreement'.

Frequently, the response utterance is initiated by a repetition of the question as a statement, either positive or negative.

Examples.

Question: ḡwōŋ kę? 'Are you back?'
Response: ēiyā  'Yes'

Question: kēblō: kōdā yāŋ?
   farming it-is how
   'How was your day in the farm?'

Response: kēblō: kē:yi:yi. ēdō ētēn yānā ū:fi:
   farming it-is-not even animal one I-killed-not good
   'Not good. I did not kill even one single animal'

Question: kēpōm kōdō yāŋ? 'How is the morning?'
Response: kēpōm kēyī:yi ȳiyī. 'The morning is fine'

Question: ājēi yāŋ? ā:jā: ő:đō?
   You-say how thus it-is-not
   'What do you say? Isn't it true?'

Response: bōmbōŋ ū:jēi, ődō ā:jā:  'Nothing. It is so'.
   nothing I-say-not it-is thus
Greetings, consisting of a set of questions and answers in determined sequence and with restricted lexical content, may constitute a sub-class of eliciting and response utterances functioning as 'opener' in conversational discourse, e.g.

Étëŋ: áplóká? 'Good morning'
Ómíl: élyá. áplóká? 'Yes. Good morning' (i.e. reciprocal greeting).
Étëŋ: wól lídó yåŋ? 'How are you?'
Ómíl: lítáwá òtáwá. jë líwû khá?

'I am well. And you?' (i.e. a reciprocal question).

At this point Étëŋ goes on to the message utterance in the conversational discourse.

Note that any polar question functioning as initiative sentence in the conversation utterance may be optionally followed by the final-marker -ô:, e.g. áplóká-ô: for áplóká 'good morning'.

These reciprocal question and response utterances amplify phatic communication, and are important for their social function rather than for their information content.

The second sub-class of eliciting and response utterances is the vocative and response utterances. Its nucleus, i.e. the eliciting utterance, is most commonly a personal proper name (e.g. Étëŋ) or occasionally a title (e.g. ñmá: 'mother') or a noun denoting a personal relationship (e.g. ñmûkà 'my mother').

-ô (or -yô when the name ends in the phonetic diphthong Vi) may be suffixed to the vocative noun phrase if the person being called is or is thought to be a little far away. This form of the noun phrase in vocative function is therefore often used, if the first call is not re-
sponded to, or if the caller wants to communicate endearment or affection.

Examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Call</th>
<th>Second Call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Úbl</td>
<td>Úbl-ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ísù</td>
<td>Ísù-ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ìyì</td>
<td>Ìyì-yò</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The response utterance is either ò: or ì:.

When the noun phrase in vocative function is replaced by the 2nd person pronoun, the pronoun does not carry a separate intonation contour, in that it now functions, not as a separate utterance, but as a constituent of an initiative sentence occurring utterance initially in the conversational discourse, e.g.

quire: òwò ínù:yi bòò? (eliciting utterance)
'You, what are you doing?'

èòë: bòììòò ì:nù:yi (response utterance)
'I am doing nothing'

The personal pronoun here only serves the purpose of drawing the attention of the person being addressed.

Noun phrases in vocative function such as ìbà: bèn à:-mùkà 'maternal brothers and sisters', ìbà: yàmànìbàm 'my friends'; exclamations, e.g. ò:òiìyè:, èkèù, ìbà:ì ììùù:ìpà:bì 'God forbid'; or an expression of surprise and grief combined, and words like kpò: or ìòa:, both meaning 'Look here!' or 'I say' have a similar structural role, although the exclamations may also occur medially in conversation utterances, especially in response to a narrative utterance.

8.332 Message Utterance

The conversation message utterance is distinguished by the presence
of an initiative or hortative sentence, usually preceded by a conversation discourse opener, i.e. eliciting and response utterances as already described above.

Examples.

Ewéni: áplöká? 'Good morning' 
\[ \text{discourse opener} \]
\[ \text{initiative sentence}. \]
\[ \text{initiative sentence}. \]

Qämä: éiyá. áwá áplöká? 'Yes. Good morning' 
\[ \text{discourse opener} \]
\[ \text{discourse opener} \]
\[ \text{discourse opener} \]
\[ \text{discourse opener} \]

Ewéni: nà òkòñu këblè: 'I am going to the farm'

\[ \text{initiative sentence}. \]

Qämä: ñyì 'O.K.' (discourse closer).

But a message utterance may also consist of a short story that contains more than one sentence, in which case the first sentence may be specified as either initiative or hortative and the subsequent one(s) as hortative or sequential, e.g.

Qfêm: áplöká? 'Good morning' 
\[ \text{discourse opener} \]
\[ \text{discourse opener} \]
\[ \text{discourse opener} \]

Qfêm: (1) litë:wà líwà lídë yàn? (initiative sentence) 'How is your farm?'

(2) tà ítólì 3: ké likól iyá:si (hortative s.) 'Let me go with you to the farm today'.

or

ìyì ímà hìdë kà: á:kì:yi (sequential s.) 'Nowadays, you don't go there (i.e. to the farm)'

These two sentences constitute a message utterance.

8.333 Closure Utterance

The conversation closure utterance usually consists of a hortative or assent sentence. Two typical conversation closure utterances are:

(i) sâm. hömá ìkòlë. 'Thanks. Stay well!'
(ii) sâm. sëyì ìkòlë. 'Thanks. Go well!'

(ii) sâm. sëyì ìkòlë. 'Thanks. Go well!'
8.4. **Relationship between the Sentence and the Units Above**

The hierarchical relationship between the sentence and the units above it which we have just described may be represented by the following diagram:

![Diagram](image)

Sentence Units.
### ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adj.</td>
<td>adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR.</td>
<td>Aorist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>adverbial phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aux.</td>
<td>auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVS</td>
<td>auxiliary verb-stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cdir.</td>
<td>direct complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindir.</td>
<td>indirect complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl-Introd.</td>
<td>clause-introducer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp., Compl.</td>
<td>complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. Vb.</td>
<td>compound verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{NDPO}</td>
<td>obligatory nominal phrase complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{NDPOP}</td>
<td>optional nominal phrase complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONT., CONTIN.</td>
<td>continuative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cor.</td>
<td>coordinative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem.</td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int.</td>
<td>interrogative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intr.</td>
<td>intransitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lit.</td>
<td>literally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod.</td>
<td>modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.postvb</td>
<td>post-verb modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. prevb</td>
<td>pre-verb modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Vb</td>
<td>main verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVS</td>
<td>main verb-stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG.</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg. Part.</td>
<td>negative particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>noun head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON-CONT.</td>
<td>non-continuative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>nominal phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num.</td>
<td>numeral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf. (Part.)</td>
<td>perfective (or completive) particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pers.</td>
<td>person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plu., pl.</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-morph</td>
<td>phonological morph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poss.</td>
<td>possessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pn.</td>
<td>pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-phrase</td>
<td>phonological phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr.</td>
<td>prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-word</td>
<td>phonological word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL. CL</td>
<td>relative clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsCl.</td>
<td>rankshifted clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsNP</td>
<td>rankshifted nominal phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sing.</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S^p NP</td>
<td>noun phrase Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj.</td>
<td>subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP</td>
<td>self-standing pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vb.</td>
<td>verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vd.</td>
<td>voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.</td>
<td>voiceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>verbal phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>precedes a non-occurring syntactic element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>precedes an obligatory element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>precedes an optional element.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"contrasts with"

"becomes"

'is derived from'

a colon marking a long phone

a full-stop marking the end of a sentence or an intonation contour

a comma marking a phonological pause.

a dot between words is used to mark a syllable-break where relevant.

a hyphen between words is used to mark a morpheme-break where relevant.

underlining used in examples to indicate the item under focus when it is given in its larger context.
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APPENDIX

TEXT A

What caused the Monkey to live in the forest

1. Narrator: kpàkà: stènnìñìí: 'Lend me your ears'.
2. Audience: ã:ë: : 'We are ready'.
3. Narrator:

Obòl wàna ọkọ kà:, ọkpọya ọbòl Ágbàláygbá.

Chief one he-went there, he-was-called chief Agbala*ygba.

4. Òyénì k'kèwù sè k'èbòlì k'ètì. bànnì sìbì: bè

He-had riches which it-passed has road, women he-married them

5. ké ụ:kàtà, lìmàn dọ ìnìn oo'ì:iìì̃ ọ:yi:mà

In baskets, money where will he-hides he-knew-not.

6. k'èwù k'èwù n:è:n-á bọ̀n wè è:mà nè ìyìn

Riches his of-animals thing which mouth will it-tells


It-was-not. in animals his there all animal which

8. èdè yè ètà kè ìdè è:-Bù:sì. ụnè ìkè:

It-pleased him it-surpassed it-was Cat whenever he-gives

9. ètèn ìmìnà; ẹ̀dùjí, ìnì. kòlòi ké Bù:sì-á ìmìn

Animals these food he-always-first Cat this
food giving. so animals the-other all it-angered

them. they-conferred-and-decided that they-will-kill Cat this.

Monkey who he-was in group their he-told them

he-said them "don't worry. I I-know have thing

which shall I-do Cat"

day one chief this he-took groundnuts,

he-roasted in fire, he-left there, he-went he-said that

he-takes snuff his in room. he-before

he-came there, groundnuts whole his three they-disappeared

there. when he-left there then, Monkey he-used

hand of Cat he-dug-out groundnuts these,
21. ọdụli ọjị kẹ èpàlè:pàl, ọbọl Agbálngbá
  he-took he-ate all quickly, chief Agbalangba

22. n'è ọdụli ọdụkẹ è mạ:, è:pù ịwè kẹ.
  he-before he-came back there, Monkey he-finished has.

23. kẹ ọ:bọl ọ:yẹ: mạ:, kpàkpà ịwè ọjọ:ná
  when chief he-came there, groundnuts his it-got-less

24. kẹ, ọkà:má ọbláu n'tèn fmá: èbẹ:. ụmụná:ya
  has. so he-asked animals these all. each

25. ọkà:ná, ẹbáwà èmà kẹ è:kọn. è:pù ụmụ-ịmẹ
  it-denied, it-put mouth in fire. Monkey alone

26. ọjị iè ọbọ oyị:ná kẹ èn'en ọchị ọfịnụ
  he-said he-said he-knew has person who he-dug out

27. kpàkpà fmá: ọbọ a:-Bụ:sì ọfịnụ.
  groundnuts these, he-said it-was Cat he-dug-out.

  chief he-asked-not, he-took Cat he-locked chain

29. a:-Bụ:sì ọwọmài ọbọ È:pù ọtọ: kọbọ:
  Cat he-kept-shouting he-said Monkey he-used hand

30. kọwọ ọfịnụ kpàkpà, ọ:dé kpàkpà È:pù ọjị:
  his he-dug-out groundnuts, if-it-was groundnuts Monkey he-ate,

  he-said if-it-not so it-was-not, let they-eat lie-detector. chief
32. Ọkụ ọwụ ọgụ\-ụ n'\-a:-gbụn-ghụ, ìdì ụtụn ẹbọ:,
he-fetched water he-put in basin, he-called animals all

33. tè nụfụ kẹn nụfụ: yẹ èmà. yànyà:nyà:yà èfụ i
that they-come they-rinse them mouths. each it-rinsed

34. yẹ èmà, bọmbọgụ ọ ọ\-wù ọ\-de:. È\-pù nè
it mouth nothing in water it-was-not. Monkey when

35. ìfọ ọ\-fụ wè èmà kpà\-kpà-\-lù\-lù: ọ\-wù: ọ\-kè
he-came he-rinsed it mouth groundnut-bits they-filled in

36. ọ\-wù ọbọ:. È\-pù ọ\-kè ọ\-kè: ẹ\-jà:, lèkà\-là\-jè\-lè nè\-nì
water all. Monkey when he-saw so, shame it-did

37. yẹ, ọfọ\-lè èmà àtọ kò yì\-tèm\-tèm.
him he-jumped he-ran he-fell in forest.

38. ọkà:nà È\-pù jà\-nù kò ọ\-sè ọ\-mènà, ọbàlà
so Monkey never on ground he-steps-not, he-thinks

39. yẹ ọbì ọbọl Ágbàlà\-kpà nè ọmà\-nà ẹ kè.
him he-says chief Ágbàlà\-kpà will he-arrest him

40. ìtù-kpà kòi. 'That is the end of the story'

Translation of the Folk-Tale:

What Caused the Monkey to live in the Forest

'There was a certain chief called chief Agbalangba. He had riches beyond measure. Wives he married in baskets, and he did not know where to hide his money. His riches where animals were concerned were not
something mouth could tell. Among all his animals, the animal which he liked best was the Cat. If he wanted to give food to these animals, he used to give the food first to the Cat. For this reason all the other animals got angry. They held a meeting and decided to kill the Cat. The Monkey who was in their group said to them: "Don't worry. I know what to do to the Cat".

'One day this chief took groundnuts and roasted them in the fire, and then left to get his snuff from his room. By the time he got back, three of his groundnuts were lost. When he was away, the Monkey had used the Cat's paw to dig out (from the ashes) the groundnuts and ate them quickly. By the time chief Agbalanqba had returned the Monkey had finished.

'When the chief arrived back, his groundnuts had got less. So he questioned all the animals. Each denied it completely (putting his mouth to the fire). The Monkey alone said he knew who dug out the groundnuts; he said it was the Cat that did it. The chief did not question any more; he took the Cat and put him in prison.

'The cat shouted out repeatedly that the Monkey had used his paw to dig out the groundnuts, and that as far as the groundnuts were concerned, it was the Monkey that ate them. He said if it was not so, let them resort to a lie-detector. The chief put water into a basin and called all the animals to come and rinse their mouths. Each one rinsed his mouth, and there was nothing in the water. But when it was the Monkey's turn to rinse his mouth, the water was full of bits of groundnuts. When the Monkey saw this, he was ashamed, so he jumped and escaped into the forest.
'That is why the Monkey never comes down to the ground, he thinks chief Agbalangba will catch him'.
TEXT B

Rabbit who has many friendships

1. Narrator: kpakpa: sënnini:
   'Lend me your ears'

2. Audience: ñ::: 'We are ready'

3. Narrator:
   'E:fël ökëu kâ:, dyëni ñkô: sõ:sõ:, òwë
   Rabbit he-went there, he-had friendships many he-was-a-friend

4. öbë Ñ:ynỳâñ òbë È:bd òbë È:pâm òbë Kë:kpí, kë
to Horse, to Goat to Cow to Tortoise, when

5. â:ddif kë kâ: yàmënsëñ bïkïn yàdë-yàdë.
you-have-taken away his-friends remaining others

6. më yà:mënsëñ bïmïn òbë:, òmënsëñ
   in his-friends these all his-friend

7. wàguwà:ya ñë òbë yëñï yôñënyë onï dëi
each who if-he had work he-would call

   Rabbit that he-help him out. Rabbit never has he-refused-not.

9. ëwë ñàñà, È:fël òwøi bë të yàkâm è
day one, Rabbit he-wanted them that they-help him

10. kë, dyëni yàdë:-nëñ òbë nà:blá nëbë yàwò:yi
    out, because hunters and dogs their they-wanted
11. do ñnê yâfi ë ke.
that will they-kill him.

12. okëlo éti ñpàññ dâ: ñyânyâñ-â, ñblâu ye
he-first he-went-and-met Horse, he-asked him

13. tà ñkâm ë ke. ñyânyâñ ñbí ñyâñu kô
that he-help him out. Horse he-said he-was-busy

14. ñyõñëñi yê wôl, do ñnê őtê: yâtê-â ñkòu
he-was-preparing himself body, that he-will he-take his-father he-go

15. ñplâ, ñbì ë "këu âkô ëbù-â ñnê ñkâm ë ke".
market, he-said him "Go see Goat if-he-will he-help you"

16. ñpàññ dâ: ëbù-â, ë'bù ñbì ñyâñu kô
He-went-and-met Goat, Goat he-said he-was in

17. kë:yâ:mnâ ñbì yõ:nî, ñbì ë "këu âkô ë:påm
competition with Elephant, he-said him "Go see Cow

18. ñnê ñkâm ë ke." if-he-will he-help you"

19. kô ñyê: dô ë:på:m-â, ë:påm ñjêî ë
when he-came to Cow, Cow he-said him

20. ñbì ë "ñyâñu kô ë:wôu".
he-said him "I-have-a-baby-to-look-after".

Rabbit he-thought himself he-said perhaps Tortoise
22. nd oka m k. ok:ma otuk: o:nd
will he-help him out. so he-ran he-went-

and-met Tortoise he-arrived there, Tortoise he-said

24. e "nyau: ke e:bon y6 a:-wen o:mi".
him "I-am in circumcision- of child my"
ceremony

25. f:fei okpe:n6 ma: sam, ok
Rabbit he-looked there pensively, he-saw

26. o:ju o:bi o:bi w6l lw6 o:ka:mi,
he-said he-said if-he body his he-helped-not,

27. yaj:=-nen bim: ma: yaf: k. ok:ma
hunters those will they-kill him. so

28. ok:me nka:mi da me:bo: y6 yan:en
he-stopped help from hands of people

29. ke:w6l, otuk: okam w6l lw6 tuto
looking-for, he-ran he-helped body his until

30. sof be k.
he-escaped them.

31. oyin: im:n okpe: min o:bi oy:
story this it-taught us it-says it-is-good

32. min: t6 okam w6l lw6 sta k k t
person that he-help body his it-surpasses has that
The Rabbit with many friends

'Once upon a time there was a Rabbit who had many friends. His friends were the Horse, the Goat, the Cow and the Tortoise, in addition to other friends. Whenever any of these friends had work, he used to ask the Rabbit to come and help him. The Rabbit never refused.

'One day, the Rabbit wanted them to help him, because some hunters and their dogs wanted to kill him.

'He first went to the Horse and asked him to help him. The Horse said he was preparing to take his master to market, and said to him: 'Go and see if the Goat will help you'.

'He went to the Goat, and the Goat said he was engaged in a competition with the Elephant, and said to him: 'Go and see if the Cow will help you'.

'When he came to the Cow, the Cow said to him: 'I am looking after children'.

'The Rabbit then thought that perhaps the Tortoise would help him. So he ran to see the Tortoise. When he reached there, the Tortoise said to him, "I am busy with the celebration of the circumcision of my daughter".'
'The Rabbit then thought quietly, and saw that if he did not help himself, the hunters would kill him. So he stopped looking for help at the hands of other people, and ran to help himself until he escaped.

'This story teaches us that it is better for a man to help himself than to look for help from others'.